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the cells in our body are constantly exposed to dna damaging agents, either by 
metabolic processes in the cell or by environmental factors. dna damage that 
interferes with transcription and replication may lead to cell death or mutations 
and ultimately to human disease such as cancer. to safeguard our genome from 
these every day threats, the cell has evolved an intricate network of defense systems 
called the dna damage response which very efficiently counteracts the hazardous 
consequences of dna damage. human syndromes such as ataxia telangiectasia, 
xeroderma pigmentosum, nijmegen breakage syndrome, Fanconi anemia as well 
as multiple types of hereditary cancer (e.g. brCa1, brCa2) underlie mutations in 
important dna damage response genes, illustrating the connection between genome 
surveillance and disease. dna double strand breaks (dsb) are among the most 
deleterious types of damage and need to be carefully repaired. dsbs are repaired 
by two main pathways: either by error prone non-homologous end-joining or by 
high fidelity homologous recombination, which repairs dsbs by using an undamaged 
homologous dna strand as a template. 
the folding of dna into chromatin poses a physical barrier for repair proteins 
to access the damage. in general, chromatin can be relaxed by post translational 
modification of histone tails and by chromatin remodeling in order to provide access 
to the dna. however, it is poorly understood how chromatin remodelers function 
within the mammalian dna damage response. Furthermore, although many key 
players in dsb repair have been identified for some time, their function has not -or 
only partly- been unraveled.
the aim of the study described was to identify novel factors in the dsb response 
and to provide further insight in the functional role of novel and established dsb 
response factors, thereby focusing on chromatin remodelers. First, we searched for 
novel players in the dsb response and identified three chromatin remodelers. second, 
we provide insight in how these different chromatin remodelers function in the dsb 
response. third, we underscore the importance of known dsb repair factors in the 
dna damage response.
in chapter one, i provide a comprehensive analysis of the literature regarding the 
role of histone modifiers and chromatin remodelers in the dsb response. in chapters 
two, three and four, i describe the identification and characterization of three chromatin 
remodelers, Chd4, smarCa5 and Chd2, as novel players in the dsb response. Chapter 
five describes the importance of the rad51C gene in dsb repair by homologous 
recombination, maintenance of genome stability and mouse development. 
the last section presents a perspective on the research described in this thesis, 
on the general role of histone modifications and chromatin remodeling in the dsb 
response and disease progression and on experimental follow up to further unravel 
the distinct functions of chromatin remodelers during the dsb response. 
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the cells in our body are constantly exposed to a multitude of agents causing various 
types of dna damage. dna double stand breaks (dsbs) are among the most toxic 
types of damage because, if left unrepaired, they can give rise to e.g. deletions or 
translocations that may lead to cell death or even cancer. the cell has developed a 
number of intricate mechanisms to deal with different types of dna damage, which 
is collectively called the dna damage response (ddr). the importance of the ddr is 
illustrated by several genetic disorders, including ataxia telangiectasia, Xeroderma 
pigmentosum and nijmegen breakage syndrome, caused by inactivating mutations 
of ddr genes. patients that suffer from these syndromes have a high prevalence of 
cancer due to the inability to properly repair dna damage.
When cells encounter a dsb, cell cycle progression can be arrested at one of 
the cell cycle checkpoints. in this way, damaged cells are prevented to progress 
into the next cell cycle phase and are allowed time to repair the damage. Cell 
cycle progression can be stopped at the G1/s boundary before dna replication, 
at the intra-s checkpoint during replication, or at the G2/m boundary before cell 
division. in the absence of checkpoints, unrepaired damage can result in mutations 
or deletions that either will be passed on to the next generation or lead to cell death 
(Warmerdam and kanaar, 2010).
there are two major pathways to repair dsbs: homologous recombination (hr) 
and non-homologous end-joining (nheJ). nheJ represents fast but error prone repair 
of dsbs, whereas hr represents slow but error free repair (Figure 1,2).
hr requires a homologous sequence such as the sister chromatid as a template 
for repair. the repair process is initiated by the detection and binding of dsbs by the 
mrn complex which consists of mre11, rad50, nbs1. the mrn complex helps to 
process dsb which results in 3’ hydroxyl single stranded dna overhangs. additionally, 
Ctip which forms a complex with brCa1 promotes processing of dsb ends by the 
mrn complex. the single stranded dna overhangs are rapidly bound by rpa which 
is eventually replaced by the central hr protein rad51 involving brCa2. rad51 
promotes strand invasion of the homologous sequence, dna synthesis and exchange 
of the copied genetic information followed by ligation to complete repair (Figure 1).
nheJ starts with detection of the dsb by the ku70/80 heterodimer. together 
with the dna-pkcs kinase and the dna, ku forms the dna-pk complex. dna-pk is 
thought to mainly phosphorylate itself. subsequently, the endonuclease artemis is 
recruited to a subset of breaks where it associates with dna-pk to resect the dna 
(riballo et al., 2004). after gap filling by dna polymerases μ and λ, the XrCC4-ligase 
iV complex in association with XlF/Cernunnos carries out the final ligation of the 
dna ends (mahaney et al., 2009) (Figure 2). 
nheJ functions throughout the cell cycle, whereas hr only takes place in s and G2 
phase when the sister chromatid is present as a template for repair. it is not entirely 
clear what determines the choice between nheJ and hr in G2 phase. one factor that 
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might play a role in this choice is the complexity of the break: simple breaks that do 
not require (much) resection are repaired by nheJ and complex breaks that require 
extensive resection are repaired by hr (shibata et al., 2011). another distinction can 
be made between the chromatin environments of dsbs: in G2 phase euchromatic 
breaks are repaired with fast kinetics by nheJ and heterochromatic breaks are repaired 
with slow kinetics by hr (beucher et al., 2009). 
upon detection of a dsb, a complex signaling cascade is set into motion that 
starts with the recruitment of the pikk kinase atm by the mrn complex. atm 
phosphorylates histone h2aX forming γh2aX which is considered the major 
landmark of dsbs. γh2aX interacts with mdC1, an important checkpoint protein 
that acts as a binding platform for many proteins such as the e3 ubiquitin ligase rnF8 
which, together with rnF168, ubiquitylates h2a-type histones at dsbs (stucki et al., 
2005; huen et al., 2007; kolas et al., 2007; mailand et al., 2007) (doil et al., 2009; 
























Figure 1. Model for DSB repair by Homologous Recombination. 5′–3′ resection of a 
broken end creates 3′ ssdna tails that are rapidly coated by rpa. rpa is replaced by rad51 
to form a ssdna-rad51 nucleoprotein filament, which can initiate pairing with and strand 
invasion of a homologous duplex dna. the 3′ end of the invading strand is extended by 
dna synthesis using this duplex dna as a template. the invading and extended strand 
is displaced and pairs with the other 3′ single stranded tail, allowing dna synthesis to 
complete repair. the proteins involved in te distinct steps of hr are indicated.
14
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the abraxas complex that contains brCa1, brCC36, abraxas and merit40 (Figure 
4) (Wang et al., 2007). accumulation of 53bp1 at the break site is also dependent 
on rnF8/rnF168 ubiquitylation (doil et al., 2009; huen et al., 2007; mailand et al., 
2007) however, 53bp1 binds h4k20me2 at dsbs which is regulated by a different 
mechanism (botuyan et al., 2006). it is currently unclear how rnF8 and rnF168 
affect 53bp1 assembly at dsbs.
Genomic dna is wrapped around histone proteins and tightly packaged into 
a multidimensional structure called chromatin. even though chromatin is packed 
tightly, it can still be damaged. Consequentially, the dna repair and signaling 
machinery has to overcome this chromatin barrier to access the lesion. this is 
facilitated by two classes of enzymes that modify chromatin structure. the first 
class consists of chromatin remodelers that use the energy from atp hydrolysis to 
change the position or composition of nucleosomes along the dna. the second 




















Figure 2. Model for DSB repair by Non-homologous End-joining. the dsb is detected and 
bound by the ku70/80 heterodimer. once bound to the dsb, ku80 recruits dna-pkcs. Following this, 
the dna ends are processed by artemis and/or mrn. either before or after end processing, dna-pkcs 
undergoes autophosphorylation, resulting in a conformational change that opens the central dna 
binding cavity, releasing autophosphorylated dna-pkcs from the dna. Finally, the XrCC4/dna ligase 
iV complex ligates the dna ends in a reaction that is stimulated by XlF.
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modifications (ptm). Chromatin remodelers can either slide nucleosomes along 
dna, evict nucleosomes from chromatin or exchange histones or histone dimers 
from nucleosomes (Clapier and Cairns, 2009). Chromatin remodelers of the sWi2/
snF2 family share a catalytic atp binding helicase domain. this superfamily is 
divided into four subfamilies, namely sWi/snF, Chd, isWi and ino80, that can be 
distinguished by the presence of specific functional domains outside the atpase 
domain (Figure 3) (Clapier and Cairns, 2009). members of the sWi/snF subfamily 
contain a bromodomain that binds acetylated histone tails (kasten et al., 2011). the 
Chd family consists of 9 members that all contain a tandem chromodomain, which 
has affinity for methylated histones (Figure 3)(sims and Wade, 2011). Furthermore, 
isWi family proteins have a hand sant and slide domain involved in dna binding 
in the context of nucleosomes (Figure 3) (yadon and tsukiyama, 2011). Finally, the 
ino80 family does not have specific histone binding motifs, but contains an insertion 
in the atpase domain (Figure 3) (bao and shen, 2011). 
the main post translational modifications involved in the ddr are phosphorylation, 
acetylation, methylation, ubiquitylation poly(adp-ribosyl)ation and sumoylation. 
these histone modifications are collectively called the ‘histone code’ which is 
regulated by ‘writers’ that install histone modifications, ‘readers’ that are able to bind 
histone marks and ‘erasers’ that remove modifications from histones. Work from the 
last decade illustrates the importance of chromatin remodelers and histone modifiers 
in the ddr. in this chapter the advances in understanding the functioning of the dsb 
response in the context of chromatin will be discussed.
CHD











Figure 3. Schematic overview of the SWI2/SNF2 superfamily of chromatin 
remodelers. snF2 family members share the highly conserved atpase domain and 
helicase domain. in addition, the presence of other domains determines their classification 
into the four subfamilies (Chd, isWi, ino80 and sWi/snF). 
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Figure 4. The DSB signaling pathway. dsbs are sensed by the mrn (mre11-
rad50-nbs1) complex, which recruits the atm kinase to these lesions. atm-mediated 
phosphorylation of h2aX allows for accumulation of mdC1. brit1 facilitates accumulation 
of phosphorylated atm, h2aX phosphorylation and sWi/snF binding to γh2aX. 
mdC1 generates binding sites for rnF8. simultaneously, atm phosphorylates herC2, 
which stimulates its interaction with rnF8 and enables the formation of a mdC1-rnF8-
herC2 complex at sites of dna damage. herC2 stabilizes the interaction between rnF8 
and ubc13 to promote rnF8/ubc13-mediated k63-linked poly-ubiquitylation of h2a-type 
histones. this in turn serves as a binding site for the miu domains of rnF168. rnF168 
augments poly-ubiquitylation of h2a type histones at sites of dna damage in a ubc13-
dependent manner, which allows for recruitment of dna repair factors such as the brCa1 
a complex. the accumulation of the brCa1 a complex is mediated by its binding partner 
rap80, which contains uim domains that bind with high efficiency to k63-linked poly-























































one of the most important ptms leading to activation of ddr proteins is phosphorylation. 
there are three kinases of the phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (pikk) family responsible 
for activating proteins involved in the dsb response by phosphorylation on sQ/tQ 
motifs. proteins that have a forkhead associated (Fha) domain or brCa1 C terminal 
(brCt) domain recognize and bind phospho-groups on phosphorylated proteins. 
phosphorylation of h2aX at ser 139 (forming γh2aX) is considered the major hallmark 
of dsb recognition. h2aX makes up about 2-10% of the h2a pool in mammalian 
cells (mannironi et al., 1994). h2aX differs from h2a by the presence of a C-terminal 
sQy motif which can be phosphorylated by the pikk family members atm, atr 
and dna-pk. yeast h2a contains the same motif and can be phosphorylated by the 
atm and atr orthologs mec1 and tel1. atm is the primary kinase responsible for 
phosphorylation of h2aX at dsbs (burma et al., 2001). however, atm functions 
redundantly with dna-pk because cells deficient in either atm or dna-pk have 
normal γh2aX formation at dsbs (stiff et al., 2004). additionally, atr phosphorylates 
h2aX in response to uV damage and replication stress (Ward and Chen, 2001).
the rapid phosphorylation of h2aX by atm at dsb sites is followed by spreading 
of the γh2aX signal along large stretches of chromatin (0.5-2 mb) flanking the dsb 
(rogakou et al., 1999). at defined dsbs in yeast γh2a levels peak between 3 and 
5 kb from the break site whereas γh2a is nearly absent at sites 1-2 kb away of the 
dsb (savic et al., 2009; shroff et al., 2004; unal et al., 2004). a similar pattern can 
be found in human cells where γh2aX levels peak at sites between 20-300 kb away 
from the dsb, while levels are lower close to the dsb (savic et al., 2009).
h2aX knock out mice are viable but show increased chromosomal aberrations 
in m-phase, enhanced sensitivity to ir and a G2/m checkpoint defect (bassing et 
al., 2002; Celeste et al., 2002; Fernandez-Capetillo et al., 2002). moreover, h2aX 
is dispensable for the initial dsb signaling steps but is necessary for the retention of 
signaling factors such as nbs1 and 53bp1 at the site of damage (Celeste et al., 2003). 
however, rad51 foci formation is not affected in h2aX knock out mice (Fernandez-
Capetillo et al., 2002). this suggests that h2aX is dispensable for dsb repair but 
important for the maintenance of genome stability. it has been reported that γh2aX 
mainly forms in euchromatic dna (Cowell et al., 2007; kim et al., 2007). this could 
indicate that heterochromatin first needs to be opened to facilitate γh2aX dependent 
signaling of dsbs in these regions. indeed, the initial remodeling of damaged 
chromatin takes place independent of h2aX (kruhlak et al., 2006). 
a tight balance exists between phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of γh2aX. 
a number of phosphatases are involved in the regulation of γh2aX. in yeast, only one 
member of the pp2a phosphatase family, namely pph3, is involved in maintenance of 
the G2/m checkpoint by dephosphorylation of γh2a (keogh et al., 2006). in mammals, 
pp2aCα, pp2aCβ, pp4C, pp6C and Wip1 all have been found to dephosphorylate 
γh2aX (keogh et al., 2006; Chowdhury et al., 2008; douglas et al., 2010; nakada et 
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al., 2008; macurek et al., 2010; Cha et al., 2010; moon et al., 2010). depletion of 
these phosphatases impairs γh2aX removal and dsb repair and increases ir sensitivity 
of cells. however, other targets of these phosphatases have also been found within 
the ddr, e.g. pp4C dephosphorylates rpa which contributes to its role in hr (lee 
et al., 2010a). Furthermore, Wip1 dephosphorylates p53 and mdmX, which also 
contributes to its role in the ddr (lindqvist et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). it would 
be interesting to further explore how these pleiotropic phosphatases contribute to 
the regulation of the ddr in response to damage.
aCetylation
histone acetylation marks have been associated with a transcriptionally active or 
relaxed state of chromatin. it has recently become clear that acetylation of histone 
marks by histone acetyl transferases (hats) is important to provide access for the 
dna signaling and repair machinery to dsbs. several hats and histone deacetylases 
(hdaCs) accumulate at dsbs and a number of acetylated histone marks have been 
associated with dsb signaling and repair. 
For example, ir dependent acetylation of h2aX at k5 by the hat tip60 is required 
for ubiquitylation of h2aX at k119 which is required for proper dsb signaling (ikura 
et al., 2007). however, tip60 not only acetylates h2aX but also acetylates histone 
h4 at dsb sites in association with its cofactor trrap (murr et al., 2006). similar 
to tip60, which accumulates at iriF, the hats Cbp and p300 are recruited to laser 
induced damage and site-specific dsb sites monitored by Chip (ogiwara et al., 2011). 
Cbp and p300 constitutively acetylate h2aX at k36 independent of h2aX s139 
phosphorylation (Jiang et al., 2010). although this h2aXk36ac is not increased in 
response to ir, it is required for a proper dsb response. indeed, reconstitution with 
a non-acetylatable form of h2aX (h2aXk36a) severely impaired cellular survival in 
response to ir (Jiang et al., 2010). in addition, p300 and Cbp also acetylate h3k18 
and h4 (k5/k8/k12/k16) at dsbs (ogiwara et al., 2011). it has been suggested that 
Cbp and p300 facilitate sWi/snF chromatin remodeling to provide access to the 
damage site for the nheJ factors ku70/80 (ogiwara et al., 2011). 
another histone mark that may be required for the dsb response is h3k56ac. h3k56 
is globally acetylated by Cbp/p300 and GCn5 (das et al., 2009; Vempati et al., 2010). 
ogiwara et al. showed that h3k56ac was slightly enriched at sites of specific dsbs which 
was independent of Cbp or p300 (ogiwara et al., 2011). in contrast, the Jackson lab 
showed that h3k56ac is slightly reduced at site-specific dsbs (miller et al., 2010; tjeertes 
et al., 2009). additionally, they observed a biphasic response of h4k16ac to dna damage: 
after an initial reduction from laser induced damage sites (5 min), this modification was 
enriched at a later time point (2h) (miller et al., 2010). Global deacetylation of both h3k56 
and h4k16 was dependent on the joint action of hdaC1 and hdaC2. they found that 
the recruitment of hdaC1/2 to dna dsb containing laser tracks facilitates removal of ku 

























Figure 5. Histone acetylation in the DSB response. the tip60/trrap, Cbp/p300, 
GCn5 and moF histone acetyltransferases acetylate histones at dsb sites to promote a 
proper dsb response. tip60/trapp are required for brCa1 and 53bp1 accumulation at 
dsbs. Cbp/p300 mediate sWi/snF dependent accumulation of ku at dsbs. acetylation 
of h4k16 by moF promotes efficient mdC1 recruitment to dsbs and the subsequent 
accumulation of brCa1 and 53bp1. hdaC1 and hdaC2 transiently reverse h3k56ac 
en h4k16ac and promote nheJ, presumably by regulating ku70/80 retention at the dsb 
site. ac: acetylation.
Global acetylation of h4k16 in mammalian cells is facilitated by the hat moF (li et 
al., 2010; taipale et al., 2005). h4k16ac could potentially serve as a platform to facilitate 
proper dsb signaling. indeed, moF knockdown delayed γh2aX iriF formation up to 20 
min after ir (sharma et al., 2010) whereas γh2aX iriF formation in moF depleted cells 
was normal between 1-2h after ir compared to control cells (li et al., 2010; sharma et 
al., 2010). depletion of moF resulted in defective mdC1 binding to γh2aX and impaired 
53bp1 and brCa1 iriF formation (li et al., 2010; sharma et al., 2010). this defect in 
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dsb signaling results in impaired hr and impaired G2/m checkpoint arrest (li et al., 
2010; sharma et al., 2010; taipale et al., 2005). Future research will have to unravel how 
deacetylation and acetylation of histone marks are coordinated within the dsb response.
methylation
histone methylation is regulated by histone methyltransferases that generally have 
a set domain which catalyzes the transfer of methyl groups to specific lysine or 
arginines residues. proteins containing either a chromo domain or a tudor domain are 
able to bind methylated histones. 
an example of a histone modification that is enriched at dsb sites is h3k36me2, 
which is installed by the methyltransferase metnase and removed by Jhdm1a (Fnu 
et al., 2011). h3k36me2 is required for both ku70 and nbs1 accumulation at dsbs 
which promotes dsb repair by nheJ (Fnu et al., 2011). 
the best studied protein that is recruited to dna damage sites due to the methyl 
binding properties of its tandem tudor domains is 53bp1 (botuyan et al., 2006). in yeast, 
h3k79 methylation by dot1 is required for mobilization of the 53bp1 paralog rad9 
(botuyan et al., 2006; Grenon et al., 2007; Wysocki et al., 2005). it was first reported that 
53bp1 would be recruited to dsbs through binding of h3k79me2 (huyen et al., 2004) 
however, it was later found that dot1-/- cells which did not express h3k79me2 did not 
show any defect in the accumulation of 53bp1 in iriFs (Fitzgerald et al., 2011). moreover, 
binding studies revealed that 53bp1 has high binding affinity for h4k20me2 instead of 
h3k79me2 (botuyan et al., 2006; huyen et al., 2004). also, h3k79me2 is not upregulated 
at site-specific dsbs monitored by Chip in humans cells (Fnu et al., 2011) but h4k20me2 is 
upregulated at isce-i dsbs and laser-induced sites of damage (pei et al., 2011). 
two proteins were found that are required for h4k20me2: the monomethylase 
pr-set7/set8 and the histone methyl transferase mmset that facilitates h4k20 
dimethylation (botuyan et al., 2006; oda et al., 2010; pei et al., 2011). pr-set7/
set8 accumulates at laser-induced damage sites and mmset accumulates at site-
specific dsbs (pei et al., 2011). (botuyan et al., 2006; oda et al., 2010). even though 
it was reported that pr-set7/set8 is recruited to sites of dna damage (oda et al., 
2010), it is also likely that the constitutive monomethylation of h4k20 is required for 
subsequent dimethylation. it is well established that 53bp1 recruitment requires rnF8 
and rnF168 dependent ubiquitylation at dsbs (doil et al., 2009; huen et al., 2007; 
mailand et al., 2007). however it is not clear how the binding of 53bp1 to h4k20me2 
is affected by rnF8/rnF168 dependent ubiquitylation. mmset interacts with mdC1 
in a dna damage dependent way but this was independent of rnF8 (pei et al., 2011).
another factor that is required for 53bp1 recruitment is the e3 ubiquitin ligase 
bbap that constitutively catalyzes monoubiquitylation of histone h4k91 in vitro and 
in vivo (yan et al., 2009). depletion of bbap results in a decrease of pr-set7 chromatin 
binding which reduces h4k20me and h4k20me2 (yan et al., 2009). however, it is 














Figure 6. Histone methylation during the DSB response. metnase dimethylates h3k36, a 
histone mark that promotes nheJ and can be reversed by the histone demethylase Jhdm1. set8 
monomethylates h4k20, whereas mmset dimethylates h4k20, generating binding sites for 53bp1. 
additionally, bbap monoubiquitylates histone h4k91, which is required for set8 chromatin retention 
and as such may affect 53bp1 binding at dsbs. me: methylation; me2: di-methylation.
ubiQuitylation 
ubiquitin is a highly conserved 76 amino acid protein which can ‘label’ proteins in a 
controlled manner. ubiquitylation requires the cascade of ubiquitin-activating (e1), 
ubiquitin-conjugating (e2) and ubiquitin-ligating (e3) enzymes. in most cases this 
results in the addition of a ubiquitin to the ε-amino group of a lysine residue (dikic 
et al., 2009; haglund and dikic, 2005; hershko and Ciechanover, 1998). there are 
two distinct classes of e3 ligases: heCt-domain e3 ligases, which form a covalent 
intermediate with their substrate before ligating the ubiquitin to it and rinG finger 
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domain containing e3 ligases, which do not have enzymatic activity but specifically 
recruit the target protein to the e2 ligase for direct attachment of ubiquitin (ardley 
and robinson, 2005; deshaies and Joazeiro, 2009).
ubiquitin has 7 lysine residues (k6, k11, k27, k29, k33, k48 and k63) any of which 
can potentially serve as a site of attachment for chain assembly. the various types of 
ubiquitylation events can alter the fate of target proteins in different ways. mono-
ubiquitylation of proteins can affect both transcription and chromatin remodeling. 
polyubiquitylation at k48 targets proteins for proteolysis while polyubiquitylation at 
k63 is required for dna repair or provides a scaffold for the nucleation of various 
signaling processes (panier and durocher, 2009).
ubiquitylation of histones plays an important role in the development of the 
dsb response. interestingly, until recently, no k48 linked ubiquitin chains have been 
detected in dsb containing laser tracks, which could be due to its transient nature 
(doil et al., 2009; sobhian et al., 2007). however, a recent report suggested that k48 
ubiquitin chains are indeed accumulating at sites of laser-induced damage (meerang 
et al., 2011). it is not known which ubiquitin ligases catalyze k48 ubiquitylation at 
dsb sites, but it might be the e3 ubiquitin ligase rnF8 together with the e2 ligase 
ubCh8 (lok et al., 2011) however, it is not known whether ubCh8 is specifically 
recruited to dsbs. the only e2 ligase that is known to be recruited to dsbs is ubC13, 
which exclusively catalyzes k63 ubiquitylation (kolas et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2007). 
ubC13 functions together with the e3 ligases rnF8 and rnF168 to ubiquitylate h2a 
and h2aX at dsbs (beucher et al., 2009; doil et al., 2009; huen et al., 2007; kolas 
et al., 2007; mailand et al., 2007; pinato et al., 2009; stewart et al., 2009). rnF8 is 
recruited to dsbs through interaction of its Fha domain with phosphorylated mdC1 
(huen et al., 2007; kolas et al., 2007; mailand et al., 2007). next, the rinG e3 ligase 
rnF168 binds the k63 ubiquitin chains generated by rnF8 by means of its tandem 
motif interacting with ubiquitin (miu) (doil et al., 2009; stewart et al., 2009). rnF168 
also interacts with ubC13 and is thought to stabilize and/or amplify the ubiquitin 
signal (doil et al., 2009; stewart et al., 2009). 
another regulatory level in the ubiquitylation cascade is provided by the e3 
ubiquitin ligase, herC2. it is thought that herC2 stabilizes the interaction between 
rnF8 and ubC13, thereby reducing the interaction of competing e2 ligases with 
rnF8, allowing only k63-linked polyubiquitylation to take place (bekker-Jensen et al., 
2010). additionally, knockdown of herC2 resulted in reduction of over all rnF168 
protein levels, yet it is not known how herC2 affects rnF168 expression and whether 
these two proteins interact (bekker-Jensen et al., 2010). 
the k63 ubiquitin chains created by rnF8/rnF168 are binding substrates for 
rap80. rap80 has tandem ubiquitin interacting motifs (uim) which are spaced in such 
a way that they can only bind k63 ubiquitin chains (sato et al., 2009). rap80 is part 
of the abraxas complex together with brCa1, brCC36, abraxas and merit40 (nba1) 
(Wang et al., 2007). brCa1 is an important player in hr, but very little is known about 
its exact function in these pathways. the e3 ligase activity of brCa1 is not essential 
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for its function in hr and it is not known what its substrates are (reid et al., 2008). it 
is thought that rap80 binding to brCa1 limits Ctip-brCa1 complex formation thus 
restricting end-resection (Coleman and Greenberg, 2011; hu et al., 2011).
an alternative scenario for the ubiquitylation of h2a and h2aX in response to 
dsbs has recently emerged. h2a and h2aX are monoubiquitylated at k119 and 
k120 by the e3 ligases bmi1 and rnF2 (rinG1b) (ismail et al., 2010; pan et al., 2011; 
Wu et al., 2011; Facchino et al., 2010; Ginjala et al., 2011). these proteins form a 
dimer which is the stable core of the polycomb repressive complex 1 (prC1). prC1 is 
recruited to dsb-containing laser tracks and iriF (Chou et al., 2010; Facchino et al., 
2010; Ginjala et al., 2011; ismail et al., 2010; pan et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011). it 
has been suggested that h2aX mono-ubiquitylation by bmi1/rnF2 precedes h2aX 
di-ubiquitylation by rnF8 (ismail et al., 2010). h2aX mono-ubiquitylation by bmi1/
rnF2 is required for phospho-atm accumulation at dsbs, atm dependent h2aX 
phosphorylation and the initial recruitment of mdC1 to dsbs (pan et al., 2011; Wu et 
al., 2011). however, it is thought that in the absence of atm, h2aX phosphorylation 
can be resumed by dna-pk, resulting in delayed but normal mdC1 accumulation. 
Further studies will be required to investigate the regulation of h2a ubiquitylation by 
rnF8 and bmi1/rnF2 in the dsb response.
a histone modification that has also been implicated in the dsb response is 
atm dependent h2b ubiquitylation by the rnF20/rnF40 e3 ubiquitin ligase 
heterodimer (moyal et al., 2011; nakamura et al., 2011). rnF20 facilitates both 
nheJ and hr, yet it remains to be established whether this is solely due to its role 
in h2b ubiquitylation (nakamura et al., 2011). interestingly, it was reported that 
rnF20 was also required for recruitment of the chromatin remodeler snF2h to 
dsbs (discussed below) (nakamura et al., 2011).
another dimension of ubiquitin regulation is provided by the deubiquitylating 
enzyme otub1 which regulates rnF168 mediated k63 ubiquitylation through its 
direct binding to ubC13, preventing the binding between rnF168 and ubC13 
(nakada et al., 2010). however, this function in the dsb response is independent of 
its catalytic activity (nakada et al., 2010).
sumoylation
small ubiquitin-like modifier (sumo) is similar to ubiquitin and can be covalently linked 
to proteins to modify their function. ligation of sumo, or sumoylation is organized 
in a very similar way to ubiquitylation (kerscher, 2007). most sumo modified proteins 
contain a Ψ-k-x-d/e motif in which the k (lysine) can be covalently bound by sumo. 
sumo-proteases are very efficient in the removal of sumo from target proteins.
the e1 sumo activating enzyme sae1, the e2 sumo conjugating enzyme 
ubC9, the sumo e3 ligases pias1 and pias4, sumo1 and sumo2/3 all accumulate 
at dna damage sites (Galanty et al., 2009; morris et al., 2009). pias1 catalyzes 
sumo 2/3 and pias4 enables both sumo1 and sumo2/3 accumulation in dna 
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damage-containing laser tracks (Galanty et al., 2009). it has become clear that 
crosstalk exists between ubiquitylation and sumoylation within the dsb response. 
pias4 depleted cells showed a decrease in ubiquitylation and failed to recruit 
rnF168, but not rnF8 to damage sites (Galanty et al., 2009; morris et al., 2009). 
although both pias1 and pias4 facilitate rap80/brCa1 accumulation and brCa1 
k6 ubiquitin ligase activity, only pias4 is required for proper 53bp1 accumulation at 
dsb sites (morris et al., 2009; Galanty et al., 2009). both proteins are required for 
nheJ and hr. interestingly, rnF8 and rnF168 are not required for accumulation of 
pias1 and pias4 at laser tracks but are necessary for accumulation of conjugated 
sumo1 and sumo2/3. this indicates that pias acts in parallel to rnF8 but has an 
overlapping effect on the ddr (Galanty et al., 2009).
poly(adp-ribosyl)ation
poly(adp-ribosyl)ation ((par)ylation) is another modification that has been implicated 
in the ddr. the synthesis of poly(adp-ribose) (par) is facilitated by members of 
the poly(adp-ribose) polymerase (parp) family, which consists of 18 members (ame 
et al., 2004). parp-1 carries out the bulk of parylation, but parp-2 and parp-3 
are also important catalysts of parylation. moreover, parp1 itself is the main par 
acceptor (rouleau et al., 2004) and can be parylated in vitro at lysine residues k498, 
k521 and k524 (altmeyer et al., 2009). in contrast to parp1 and parp2, parp3 is 
considered a mono(adp-ribosyl)ase that can activate parp1 in the absence of dna 
(loseva et al., 2010). poly(adp-ribosyl)ation of proteins has important regulatory 
properties but binding to par can also relocate proteins. three types of par binding 
motifs have been described, namely the macrodomain, the pbZ zinc finger motif 
and a 10 amino acid consensus sequence found in a number of dna repair and 
checkpoint proteins (ahel et al., 2008; Gagne et al., 2003; lagueux et al., 1994; 
pleschke et al., 2000; timinszky et al., 2009).
upon dna damage, parp-1 rapidly binds dna strand breaks and catalyzes 
parylation of itself and that of other substrates such as histone tail residues 
(mortusewicz et al., 2007; poirier et al., 1982). parp-1 binds single strand breaks 
and is required for recruitment of the single strand break repair protein XrCC1 to 
break sites (el khamisy et al., 2003; masson et al., 1998). it is thought that binding 
of parp-1 to single strand breaks protects these lesions from processing until parp-1 
dissociates from the break by the accumulated negative charge induced by the 
presence of par polymers (satoh and lindahl, 1992). 
the histone tail residues h2ak13, h2bk30, h3k27, h3k37 and h4k16 were 
also identified as substrates for parp1-mediated adp-ribosylation (messner et al., 
2010). it is known that poly(adp-ribosyl)ation of nucleosomes induces a more relaxed 
chromatin state (lagueux et al., 1994; poirier et al., 1982). an attractive model would 
be that dna damage induced chromatin relaxation is supported by the action of 
chromatin remodelers or histone chaperones. 
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indeed, it was reported that the chromatin remodeler alC1 accumulates at dna 
damage containing laser tracks and binds to dna damage induced poly(adp-ribose) 
by means of its macrodomain (ahel et al., 2009; Gottschalk et al., 2009). alC1 
atpase activity requires the h4 n terminal tail which includes h4k16 (ahel et al., 
2009). however, it remains to be investigated whether poly(adp-ribosyl)ated h4 
targets alC1 to the damage site. 
Furthermore, it was shown that macrodomain containing histone variants bind 
poly(adp-ribose) chains at dna damage sites (timinszky et al., 2009). macroh2a1.1 
incorporation at sites of damage is facilitated by the histone chaperone aplF (mehrotra 
et al., 2011). aplF contains tandem pbZ domains, which facilitate its binding to par 
(ahel et al., 2008). aplF accumulates at dsb sites where it interacts with ku and 
XrCC4 and promotes the retention of XrCC4 (bekker-Jensen et al., 2007; iles et 
al., 2007; kanno et al., 2007; mehrotra et al., 2011; rulten et al., 2011; ahel et al., 
2008). aplF functions in the same pathway as parp3, facilitating proper dna ligation 
by XrCC4/ligase4 at chromosomal dsbs (rulten et al., 2011). however, parp3 may 
have functional synergy with parp1 in the dna damage response because parp1-/-/
parp3-/- mice are more sensitive to ir than the single mutants (boehler et al., 2011). 
this suggests that parp3 also functions separately from parp1 and might have 
distinct targets for mono(adp-ribosylation). 
another chromatin remodeler that is recruited to dsbs is Chd4, which is the 
atpase subunit of the nurd complex. accumulation of Chd4 at laser induced 
damage was partially dependent on parp (polo et al., 2010). Furthermore, Chd4 
is able to bind par in vitro although the protein does not have any known par 
binding domains (polo et al., 2010). Further research will have to clarify the exact 
mechanism of regulation of dsb response proteins by parp. Furthermore, we will 
need to establish how these chromatin remodeling factors collaborate to change the 
chromatin environment at dsb sites.
Chromatin remodelers
CHD
the Chd family of chromatin remodelers can be distinguished by their tandem 
chromodomains that bind methylated histone tail residues. Chd3 and Chd4 are 
mutually exclusive catalytic subunits of the nurd complex, which combines histone 
deacetylation through hdaC1 and 2 with chromatin remodeling (lai and Wade, 
2011). interestingly, it was found that the expression of several subunits of the nurd 
complex (e.g. rbbp4 and rbbp7) is reduced in cells from hutchinson-Gilford progeria 
syndrome (hGps) patients and normally aged cells (pegoraro et al., 2009). the reduced 
expression levels of these subunits coincided with loss of heterochromatic structures 
and increased levels of γh2aX, which is a marker of dna damage. this suggested 
that nurd prevents dna damage accumulation by preserving higher-order chromatin 
































Figure 7. Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation and the DSB response. parp1, parp2 and parp3 
accumulate at dsb sites and ribosylate substrates such as parp1 (main par acceptor) 
and histone tails in response to damage. the accumulation of alC1, aplF and Chd4 
at dsbs is dependent on poly(adp-ribose) (par). the histone chaperone aplF facilitates 
incorporation of macroh2a at dsb sites. parylation is reversed by poly(adp-ribose)
glycohydrolase (parG). par: poly(adp-ribose)
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the finding that several nurd subunits were found to associate with atr, one of the 
main kinases involved in the ddr (schmidt and schreiber, 1999). moreover, many 
of the complex partners, such as Chd3 Chd4, mta1, mta2, hdaC1, hdaC2 and 
mbd3 accumulate at dsb containing damage (Chou et al., 2010; Goodarzi et al., 
2011; larsen et al., 2010; polo et al., 2010; smeenk et al., 2010). although both 
Chd3 and Chd4 are involved in protection of cells against ionizing radiation (larsen 
et al., 2010) they encompass distinct functions in the ddr.
Chd4 is required for proper ir induced ubiquitylation by rnF8/rnF168 and the 
subsequent recruitment of brCa1 (larsen et al., 2010; smeenk et al., 2010). Chd4 is 
also required for initiation of the ir induced G2/m checkpoint (smeenk et al., 2010). 
the phosphorylation of Chd4 at ser-1349 by atm is not required for its recruitment to 
laser induced damage (polo et al., 2010; matsuoka et al., 2007; urquhart et al., 2011).
Chd3 functions as an inhibitory factor for dsb repair in heterochromatin. the 
release of Chd3 from sumoylated kap-1 as a result of atm mediated kap-1 
phosphorylation induces relaxation of heterochromatin, which promotes repair of 
heterochromatic dsbs (Goodarzi et al., 2011). indeed, depletion of Chd3 from cells 
induced global chromatin decondensation, whereas depletion of Chd4 did not 
(Goodarzi et al., 2011). it is tempting to speculate that Chd4 might have a more 
general role in the dsb response whereas Chd3 would have a role that is more 
specific for repair of heterochromatic dsbs. however, more experiments are needed 
to elucidate different and shared functions of Chd3 and Chd4 in the dsb response.
another protein that is associated with the Chd family is amplified in liver Cancer 
(alC1) or Chd1l which does not contain the tandem chromodomains, but has a 
C-terminal macrodomain that interacts with poly(adp-ribose) (ahel et al., 2009; 
Gottschalk et al., 2009). alC1 is recruited to dna damage in a parp dependent 
fashion (Gottschalk et al., 2009; ahel et al., 2009). however, how alC1 operates 
during the dsb response remains largely elusive.
SWI/SNF
the sWi/snF complex consists of an atpase subunit - either brm (smarCa2) or 
brG1 (smarCa4) - and 8-10 brm/brG1 associated factors (baFs) (reisman et 
al., 2009). brG1 is the atpase subunit of several other complexes such as n-Cor, 
indicating that brG1 has additional functions outside of sWi/snF (underhill et al., 
2000). sWi/snF has recently been implicated in the ddr: it is involved in a positive 
feedback loop in which γh2aX first triggers acetylation of h3 by recruiting the hat 
GCn5 (lee et al., 2010b; park et al., 2006). sWi/snF then binds to γh2aX containing 
nucleosomes through interaction of the brG1 bromodomain with acetylated histone 
h3 (lee et al., 2010b). this interaction increases chromatin accessibility and facilitates 
expansion of the γh2aX signal along the break site (lee et al., 2010b). other hats 
that facilitate accumulation of sWi/snF at dsbs are Cbp, p300 and tip60 (ogiwara 
et al., 2011). it is thought that Cbp and p300 are required for brm accumulation at 
dsb-containing laser tracks which in turn facilitates the accumulation of ku70 at dsb 
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sites (ogiwara et al., 2011). in this way Cbp/p300 and sWi/snF share a functional 
interaction required for proper nheJ.
recently, the ddr responsive protein brit1/mCph1 was found to associate with 
some of the core subunits of sWi/snF through its n-terminal brCt domain (peng et al., 
2009). it was suggested that brit1/mCph1 is required for recruitment and retention 
of sWi/snF at dsbs. Cells depleted of brit1/mCph1 do not accumulate nbs1, mdC1, 
phosphorylated atm and 53bp1 at iriF, which might be caused by the lack of binding 
by sWi/snF to γh2aX (rai et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2007). subsequently, brit1/mCph1 
depleted cells show a G2/m checkpoint defect and a dsb repair defect in both hr and 
nheJ (lin et al., 2005; peng et al., 2009; rai et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2007). mutations 
in mCph1 are associated with primary microcephaly (Jackson et al., 2002), but patients 
do not show dramatic sensitivity to dna damaging agents or cancer predisposition 
(Wood et al., 2008). interestingly, mCph1 patient cells show premature chromosome 
condensation (pCC) which correlates with the association of brit1/mCph1 to condensin 
ii (Wood et al., 2008). this could explain the finding that depletion of brit1/mCph1 
induces increased chromatin relaxation after treatment with neocarzinostatin, which is 
suggested to be the result of loss of sWi/snF (peng et al., 2009).
ISWI
snF2h (smarCa5) is the atpase subunit of a number of chromatin remodeling 
complexes (bozhenok et al., 2002; Collins et al., 2002; leroy et al., 2000; strohner 
et al., 2001). so far three complexes have been implicated in the dna dsb 
response, namely haCF, ChraC, and WiCh, containing WstF and snF2h (Cook et 
al., 2009; lan et al., 2010; sanchez-molina et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2009). haCF 
and ChraC both contain aCF1 and snF2h and ChraC additionally contains the 
subunits ChraC15 and ChraC17 (Collins et al., 2002; poot et al., 2000). snF2h is 
recruited to site-specific dsbs and laser-induced damage (erdel et al., 2010; lan et 
al., 2010; nakamura et al., 2011; sanchez-molina et al., 2011). similar to snF2h, 
aCF1 accumulates at sites of laser damage, which is dependent on its n-terminal 
part containing the WaC, dtt and baZ domains the latter of which are involved in 
dna binding and the interaction with snF2h (lan et al., 2010; sanchez-molina et 
al., 2011). however, the recruitment of aCF1 was only partially dependent on snF2h 
(sanchez-molina et al., 2011) suggesting that there might be another factor required 
for its accumulation. on the other hand, it was suggested that snF2h accumulation 
at laser tracks is dependent on its C-terminal aCF1 interacting domain. however, 
there is no direct evidence that aCF1 promotes snF2h recruitment to dsbs (lan et 
al., 2010). in fact, rnF20 was also suggested to be required for the accumulation of 
snF2h to dsbs (nakamura et al., 2011). it remains to be established whether rnF20 
is also required for aCF1 accumulation at dsbs.
all individual subunits of the ChraC complex are required for both nheJ and hr 
(lan et al., 2010). interestingly, aCF1, but not snF2h is required for the accumulation 
of ku in laser tracks, (lan et al., 2010). however, it was found that aCF1 promotes 
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the G2/m checkpoint in response to ir (sanchez-molina et al., 2011). Given that it 
was previously observed that ku is involved in the abrogation of the G2/m checkpoint 
(lee et al., 1998; nakamura et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2002) this opposing data might 
suggest that aCF1 is involved in different layers of regulation of the dsb response.
WstF is another snF2h associated protein implicated in the dsb response. WstF 
forms a heterodimer together with snF2h, called the WiCh complex (bozhenok et al., 
2002). in addition to WiCh, WstF is part of the WinaC chromatin remodeling complex 
that contains baF, FaCt and CaF-1, indicating that WstF also functions independent 
of snF2h (kitagawa et al., 2003). the kinase WstF constitutively phosphorylates 
tyr142 of h2aX, a histone mark that can be removed by the phosphatase eya1/3 
upon induction of dna damage (Xiao et al., 2009; krishnan et al., 2009; Cook et al., 
2009). Cells depleted of WstF and cells that express a γh2aX construct containing a 
non-phosphorylatable y142a mutation showed reduced expression levels of γh2aX, 
mdC1 and components of the mrn complex at iriF (Xiao et al., 2009; Cook et 
al., 2009). this suggests that phosphorylation of tyr142 of h2aX is required for 
maintenance of the γh2aX signal. interestingly, it had previously been shown that 
tyr142 is required for binding of mdC1 to γh2aX (stucki et al., 2005). in this regard, 
another explanation for the defect in γh2aX maintenance in WstF depleted cells 
could be that mdC1 needs this modification in order to bind γh2aX and recruit 
additional atm for maintenance of the γh2aX signal (stucki, 2009).
INO80
ino80 is a multisubunit complex that shares a number of subunits with other 
complexes such as the sWr1 complex and also contains some unique subunits such 
as arp5, arp8 and ino80. in yeast, the role of the ino80 complex in resection and 
repair has been well established (van attikum et al., 2004; morrison et al., 2004). 
yeast ino80 is recruited to dsbs where it removes histones and facilitates resection 
and the subsequent repair of dsbs. however, the direct function of hino80 in the 
dsb response is less well known. ino80 is recruited to sites of laser damage in an 
arp8 dependent manner (kashiwaba et al., 2010). Furthermore, it was suggested 
that both ino80 and arp5, were required for γh2aX accumulation in chromatin 
suggesting that ino80 is required to open up the chromatin to enable γh2aX 
phosphorylation (kitayama et al., 2009). interestingly, the polycomb transcription 
factor yy1 forms a complex with several ino80 subunits. Functional assays indicated 
that yy1 and ino80 play a role in hr. it was suggested that in vitro yy1 preferentially 
binds holliday junction recombination intermediates (Wu et al., 2007) which further 
supports a role for yy1 and ino80 in hr.
NuA4
the conserved nua4 complex is a large complex that contains the hat tip60, the 
atpase p400 and hat cofactor trrap which is an enzymatically inactive member of 
the pikk family of kinases (doyon and Cote, 2004). tip60 and p400 are recruited to 
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dsbs generated by both designer zinc finger nucleases and genotoxic agents (Xu et al., 
2010). acetylation of histones by tip60 is required for proper dsb repair (Gottschalk 
et al., 2009; ikura et al., 2000). histone acetylation by tip60 is increased at dsbs, 
which correlates with a decrease in nucleosome stability in response to dna damage 
(Xu et al., 2010). this might reflect a switch in chromatin conformation to a more 
open, flexible structure. in line with this, it was shown that depletion of either p400 
or trrap increased nucleosome stability in response to dna damage. additionally, 
p400 was found to be required for rnF8/rnF168 dependent ubiquitylation and the 
consequential accumulation of brCa1 at dsbs (Xu et al., 2010). interestingly, the 
recruitment of p400 to dsbs was dependent on mdC1, but not on rnF8 which 
suggests that p400 might interact with mdC1 to facilitate rnF8-dependent chromatin 
ubiquitylation (Xu et al., 2010). Further experiments are necessary to elucidate how 
p400 mediated chromatin remodeling in combination with acetylation by tip60 can 
influence rnF8/rnF168 dependent ubiquitylation.
histone Chaperones
histone chaperone proteins bind histones from the moment of their translation and 
are involved in active shuttling of histone into nucleosomes. they shield histones from 
unwanted interactions to allow rapid incorporation into nucleosomes (ransom et al., 
2010). the histone chaperone FaCt is a heterodimer that consists of the hmG protein 
hssrp1 and hspt16 (orphanides et al., 1998). FaCt is involved in the exchange of histone 
h2a with h2aX and FaCt-mediated dissociation of h2aX from nucleosomes is mediated 
by phosphorylation of h2aX by dna-pk (heo et al., 2008). yeast FaCt associates with rpa 
and human FaCt has been found to associate with parp1, ku70/80, dna-pk, tip60 and 
pp2c (heo et al., 2008; huang et al., 2006; Vandemark et al., 2006). hspt16 is parylated 
by parp1 which correlates with the dissociation of FaCt from chromatin in response to 
dna damage. this indicates that parylation of FaCt might down regulate FaCt-mediated 
h2aX exchange (huang et al., 2006). additionally, hssrp1 interacts with rad54 and 
negatively regulates rad54 branch migration of holliday Junctions in vitro (kumari et al., 
2009) indicating that it might play a role in hr. similar to FaCt, the histone chaperone 
CaF-1 associates with ku and dna-pk (hoek et al., 2011). recently, it was shown that the 
CaF-1 subunit p150CaF-1 is required for hp1α and kap-1 accumulation at dna damage 
sites (baldeyron et al., 2011). Furthermore, p150CaF1 promotes cell survival in response 
to ir and dna repair by hr.
dsb repair in heteroChromatin
it has become clear that repair of dsbs in heterochromatin is different from repair in 
more relaxed euchromatic regions. heterochromatic dsbs are repaired with slower kinetics 
compared to euchromatic lesions (Goodarzi et al., 2008; kruhlak et al., 2006). it was 
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reported that atm is specifically required for dsb repair in heterochromatin but dispensable 
for dsb repair in euchromatin (Goodarzi et al., 2008). atm phosphorylates kap-1 in 
response to dsbs which induces transient chromatin decondensation (Ziv et al., 2006). 
this chromatin decondensation is facilitated by inhibiting the repressive action of Chd3 on 
heterochromatin (Goodarzi et al., 2011). Chd3 interacts with constitutively sumoylated 
kap-1 and this interaction can be disrupted by the atm-mediated phosphorylation of 
kap-1 (pkap-1) (Goodarzi et al., 2011). it was shown that heterochromatic pkap-1 
foci formation was dependent on mdC1, rnF8, rnF168 and 53bp1. presumably 53bp1 
spatially concentrates the mrn complex at dsb sites and in this way enhances atm activity 
(noon et al., 2010). additionally, heterochromatic factors hdaC1/hdaC2 and hp1 are also 
required for proper heterochromatic repair (Goodarzi et al., 2008). hdaC1 and hdaC2 
promote heterochromatin formation by removal of heterochromatin-inhibiting histone h3 
acetylation marks (knoepfler and eisenman, 1999). all three hp1 proteins are recruited 
to sites of dna damage. hp1-α and hp1-β, and hp1-γ accumulate at laser induced dna 
damage but have different recruitment kinetics in heterochromatin and euchromatin 
(baldeyron et al., 2011). irradiation in heterochromatic domains of mouse embryonic 
fibroblasts (meFs) induces transient dissociation of hp1α and hp1β directly after irradiation, 
whereas laser irradiation across the whole nucleus induces fast de novo accumulation at 
the damage site (ayoub et al., 2008; baldeyron et al., 2011; luijsterburg et al., 2009). 
phosphorylation of hp1-β at t51 by Casein kinase 2 upon irradiation is thought to inhibit 
the interaction between the hp1β chromodomain and h3k9me2 in vitro (ayoub et al., 
2008). this might induce transient dissociation of hp1-β from damaged heterochromatic 
dna facilitating γh2aX dependent signaling (ayoub et al., 2008). on the other hand, 
the de novo accumulation of hp1 at dna damage sites was found to be independent 
of its h3k9me2 binding properties (dinant and luijsterburg, 2009; luijsterburg et al., 
2009) which suggests that hp1 has additional roles in the ddr. additionally, it was found 
that the histone chaperone CaF-1 is required for hp1α and kap-1 accumulation at dna 
damage sites (baldeyron et al., 2011) possibly via the major CaF-1 subunit p150CaF-1 
with the chromoshadow domain of hp1 (baldeyron et al., 2011). although p150CaF-1 
depletion abolished rad51 recruitment to laser induced damage sites, it did not induce a 
significant defect in hr (baldeyron et al., 2011). an explanation for this discrepancy could 
be that rad51 accumulation is only delayed by p150CaF1 depletion, since rad51 was 
only monitored 5 min after laser damage. Furthermore, it needs to be established whether 
CaF-1 is only needed to deposit hp1 at sites of damage or whether there are alternate 
functions underlying the role of CaF-1 in the ddr.
disease and therapy
in the last decade, several studies identified chromatin remodelers and chromatin 
modifiers that are involved in the ddr, underscoring the importance of epigenetic 
regulation of the ddr. most definitely, in the coming time more proteins will be found 
that help modulate the ddr. Future research will teach us how all these chromatin 
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modifiers collaborate to facilitate proper dsb signaling and repair. possibly, the dsb 
cascade requires stepwise reorganization of the chromatin environment. 
the gain of knowledge about the epigenetic regulation of the ddr will open 
doors for development of novel targeted epigenetic cancer therapies. parp inhibitors 
are being used as a therapy to specifically attack brCa1/2 deficient (breast) cancer 
cells in patients (bryant et al., 2005; Farmer et al., 2005). parp-1 binds to ssbs 
and is involved in base exision repair (ber) (el khamisy et al., 2003; masson et al., 
1998). parp inhibitors inhibit ber by trapping a ssb intermediate product (strom 
et al., 2011). additionally, parp inhibitors may trap parp at dna lesions that might 
be converted into more toxic lesions during replication. Cells deficient in hr show 
synthetic lethality with parp inhibitors. Currently, several parp inhibitors are involved 
in phase ii clinical trials (Fong et al., 2010; plummer et al., 2008). 
additionally several studies have been done to investigate whether hat, hdaC, 
histone demethylase and histone methyltransferase inhibitors would be suitable 
to use for cancer therapy (biancotto et al., 2010). since, in general, these drugs 
have a pleiotropic effect, the therapeutic mechanism would not necessarily be 
through inhibition of the ddr. the downside of the pleiotropic effect would be the 
potential occurrence of side effects, e.g. killing of healthy cells. ideally, one would 
strive for the development of compounds that selectively inhibit the action of one 
chromatin modifier in cancer cells, similar to the parp inhibitor. to develop these 
specific inhibitors, it is important to increase the knowledge of the spatio-temporal 
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Cells respond to ionizing radiation (ir)-induced dna double-strand breaks (dsbs) by 
orchestrating events that coordinate cell cycle progression and dna repair. how cells 
signal and repair dsbs is not yet fully understood. a genome-wide rnai screen in C. 
elegans identified egr-1 as a factor that protects worm cells against ir. the human 
homologue of egr-1, mta2, is a subunit of the nurd chromatin remodeling complex. 
We show that knockdown of mta2 and Chd4, the catalytic subunit (atpase) of nurd, 
leads to accumulation of spontaneous dna damage and increased ir sensitivity. mta2 
and Chd4 accumulate in dsb-containing chromatin tracks generated by laser micro-
irradiation. directly at dsbs, Chd4 stimulates rnF8/rnF168-dependent formation 
of ubiquitin conjugates to facilitate the accrual of rnF168 and brCa1. Finally, we 
show that Chd4 promotes dsb repair and checkpoint activation in response to ir. 
thus, the nurd chromatin remodeling complex is a novel regulator of dna damage 
responses that orchestrates proper signaling and repair of dsbs.
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introduCtion
the efficient and accurate repair of chromosomal double-strand breaks (dsbs), 
which may arise from exposure to agents such as ionizing radiation (ir), is critical 
in maintaining genome stability and preventing cell death and carcinogenesis. to 
avoid deleterious effects of dsbs eukaryotic cells activate signaling cascades, called 
checkpoints, which coordinate rapid detection of dna breaks with a temporal arrest 
in cell cycle progression and activation of dna repair mechanisms (khanna and 
Jackson, 2001; hoeijmakers, 2001). 
the cellular response to dsbs is predominantly coordinated by the phosphatidyl 
inositol 3-kinase-like kinases (pikks) atm and atr. atm phosphorylates histone 
h2aX (γh2aX) in dsb-flanking chromatin to create an environment that allows for 
the spatio-temporal redistribution and accumulation of checkpoint and dna repair 
factors at dna breaks (van attikum and Gasser, 2009). among the first proteins 
to arrive at dsbs is mdC1, which directly binds to γh2aX (stucki et al., 2005). this 
allows for the recruitment of the e2 ubiquitin conjugase ubC13 and the e3 ubiquitin 
ligase rnF8, the latter of which binds to mdC1 (huen et al., 2007; kolas et al., 
2007; mailand et al., 2007). rnF8/ubC13 promote the ubiquitylation of histones 
h2a/h2aX, leading to the recruitment of another e3 ubiquitin ligase, rnF168, which 
associates with rnF8-ubiquitylated histones via its ubiquitin-interacting motifs (uims) 
(doil et al., 2009; huen et al., 2007; kolas et al., 2007; mailand et al., 2007; stewart 
et al., 2009). rnF168 cooperates with ubC13 to amplify rnF8-mediated histone 
ubiquitylation to a threshold required for the accumulation of checkpoint and repair 
proteins, including brCa1, 53bp1, rad18 and ptip, in the dsb-flanking chromatin 
compartment (huang et al., 2009; Gong et al., 2009; doil et al., 2009; stewart et 
al., 2009; Wang and elledge, 2007). in addition to these atm-driven events, dsb 
ends undergo extensive resection, leading to the formation of rpa-coated single-
stranded dna and subsequent assembly and activation of atr (Zou and elledge, 
2003; Jazayeri et al., 2006; dubrana et al., 2007). Finally, atm and atr amplify 
the signals generated at dsbs by phosphorylating a number of regulatory proteins, 
including smC1, Chk1, Chk2, p53 and p21, that coordinate cell cycle progression or 
induce apoptosis (khanna and Jackson, 2001; shiloh, 2003).
the crosstalk between histone modifications (e.g. phosphorylation and 
ubiquitylation) in dsb-flanking chromatin controls atm/atr-dependent signaling and 
repair of dsbs, yet it is unclear how this is achieved (van attikum and Gasser, 2009). 
one possible mechanism may be atp-dependent chromatin remodeling carried 
out by atpases of the snF2 superfamily (Clapier and Cairns, 2009). We and others 
have previously demonstrated in budding yeast that several chromatin remodeling 
complexes (ino80, sWr1, sWi/snF and rsC) are recruited to dsbs, where they 
change chromatin structure in distinct ways to regulate cell cycle progression and/
or dsb repair (morrison et al., 2004; papamichos-Chronakis et al., 2006; tsukuda et 
al., 2005; van attikum et al., 2007; van attikum et al., 2004; Chai et al., 2005; liang 
et al., 2007; shim et al., 2007; shim et al., 2005). in contrast to budding yeast, in 
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human cells the role of chromatin remodeling during the cellular response to dsbs is 
just beginning to emerge. the tip60 and sWi/snF chromatin remodeling complexes, 
for example, have been implicated in dna repair by promoting histone acetylation 
and h2aX phosphorylation at dsbs, respectively (ikura et al., 2007; murr et al., 2006; 
park et al., 2006), while alC1 has recently been shown to assist in parp-dependent 
chromatin remodeling at sites of dna damage (ahel et al., 2009; Gottschalk et al., 
2009). it is unclear, however, how the interplay between chromatin remodeling and 
histone modifications at dsbs coordinates cell cycle progression and dna repair.
here we identify the nucleosome remodeling and histone deacetylation (nurd) 
complex as a novel regulator of the dsb response in human cells. nurd prevents the 
accumulation of spontaneous dna damage and regulates apoptotic responses through 
p53 and p21. moreover, nurd is rapidly recruited to dsbs, where it promotes rnF8/
rnF168-mediated histone ubiquitylation and the ubiquitin-dependent accumulation 
of rnF168 and brCa1. Consequently, loss of nurd components causes defects in 
dna repair and checkpoint activation, rendering cells hypersensitive to ir. thus, the 
nurd chromatin remodeling complex is a novel dna damage response factor that 
helps to preserve genome stability by regulating signaling and repair of dna damage.
results and disCussion
CHD4 preserves genome stability and prevents apoptosis
We previously performed a genome-wide rnai screen in the nematode Caenorhabditis 
elegans and identified 45 genes that protect worms against ir (van haaften et al., 
2006). among these genes were well-known dna damage response (ddr) factors, 
as well as several novel genes, including egr-1/lin-40. egr-1 encodes for a protein 
that is homologous to metastasis-associated protein 2 (mta2), which is a component 
of the nurd complex (Xue et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 1999). biochemical studies 
indicated that mta2 modulates the histone deacetylation activity of nurd (Zhang et 
al., 1999). the chromatin remodeling activity of this complex resides within another 
subunit, chromodomain helicase dna-binding protein 4 (Chd4), which was first 
identified as a dermatomyositis-specific autoantigen (seelig et al., 1995). Chd4 is 
a member of the snF2 family of atpases and possesses intrinsic atp-dependent 
nucleosome remodeling activity (Wang and Zhang, 2001). it is thought that nurd 
represses transcription by regulating chromatin structure (denslow and Wade, 2007). 
moreover, a recent report showed that loss of several nurd components results in 
chromatin defects that are associated with dna damage accumulation and ageing 
(pegoraro et al., 2009). however, whether nurd preserves genome stability and 
regulates the ddr remained unclear.
to investigate this we transfected u2os cells with sirnas against luciferase or 
Chd4 and counted cells 2, 3 and 4 days after sirna treatment. Chd4 knockdown 
cells proliferated much slower than control cells (Fig. 1, a and b). Flow cytometric 
analysis of these cells did not show any significant changes in cell cycle distribution. 
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Figure 1. MTA2 or CHD4 depletion renders cells sensitive to IR. (a) depletion of 
Chd4 reduces cell proliferation. u2os cells were transfected with the indicated sirnas. 
Cells were counted 0, 2, 3 and 4 days after sirna transfection. Graphs represent the mean 
+/- s.e.m. of 3 independent experiments. (b) pictures from representative areas of the cell 
dishes from a. scale bar, 200 mm. (C) FaCs analysis of cells from a. (d) Chd4 depletion 
leads to enhanced levels of phosphorylated p53 (s15p), p53, p21, and γh2aX. protein 
levels were monitored by western blot analysis using whole cell extracts (WCe) from cells 
in a. smC1 is a loading control. (e) Chd4, mta2 and XrCC4 levels were monitored by 
western blot analysis using WCe of cells in F and G. tubulin is a loading control. (F) mta2 
depletion renders cells hypersensitive to ir. Vh10-sV40 cells were transfected with the 
indicated sirnas. Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of 3 independent experiments. 




however, morphological changes and marked sub-G1 peaks, indicative of apoptosis, 
were observed 2-4 days after sirna transfection (Fig. 1, b and C). Consistently, 
the levels of p53, phosphorylated p53 (s15p), and the p53-effector p21, which 
coordinate cell cycle progression and apoptosis, were significantly increased in the 
absence of Chd4 (Fig. 1 d), in agreement with an earlier report implicating a role 
for nurd in apoptosis and p53/p21 regulation (luo et al., 2000). We investigated 
whether apoptosis induced by loss of Chd4 might be related to the spontaneous 
occurrence of dna lesions. indeed, Chd4 knockdown cells showed increased levels 
of γh2aX as early as 2 days after sirna transfection (Fig. 1 d), corroborating findings 
from a recent study (pegoraro et al., 2009). hence, Chd4 depletion leads to the 
accumulation of spontaneous dna damage and activation of the apoptotic p53/p21 
program. We infer that nurd prevents genome instability and apoptosis. 
CHD4 and MTA2 protect cells against the clastogenic effects of IR
eGr-1 (mta2) protects worm cells against ir (van haaften et al., 2006). to examine 
whether mta2 also protects human cells against ir, we tested whether its depletion 
affects clonogenic survival of Vh10-sV40 cells. loss of mta2 led to an increase in 
ir sensitivity that was comparable with that observed in XrCC4 knockdown cells, 
which are impaired in dsb repair by non-homologous end-joining (Grawunder et 
al., 1998) (Fig. 1, e and F). in addition, we found that Chd4-depleted cells show 
increased ir sensitivity (Fig. 1, e and G). thus, both mta2 and Chd4 protect cells 
against the effects of ir, implicating a role for nurd in the cellular response to dsbs. 
Furthermore, mta2 protects both worm and human cells against ir, which may 
suggest that its putative role in the ddr is conserved. 
CHD4 controls the p53/p21-axis of the IR-induced DDR
to investigate the role of nurd in the ddr, we examined whether Chd4 depletion 
affects atm/atr-dependent phosphorylation of ddr components in response to ir. 
knockdown of Chd4 did not impair ir-induced atm activation or γh2aX formation, 
but led to increased levels of γh2aX in unirradiated cells, corroborating our previous 
result (Figs. 1 d, 2 a and s1). We then investigated whether Chd4 mediates atm/
atr-dependent activation of downstream effectors smC1 (s966p), Chk1 (s317p), 
Chk2 (s19p), p53 (s15p) and p21, of the ddr. We repeatedly observed a small 
increase in the phosphorylation of smC1 and Chk1, but not of Chk2 within the 
first 30 minutes after ir exposure (data not shown). in addition, we observed a 
small accumulation of Chd4-depleted cells in mid-s-phase, suggesting that this 
“aberration” in the phosphorylation status of smC1 and Chk1, which are regulators 
of ir-induced intra-s-phase checkpoints, has a weak effect on cell cycle progression 
(Fig. 2, b and C). loss of Chd4, however, enhanced the levels of total p53 and 
phosphorylated p53 after exposure to ir. this was accompanied by an increase in 
p21 levels 24 h after ir treatment (Fig. 2 a). p53 and p21 play a prominent role in the 
G1 checkpoint response (khanna and Jackson, 2001; shiloh, 2003). accordingly, we 
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Figure 2. CHD4 controls IR-induced p53/p21 responses. (a) Chd4 depletion increases 
ir-induced p53 phosphorylation (s15p), p53 and p21 levels. u2os cells were transfected 
with the indicated sirnas and exposed to 6 Gy of ir. WCe were prepared at the indicated 
time points and γh2aX, atm s1981p, atm, Chd4, p53 s15p, p53 and p21 levels were 
monitored by western blot analysis. histone h3 and smC1 were loading controls. (b) Chd4- 
and mta2-depleted cells accumulate in G1-phase and remain in G1-arrest after exposure 
to ir. u2os cells were transfected with the indicated sirnas for 72 h, exposed to 6 Gy of 
ir and 12 h later subjected to FaCs. (C) as in b, except that cells were stained with brdu.
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detected an arrest of Chd4-depleted cells in G1-phase that was maintained after ir 
exposure (Fig. 2, b and C). this suggests that Chd4 controls p53/p21-dependent G1 
checkpoint responses induced by ir.
NuRD rapidly accumulates within DSB-flanking chromatin
the dsb response is characterized by the accumulation of checkpoint and dna repair 
proteins in dsb-flanking chromatin. to investigate whether nurd plays a direct role 
in the ddr we examined recruitment of several of its subunits (Chd4, mta2 and 
mbd3) to sites of dna damage. We found that GFp-tagged Chd4, mta2 and mbd3 
accumulate in micro-laser generated dsb-tracks and span the entire chromatin region 
that was marked by γh2aX (Figs. 3 a and s2 a), a characteristic shared with other 
known dsb-associated factors (bekker-Jensen et al., 2006). Furthermore, they were 
rapidly recruited to dsb-tracks and accumulated with similar kinetics. accumulation 
became detectable within 30 seconds, reaching half-maximum at 40 seconds and 
steady-state levels at 3 minutes, respectively (Fig. 3, b and C; Fig. s2, b and C). 








































































































Figure 3. CHD4 and MTA2 rapidly accumulate at sites of DNA damage. (a) Chd4 
and mta2 accumulate in dsb-containing regions marked by γh2aX. u2os cells transiently 
expressing GFp-Chd4 or mta2-GFp were subjected to laser micro-irradiation. after 15 
min cells were immunostained for γh2aX. (b) GFp-Chd4 and mta2-GFp, like GFp-mdC1, 
rapidly accumulate in dsb-containing regions. u2os cells transiently expressing GFp-Chd4, 
mta2-GFp or GFp-mdC1 were micro-irradiated as in a and subjected to real-time recording 
of protein assembly at the damaged area. (C) Quantitative representation of the results 
in b. u2os cells transiently expressing GFp-brCa1 were included. relative Fluorescence 
units (rFu) are plotted on a time scale. Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of at least 
10 individual cells from at least 2 independent experiments. scale bars, 10 mm.
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mailand and colleagues recently defined two distinct kinetic groups of proteins that 
arrive either “early” (e.g. mdC1 and rnF8) or “late” (e.g. brCa1 and 53bp1) at 
the dsb-track (mailand et al., 2007). We demonstrated that GFp-Chd4, mta2-GFp 
and GFp-mbd3 arrive at the dsb-track as early as GFp-mdC1 (Figs. 3 C and s2 C). 
interestingly, they reached their steady state levels of accumulation significantly faster 
than mdC1 and brCa1. this may suggest that these nurd subunits do not occupy 
dsb-containing chromatin to the same level as these core components of the dsb 
response (Figs. 3 C and s2 C). We conclude that nurd is among the factors that 
assemble early in dsb-flanking chromatin. 
CHD4 regulates DSB-associated ubiquitylation to orchestrate the 
accumulation of RNF168 and BRCA1
to examine whether nurd modulates early events of the dsb response, we analyzed 
iriF (ionizing radiation-induced foci) formation of γh2aX, since this histone mark acts 
as a docking site for mdC1/rnF8 at dsbs (stucki et al., 2005). Chd4 knockdown, 
however, did not affect γh2aX iriF formation (Fig. 4 a), which corroborates our 
western blot analysis showing proper ir-induced γh2aX formation in the absence of 
Chd4 (Figs. 2 a and s1). accordingly, mdC1 and rnF8 iriF formation were also not 
affected by the loss of Chd4 (Fig. 4, a and b). 
in contrast, the accumulation of conjugated ubiquitin into iriF was impaired in 
Chd4-depleted cells (~2-fold; Fig. 4 C and d). Consistently, we observed a distinct 
reduction in iriF formation of rnF168 and brCa1, which have been shown to bind 
to dsb-associated ubiquitin moieties (Fig. 4, C and d), the formation of which may 
require Chd4. indeed, we found that Chd4 knockdown, like rnF8 knockdown, 
significantly decreased the level of γh2aX mono- and di-ubiquitylation after ir (Fig. 
s3, a and b) (huen et al., 2007). because the total levels of endogenous mdC1, 
rnF8, rnF168 and brCa1 were not affected by Chd4 depletion, we conclude that 
the observed defects in iriF formation resulted from a reduction in rnF8/rnF168-
dependent ubiquitylation and subsequent rnF168 and brCa1 accumulation at dsbs 
(Fig. s1). moreover, expression of a dominant negative, atpase-dead form of Chd4 
(GFp-Chd4 k757r) reduced rnF168 iriF formation (Fig. s3, C and d), suggesting 
that atp-dependent chromatin remodeling driven by the Chd4 atpase triggers this 
process.
thus, nurd-mediated chromatin remodeling facilitates rnF8/rnF168-dependent 
histone ubiquitylation to orchestrate the accumulation of rnF168 and brCa1. nurd 
may change nucleosome structures such that the otherwise inaccessible rnF8/























































































































































































Figure 4. CHD4 promotes histone ubiquitylation at DSBs to orchestrate the 
accumulation of RNF168 and BRCA1. (a) Chd4 depletion does not alter γh2aX, mdC1 
and rnF8 iriF formation. Cells were transfected with the indicated sirnas, exposed to 1 
Gy of ir and 30 and/or 60 min later immunostained for γh2aX, mdC1 or rnF8. scale bar, 
10 mm. (b) Quantitative analysis of γh2aX, mdC1 and rnF8 iriF formation. the average 
number of foci/nucleus +/- s.e.m. is presented. more than 150 nuclei from cells in a 
were scored per time point in at least 2 independent experiments. (C) Chd4 depletion 
impairs ubiquitin, rnF168 and brCa1 iriF formation. as in a, except that cells were 
immunostained for conjugated ubiquitin (Fk2), rnF168, and brCa1. scale bar, 10 mm. (d) 
Quantitative analysis of ubiquitin, rnF168 and brCa1 iriF formation (as in b).
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Figure 5. CHD4 promotes DSB 
repair and IR-induced activation 
of the G2/M checkpoint. (a) 
Chd4 depletion impairs dsb re air. 
Vh10-tert cells were transfected 
with the indicated sirnas for 72 h, 
exposed to 20 Gy of ir and subjected 
to neutral comet analysis at the 
indicated time points. representative 
images are shown. scale bar, 30 mm. 
(b) Quantification of tail moments 
using cells from a. tail moments 
for each condition were calculated 
on a minimum of 300 cells for each 
data point. results of 4 indep ndent 
experiments are shown as a box-and-
whisker plot. the ordinate is a cube 
root scale. data were statistically analysed using a two-way anoVa, which revealed a 
significant delay in dsb repair for Chd4-depleted cells at 2h after ir (p<0.0001). (C) 
Chd4 or mta2 depletion impairs ir-induced G2/m checkpoint activation. u2os cells were 
transfected with the indicated sirnas, exposed to 3 Gy of ir and 1 h later immunostained 
for phosphorylated histone h3 (s10p). mitotic indexes were determined by FaCs. a 
representative experiment is shown. (d) Graphical representation of relative mitotic index 
values. the ratio of index values from irradiated and unirradiated cells was calculated 
and normalized to that for control cells, which was set to 1. the mean +/- s.e.m. of 4 
experiments is shown. (e) model for the role of Chd4 in the maintenance of genome 









































































































CHD4 and MTA2 promote DSB repair and G2/M checkpoint 
activation
rnF168 and brCa1 promote dsb repair and G2/m checkpoint activation in response to 
ir (Xu et al., 2001; Xie et al., 2007; moynahan et al., 1999; stewart et al., 2009; doil 
et al., 2009). Given that Chd4 facilitates the accumulation of these proteins in dsb-
flanking chromatin, we examined its role in dsb repair and G2/m checkpoint activation. 
neutral comet assays were performed to determine the effect of Chd4 knockdown 
on the rejoining of ir-induced dsbs in Vh10-tert cells. as shown in figure 5 (panels 
a and b), we detected a pronounced increase in the level of dsbs in unirradiated 
Chd4-depleted cells. this is consistent with the elevated levels of total γh2aX 
observed earlier (Fig. 1d and 2a), and implies that spontaneous dsbs accumulate in 
the absence of Chd4 (Fig. 1d). importantly, the level of ir-induced dsbs remained 
higher at 2 hours in Chd4 knockdown cells, but returned to basal levels at 6 hours. 
this suggests that Chd4 promotes proper dsb repair (Fig. 5, a and b). 
next, we tested the effect of Chd4 and mta2 depletion on ir-induced G2/m 
checkpoint activation. We found that Chd4- and mta2-depleted cells, like those 
depleted of brCa1 or rnF8 (Xu et al., 2001; huen et al., 2007; kolas et al., 2007), 
failed to fully activate the G2/m checkpoint and continued to enter mitosis (Fig. 
5, C and d), indicating that Chd4 and mta2 facilitate full-scale activation of the 
G2/m checkpoint. 
in conclusion, we report on the identification and characterization of the nurd 
chromatin remodeling complex as a novel factor involved in genome surveillance. the 
lack of Chd4 consistently led to increased levels of spontaneous dna damage, a 
phenotype that was associated with the activation of p53 and p21 responses, reduced 
cell proliferation and apoptosis. We propose that loss of chromatin remodeling by 
nurd induces genome-wide chromatin alterations, which render chromatin more 
susceptible to spontaneous dna breaks (Fig. 5 e). support for such a scenario comes 
from a recent report which demonstrated that loss of several nurd components 
during premature and normal ageing was associated with changes in higher-order 
chromatin structure, including loss of heterochromatic regions, and an accumulation 
of spontaneous dna damage (pegoraro et al., 2009). 
We also provide evidence for a direct role of nurd in the dsb response as 
several nurd components (Chd4, mta2 and mbd3) assemble at dsbs. loss of 
Chd4 uncoupled the dsb response at the level of rnF8/rnF168-mediated histone 
ubiquitylation, leading to defects in the assembly of rnF168 and brCa1. this most 
likely attenuated dsb repair and activation of the G2/m checkpoint and contributed 
to the ir sensitivity observed in Chd4- or mta2-depleted cells (Fig. 5 e). thus, nurd 
is a novel factor that preserves genome stability by modulating chromatin structure 
(1) genome-wide to prevent spontaneous dna damage and (2) at dna breaks to 
orchestrate a proper dsb response (see also accompanying paper by larsen et al.). our 
work provides a framework for future studies that will gain more insight in the crosstalk 
between chromatin remodeling and mechanisms involved in genome maintenance. 
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materials and methods
Cell culture and chemicals
human u2os, Vh10-sV40- and Vh10-tert-immortalized fibroblasts were grown in 
dmem (Gibco) containing 10% FCs (bodinco bV). sirna and plasmid transfections 
were performed using hiperfect (Qiagen) and Jetpei (polyplus transfection), respectively, 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. the following sirna sequences were used: 
5’-CGuaCGCGGaauaCuuCGa-3’ (luciferase), 5’- CCaaGGaCCuGaauGauGa-3’ 
(Chd4-1, dharmacon), 5’-CaaaGGuGCuGCuGauGua-3’ (Chd4-2, dharmacon), 
5’-CaaaGuCuCuCuCCuuaCauu-3’ (mta2, dharmacon), 5’-GaGGGCC-
aauGGaCaauua-3’ (rnF8, dharmacon), 5’-auauGuuGGuGaaCuGaGa-3’ 
(XrCC4) (sartori et al., 2007). Cells were examined 48 h after sirna transfection 
unless otherwise stated. the cdnas for human Chd4 (open biosystems) and mta2 
(imagenes) were cloned into peGFp-C1 and peGFp-n1, respectively (Clontech). 
the point mutation k757a was introduced into peGFp-C1-Chd4 by site-directed 
mutagenesis. the pGFp-mbd3, GFp-brCa1 and GFp-mdC1 constructs were gifts 
from adrian bird, ody sibon and Jiri lukas, respectively.
Generation of DSBs
dsbs were induced by ir, which was delivered by the yXlon X-ray generator (yXlon 
international, 200kV, 4 ma, dose rate 1.1 Gy/min).
Cell survival assay
Vh10-sV40 cells were transfected for 48 h, trypsinized, seeded at low density and 
exposed to ir. 7 days later cells were washed with 0.9% naCl and stained with 
methylene blue. Colonies of more than 20 cells were scored. 
Microscopy and laser micro-irradiation
brightfield pictures were taken with an eVos fl fluorescence microscope (amG, 
Westover scientific) using the 4x ph objective. laser micro-irradiation was carried 
out on a leica tCs sp5/aobs confocal microscope equipped with an environmental 
chamber set to 37°C and 5% Co2. Cells were grown on glass bottom dishes (mattek) 
in colorless medium containing 10% FCs (Gibco) and hoechst 33342 was added to 
the medium at a concentration of 0.5 μg/ml prior to laser irradiation. dsb-containing 
tracks (0.5 x 10μm) were generated with a diode laser (λ= 405nm, 30% laser power, 
0.75 sec irradiation time, 2220 mW) using the uV-transmitting hCX pl apo 63X/1.4 
na oil immersion objective. Confocal images were recorded before and after laser 
irradiation at 20 or 30 sec time intervals over a period of 5 or 12 min and analyzed 
using las-aF software. Fluorescence intensities were corrected for background and 




iriF and western blot analysis were performed using antibodies to γh2aX (millipore), 
α-tubulin (sigma), atm (Genetex), ubiquitin (Fk2, enzo life sciences), brCa1 
(Calbiochem), histone h3, atm s1981p, mdC1, mta2, Chd4 and rnF8 (abcam), 
p53 and p21 (santa Cruz), p53 s15p (Cell signaling), and smC1 (bethyl laboratories). 
the antibodies to rnF168 and XrCC4 were gifts from dan durocher and mauro 
modesti, respectively.
IRIF analysis
Cells were grown on glass coverslips and treated as indicated in the figure legends. 
subsequently, cells were washed with pbs, fixed with 2% formaldehyde and 0.25% 
triton X-100 in pbs and incubated with appropriate primary and secondary antibodies 
(alexaFluor 488, invitrogen or goat anti-rabbit igG conjugated to Cy3, Jackson 
immunoresearch) and dapi. an additional extraction with 0.25% triton in Csk 
buffer (10 mm hepes, 2 m koh, 300 mm sucrose, 100 mm naCl, 3 mm mgCl2) was 
performed prior to fixation and incubation with primary antibodies against rnF168 
and brCa1. images were recorded with a Zeiss axioplan microscope using a 63x/1.25 
na oil objective and an axiocam mrm camera, and analyzed using home-made stacks 
software. nuclei were detected and selected by global thresholding of dapi images. 
then contour tracing was performed after which pixels were labeled with a unique 
object index that determines to which nucleus the pixels belong. the actual detection 
of the foci was carried out on alexa488 or Cy3 images. First a top-hat transformation 
was performed to reduce the influence of variation in background staining within 
nuclei. on the resulting image a watershed algorithm was carried out to determine 
the location of foci within the image by providing a unique spot index to the pixels 
of each focus. by combining foci indices with object indices obtained from the dapi 
image, foci could be assigned to the nuclei in which they were detected, allowing 
calculation of the number of foci per nucleus.
Chromatin fractionation and western blotting
Chromatin-enriched extracts were prepared and used for immunoprecipitation as 
described previously (huen et al., 2007). Whole cell extracts (WCe) were prepared by 
cell lysis in laemmli buffer. proteins were separated in bis-tris-hCl-buffered acrylamide 
gels (invitrogen) and blotted onto either pVdF (millipore) or nitrocellulose (amersham 
biosciences). membranes were incubated with primary antibody as indicated in the 
figure legends, followed by incubation with secondary antibody (odyssey irdye® 
li-Cor biosciences). the odyssey imager (li-Cor biosciences) equipped with li-Cor 
odyssey 3.0 software was used to scan the membranes and analyze the fluorescence 
signals. 
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Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting (FACS)
For G2/m checkpoint analysis cells were fixed in 70% ethanol, stained with rabbit 
antibody to histone h3 s10p (millipore), followed by incubation with conjugated 
anti-rabbit igG (alexaFluor 488). For cell cycle analysis cells were pulse-labeled with 
10 mm brdu for 1 h, fixed in 70% ethanol, denatured in 2 m hCl, stained with 
mouse antibody to brdu, followed by incubation with conjugated anti-mouse igG 
(alexaFluor 488) and dna staining with 0.1 mg/ml propidium iodide. Cell sorting was 
performed on a bd lsrii flow cytometer (bd bioscience) using FaCsdiva software 
version 5.0.3. Quantifications were performed using Winmdi 2.9 software.
Neutral comet assay
dsbs were measured in Vh10-tert cells using the Comet assay system (trevigen) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Comet tail moments were scored using 
Comet score software (tritek). 
Online supplemental material
Fig. s1 shows that depletion of Chd4 does not alter the expression level of ddr 
proteins after ir. Fig. s2 shows that mbd3-GFp, like GFp-Chd4, rapidly accumulates 
at sites of laser-induced dna damage. Fig. s3 shows that Chd4 depletion reduces ir-
induced γh2aX ubiquitylation and that Chd4 atpase activity is required for rnF168 
iriF formation. online supplemental material is available at http://jcb.rupress.org/
content/190/5/741/suppl/dC1 
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Smeenk et al., figure S1 
Figure S1. Depletion of CHD4 does not alter the expression level of DDR proteins 
after IR. u2os cells were transfected with the indicated sirna and exposed to 3 Gy of ir. 
1 h later WCe were prepared and protein levels were monitored by western blot analysis.
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Smeenk et al., figure S2








Figure S2. MBD3 rapidly accumulates at sites of DNA damage. (a) GFp-mbd3 
accumulates in dsb-containing regions marked by γh2aX. u2os cells transiently 
expressing GFp-mbd3 were subjected to laser micro-irradiation. 15 min later cells were 
immunostained for γh2aX. (b) GFp-mbd3, like GFp-Chd4, rapidly accumulates in dsb-
containing regions. u2os cells transiently expressing GFp-mbd3 or GFp-Chd4 were 
micro-irradiated as in a and subjected to real-time recording of protein assembly at the 
damaged area. (C) Quantitative representation of the results in b. rFu are plotted on a 
time scale. Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of at least 10 individual cells from at least 
2 independent experiments. scale bars, 10 mm.
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Figure S3. CHD4 affects the IR-induced RNF8/RNF168 ubiquitin response. (a) 
Chd4 depletion impairs ir-induced γh2aX ubiquitylation. Cells were transfected with 
the indicated sirnas and exposed to 10 Gy of ir. 1 h later WCe and chromatin-enriched 
extracts (Cee) were prepared. Cee were subjected to immunoprecipitation (ip) with γh2aX 
antibody. Western blot analysis of ip with γh2aX antibody, and WCe with Chd4 and 
tubulin antibodies is shown. (b) Graphical representation of relative γh2aX ubiquitylation 
levels determined using cells from a. ratios of γh2aX mono-ubiquitylation and γh2aX 
were calculated and normalized to that of control cells, which was set to 1, respectively. 
the mean +/- s.e.m. of 3 experiments is shown. (C) Chd4 atpase activity is required 
for rnF168 iriF formation. Cells were transfected with peGFp-C1-Chd4 or peGFp-C1-
Chd4(k757a), which expresses a dominant-negative, atpase-dead form of Chd4, and 1 
day later exposed to 1 Gy of ir. after 30 min cells were immunostained for rnF168 (d). 
Quantitative analysis of rnF168 iriF formation. the average number of foci/nucleus +/- 
s.e.m. is presented. more than 100 nuclei from cells in C were scored per time point in 2 
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ionizing radiation (ir)-induced dna double-strand breaks (dsbs) in native chromatin 
elicit cellular responses such as cell cycle checkpoint activation and dna repair. how 
cells signal and repair dsbs within chromatin remains enigmatic. here, we show that 
smarCa5/snF2h, the catalytic subunit of isWi chromatin remodeling complexes, 
is recruited to dsbs in a poly(adp-ribose) polymerase (parp)-dependent, but atm/
dna-pk/mdC1-independent manner. remarkably, we found that parp activity not 
only is required for the spreading of smarCa5, but also affects the distribution of 
the e3 ubiquitin ligase rnF168, ubiquitin conjugates and the ubiquitin-binders rad18 
and the rap80-brCa1 complex into the dsb-flanking chromatin compartment. 
this suggests that parp regulates the spatial organization of the rnF168-driven 
ubiquitin response to dna damage. in support of this, we show that parp activity 
stimulates the dna damage-induced interaction between smarCa5 and rnF168, 
providing a molecular mechanism for how parp is linked to the rnF168 ubiquitin 
cascade. Furthermore, we demonstrate that smarCa5 regulates the ubiquitin 
response by promoting rnF168 accumulation at dsbs, which subsequently facilitates 
efficient formation of ubiquitin conjugates and assembly of brCa1. underlining the 
importance of these findings, we show that depletion of smarCa5 renders cells 
sensitive to ir and results in dsb repair defects by non-homologous end-joining 
and homologous recombination. interestingly, loss of smarCa5 sensitizes cells to 
parp inhibition, suggesting that smarCa5 is a novel target for parp inhibitor-based 
cancer therapies. our study unveils a physical and functional link between dna 
damage-induced poly(adp-ribosyl)ation, smarCa5-mediated chromatin remodeling 
and rnF168-dependent signaling and repair of dsbs.
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introduCtion
a major threat to genome stability is the formation of chromosomal dna double-
strand breaks (dsbs), which can be generated by exposure of cells to agents such 
as ionizing radiation (ir), or arise during dna replication. inefficient or inaccurate 
repair of dsbs can lead to chromosome rearrangements, which may result in cancer 
development or cell death (Jackson and bartek, 2009; negrini et al., 2010). to 
circumvent the deleterious effects of dsbs, cells activate the dna damage response 
(ddr), which comprises events that lead to the detection and repair of these lesions, 
as well as a delay in cell cycle progression until repair is completed (huen and 
Chen, 2010). the repair of dsbs involves two dedicated pathways known as non-
homologous end-joining (nheJ) and homologous recombination (hr). repair by nheJ 
promotes either error free or error-prone ligation of broken dna ends, whereas hr 
mediates only error-free repair of dsbs by using the non-damaged sister chromatid 
as a template (Wyman and kanaar, 2006).
numerous ddr proteins accumulate at ir-induced dsbs and form cytologically 
discernable structures known as ionizing radiation-induced foci (iriF) (bekker-
Jensen and mailand, 2010). the initial key step in iriF formation is the atm/dna-
pk-mediated phosphorylation of histone variant h2aX (termed γh2aX). the mdC1 
protein subsequently binds to γh2aX and mediates recruitment of the e3 ubiquitin 
ligases rnF8 and rnF168 together with the herC2 protein and the e2 ubiquitin 
conjugase ubC13. the ensuing chromatin ubiquitylation catalyzed by rnF8/rnF168/
herC2/ubC13 promotes the recruitment of several proteins, including brCa1 and 
53bp1, which culminates in checkpoint activation and dna repair (doil et al., 2009; 
huen et al., 2007; mailand et al., 2007; stewart et al., 2009; Wang and elledge, 
2007; bekker-Jensen et al., 2010). 
efficient signaling and repair of dsbs is hampered by the fact that genomic dna is 
packaged into chromatin through histone and non-histone proteins. histone proteins 
are extensively modified in response to dna damage and it is becoming clear that 
the crosstalk between histone modifications in dsb-flanking chromatin controls the 
ddr (van attikum and Gasser, 2009; luijsterburg and van, 2011). however, how 
this is accomplished remains largely elusive. recent studies have begun to explore 
this in mammalian cells and demonstrated that the tip60 and sWi/snF chromatin 
remodeling complexes facilitate dsb repair by promoting histone acetylation and h2aX 
phosphorylation at dsbs, respectively (murr et al., 2006; park et al., 2006; lee et al., 
2010). the p400 and Chd4 atpases, which are catalytic subunits of the tip60 and 
nurd chromatin remodeling complexes, respectively, not only facilitate dsb repair, but 
also promote the rnF8/rnF168 ubiquitin response at dsbs (Xu et al., 2010; smeenk 
et al., 2010; larsen et al., 2010; polo et al., 2010). more recently it was found that 
smarCa5/snF2h, which is the atpase of several distinct isWi chromatin remodeling 
complexes involved in transcription and replication, is also involved in the dsb response 
(lan et al., 2010; nakamura et al., 2011; sanchez-molina et al., 2011). however, 
precisely how smarCa5 regulates signaling and repair of dsbs remains unclear.
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here we demonstrate that distinct atm/γh2aX/mdC1- and poly(adp-ribose) 
polymerase (parp)-dependent pathways lead to recruitment of rnF8/rnF168 
and smarCa5 to dsbs, respectively. smarCa5 and rnF168 interact in the dsb-
containing chromatin compartment in a parp-dependent manner to regulate histone 
ubiquitylation, brCa1 accumulation and dsb repair. our findings unveil a novel 
physical and functional link between dna damage-induced poly(adp-ribosyl)ation 
(parylation), chromatin remodeling and the rnF8/rnF168-signaling cascade at dsbs.
results
SMARCA5 protects human cells against IR
a genome-wide rnai screen in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans identified 
45 genes, including known dna damage response (ddr) factors, as well as several 
novel genes such as isw-1, that protect worms against ir (van haaften et al., 2006). 
database searches revealed two human proteins, smarCa1/snF2l (63% identity 
and 79% similarity) and smarCa5/snF2h (64% identity and 79% similarity), which 
are highly homologous to C. elegans isW-1. both proteins are members of the isWi 
subclass of the snF2 atpase family (bao and shen, 2011), and are catalytic subunits of 
atp-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes involved in transcription regulation 
and dna replication (ito et al., 1999; poot et al., 2000; leroy et al., 2000; Collins et 
al., 2002; barak et al., 2003). in this study we focused on smarCa5 and examined 
its role in the cellular response to dsbs. based on the findings in C. elegans, we first 
tested whether knockdown of smarCa5 affects clonogenic survival of mammalian 
cells after exposure to ir. in agreement with a previous study (lan et al., 2010), we 
found that rnai-mediated depletion of smarCa5 led to a marked increase in ir 
sensitivity comparable with that observed after XrCC4 or atm knockdown (Fig. 1, a 
and b; Fig. s1, a and b).
SMARCA5 is required for DSB repair by NHEJ
to assess the involvement of smarCa5 in the rejoining of ir-induced dsbs, we 
performed neutral comet analysis. dsb levels were slightly elevated in non-irradiated 
smarCa5-depleted cells, suggesting that smarCa5 may contribute to genomic 
stability by preventing spontaneous chromosome breakage. importantly, irradiation 
of cells with ir resulted in comparable numbers of dsbs in smarCa5-depleted cells 
and control cells (Fig. s1, c and d; 0 h time point). Conversely, the amount of dsbs 
was significantly higher at 2 h after ir in smarCa5-knockdown cells compared to 
control cells, but nearly returned to levels observed in control cells at 6 h (Fig. s1, 
c and d). thus, loss of smarCa5 may attenuate dsb repair and delay cell cycle 
progression. indeed, smarCa5-depleted cells accumulated in the G2 phase after ir, 
but, in contrast to control cells, failed to recover from this arrest (Fig. s1, e and f). 
these results suggest that smarCa5 promotes efficient repair of dsbs.
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to further assess the role of smarCa5 in dsb repair we employed the eJ5-GFp 
reporter system, which measures repair between two tandem i-scei sites that 
separate a GFP gene from its promoter. Following i-scei expression, repair of the 
two i-scei-induced dsbs by nheJ fuses the promoter to the GFP coding sequence 
and restores GFp expression (Fig. s2 a) (bennardo et al., 2008). as expected, loss of 
the nheJ factor XrCC4, but not of the hr factor brCa2, reduced the efficiency of 
nheJ as measured by GFp fluorescence (Fig. 1 c). interestingly, smarCa5 depletion 
impaired nheJ to the same extent as XrCC4 knockdown (Fig. 1 c). Cell cycle profiles 
were not altered in these cells, ruling out any effect of changes in the cell cycle on 
the efficiency of nheJ (Fig. s2 c). thus, our results strongly suggest that smarCa5 
promotes dsb repair by nheJ.
SMARCA5 is required for DSB repair by HR
next we determined the role of smarCa5 in hr by using the dr-GFp reporter system. 
in this system, a single i-sce1 site is present in one of two defective GFp reporter genes. 
Following i-sce1 expression, repair of the i-scei-induced dsb by gene conversion 
produces a functional GFP gene. (Fig. s2 b) (Weinstock et al., 2006). as expected, 
depletion of brCa2 dramatically reduced the hr efficiency (Fig. 1 d) (moynahan et 
al., 2001). remarkably, a similar reduction in hr repair was observed after smarCa5 
depletion (Fig. 1 d). as cell cycle profiles remained unchanged in these cells, we can 
rule out that changes in the cell cycle affected the efficiency of hr (Fig. s2 c). thus, 
our results suggest that smarCa5 is required for dsb repair by hr. previous work has 
implicated smarCa5 in dna damage repair (lan et al., 2010; nakamura et al., 2011). 
our results, which demonstrate that smarCa5 regulates the two major pathways of 
dsb repair (nheJ and hr) are fully consistent with these observations.
SMARCA5 protects cells against the genotoxic effects of PARP 
inhibition 
parp is a key factor in the single-strand break repair pathway. if parp is inhibited, 
single-strand breaks remain unrepaired and may be converted to dsbs during dna 
replication. Consequently, parp inhibition is selectively lethal to cells deficient for 
factors involved in hr (mcCabe et al., 2006). to confirm the role of smarCa5 in hr, 
we tested whether smarCa5 depletion would also render cells sensitive to parp 
inhibition. Clonogenic survival assays showed enhanced sensitivity of smarCa5-
depleted cells to parp inhibition, which paralleled the sensitivity of brCa2-depleted 
cells (Fig. 1 e). these findings are consistent with our previous results using the 
dr-GFp reporter (Fig. 1 d), and support a role for smarCa5 in dsb repair by hr. 
SMARCA5 is rapidly recruited to DSBs
recent work reported that smarCa5 is recruited to sites of dna damage (lan et al., 2010; 
nakamura et al., 2011; erdel et al., 2010; sanchez-molina et al., 2011). We confirmed 
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Figure 1. SMARCA5 protects cells against IR and is recruited to DSBs to promote 
DNA repair. (a) Vh10-sV40 cells were transfected with the indicated sirnas, exposed 
to ir and scored for clonogenic survival. Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of 3 
independent experiments. (b) smarCa5 and XrCC4 levels were monitored by western 
blot analysis using whole cell extracts (WCe) of cells in a. tubulin is a loading control. (C) 
hek293t cells containing the nheJ reporter eJ5-GFp were transfected with the indicated 
sirnas and 48 h later transfected with an i-scei expression vector (pCbasce). the mean 
+/- s.e.m. of 3 experiments is shown. (d) as in C, except that cells containing the hr 
reporter dr-GFp were used. (e) as in a, except that cells were treated with parp inhibitor 
(ku0058948). (F) u2os cells expressing smarCa5-GFp were subjected to multiphoton 
laser irradiation. after 15 min cells were immunostained for γh2aX and rad51.
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restriction enzyme, asisi-er, which induces site-specific dsbs as evidenced by the 
formation of γh2aX and mdC1 foci (Fig. s3, a and b) (iacovoni et al., 2010). Chromatin 
immunoprecipitation (Chip) coupled to quantitative pCr (qpCr) detected 4-oht-induced 
γh2aX and smarCa5 accumulation at two different sites flanking asisi-induced dsbs on 
chromosome 1 and 22 (Fig. s3, c and d). thus, smarCa5 accumulates at dsbs, which 
suggest that smarCa5 is directly involved in dsb repair, agreeing with recent studies (lan 
et al., 2010; nakamura et al., 2011; erdel et al., 2010).
the kinetics of smarCa5 recruitment to dna strand breaks have not been 
studied and compared to the rate of accumulation of other factors involved in the 
dsb response. Given that this may provide insight into its role in the dsb response, 
we examined the assembly kinetics of smarCa5 at laser-induced dna damage. GFp-
tagged smarCa5 accumulated in multiphoton laser-induced tracks and spanned 
the entire chromatin region marked by γh2aX or rad51 (Fig. 1 f). notably, Xpa, a 
nucleotide excision repair protein that recognizes uV-induced dna lesions, did not 
accumulate, suggesting that the applied laser settings primarily create dna strand 
breaks (Fig. 2 a). smarCa5 immediately accumulated after irradiation, reaching half-
maximum around 40 seconds and maximum levels at 3 - 5 minutes, and remained 
associated with the dsb-containing chromatin compartment for at least 2 hours (Fig. 
2 a; Fig. s3 e). next, we compared smarCa5 accumulation to that of the mdC1 and 
53bp1 proteins, which assemble “early” and “late”, respectively, at laser-induced 
dsbs (mailand et al., 2007). our kinetic studies not only corroborated these findings 
for mdC1 and 53bp1, but also show that smarCa5-GFp accumulates at the dsb-
track with nearly similar kinetics to GFp-mdC1, suggesting that it is among the 
“early” proteins that associate with dsbs (Fig. 2, a and b). 
parp Contributes to smarCa5 reCruitment to 
dsbs
our work and that of several other laboratories demonstrated that smarCa5 
is recruited to sites of laser-induced dna damage (lan et al., 2010; erdel et al., 
2010; sanchez-molina et al., 2011). a role for the rnF20 e3 ubiquitin ligase in 
the recruitment of smarCa5 was reported, yet it remained unclear whether other 
factors regulate smarCa5 assembly at dna strand breaks (nakamura et al., 2011). 
the similarity in recruitment kinetics between smarCa5 and mdC1 suggested to us 
that mdC1 may play a role in the accumulation of smarCa5 at laser-induced dna 
damage. however, neither depletion of mdC1, nor depletion of rnF168, which is 
recruited to dna damage sites in an mdC1-dependent manner, affected smarCa5 
assembly at dsb-tracks (Fig. 2, c and d), suggesting that the mdC1/rnF8/rnF168 
signaling cascade does not contribute to smarCa5 recruitment.
the atm and dna-pk kinases play a key role in the signaling and repair of dsbs 













































































































Figure 2. SMARCA5 accumulation at laser-induced DNA damage requires PARP. (a) 
u2os cells expressing smarCa5-GFp, GFp-mdC1, 53bp1-GFp or Xpa-GFp (images not 
shown) were laser-irradiated and subjected to real-time recording of protein assembly at 
the damaged area. (b) Quantitative representation of results in a. relative Fluorescence 
units (rFu) are plotted on a time scale. Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of at least 
10 individual cells from independent experiments. scale bars, 10 mm. (C) as in a, except 
that u2os cells expressing smarCa5-GFp were transfected with sirnas against mdC1 or 
rnF168. (d) Quantitative representation of results in C. (e) as in a, except that u2os cells 
expressing smarCa5-GFp were treated with inhibitors of parp or atm and dna-pk. (F) 
Quantitative representation of results in e. scale bars, 10 mm.
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We therefore tested whether their activity might contribute to the accumulation of 
smarCa5 at dsbs. however, we found that chemical inhibition of atm and dna-pk 
did not affect smarCa5 assembly in dsbs-tracks (Fig. 2, e and f).
recently, parylation by parp, which binds to dna strand breaks, was shown to 
direct the recruitment of the chromatin remodeling enzymes alC1 and Chd4 to 
dsbs (polo et al., 2010; Gottschalk et al., 2009; Chou et al., 2010; ahel et al., 2009). 
We therefore examined the contribution of parp to the recruitment of smarCa5 to 
dsbs. interestingly, the accumulation of smarCa5 in dsb-tracks was significantly 
reduced, but not abolished, in cells treated with parp inhibitor (Fig. 2, e and f). these 
results suggest that parp promotes smarCa5 recruitment to dna strand breaks.
PARP regulates the occupancy of SMARCA5 and factors of the 
RNF168 response throughout damaged chromatin
When we examined the effect of parp inhibition on smarCa5 accumulation at sites 
of laser-induced dna damage, we noticed that dsb-tracks containing smarCa5-
GFp were much more narrow in the presence of parp inhibitor (Fig. 2 e; Fig. 3, a 
and b), suggesting that smarCa5 failed to spread into the dsb-flanking chromatin 
compartment, a feature that is typically observed for a large number of repair factors 
(bekker-Jensen et al., 2006). it was previously shown that dna damage induced by 
laser micro-irradiation rapidly triggers local chromatin expansion in vivo (kruhlak et 
al., 2006), and that parylation of nucleosomes triggers chromatin expansion in vitro 
(poirier et al., 1982). these findings prompted us to test whether parp plays a role 
in the expansion process at sites of dna damage and whether this event regulates 
the spreading of repair factors into the dsb-flanking chromatin compartment. to this 
end, we inflicted laser-generated dsbs in the presence or absence of parp inhibitor 
and subsequently quantified the distribution of a large number of signaling and repair 
factors in the laser tracks. We found that after irradiation the width of laser tracks 
containing either mdC1, rnF8, rnF168 or smarCa5 significantly increased with 
time, indicating expansion of the damaged chromatin (Fig. s4 b). strikingly, while 
the expansion of smarCa5-GFp was dramatically affected by parp inhibition, the 
expansion of endogenous mdC1 in the same cells was hardly affected (Fig. s4 a). We 
confirmed that the expansion of GFp-mdC1 and that of its binding partner GFp-rnF8 
were also only minimally affected by parp inhibition (Fig. 3, a and b; Fig. s4 b). since 
mdC1 and rnF8 physically associate with γh2aX (huen et al., 2007; kolas et al., 
2007; mailand et al., 2007; stucki et al., 2005), a constituent of damaged chromatin, 
our results suggest that chromatin expansion at sites of dna damage is modestly 
affected by parp inhibition, while the expansion of smarCa5 is severely reduced. 
surprisingly, while rnF8 expansion was not affected by parp inhibitors, we 
found that expansion of GFp-rnF168 was significantly impaired after parp 
inhibition (Fig. 3, a and b; Fig. s4b). rnF168 is an e3 ubiquitin ligase that acts 
with e2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme ubC13 to promote ubiquitin conjugation 










































































































Figure 3. PARP distributes SMARCA5 and factors of the RNF168 cascade throughout 
damaged chromatin. (a) u2os cells were treated with parp inhibitor or left untreated, 
then subjected to multi-photon laser-irradiation and analyzed for the expansion of the 
indicated GFp-fusion proteins or immunostained endogenous proteins throughout the 
damaged compartment. representative images illustrating the effect of parp inhibition 
of the expansion of the indicated proteins are shown. scale bar, 10 mm. (b) Quantitative 
analysis of the width of dsb-containing laser tracks from cells in a. laser tracks with a width 
of 1.5 μm were generated. after 180 s the width of the region showing accumulation of 
the indicated proteins was measured to determine the increase in track width. individual 
measurements (n ≥ 16) and mean values are presented in a track-width distribution plot. 
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et al., 2005; doil et al., 2009; stewart et al., 2009). We therefore examined the 
spreading of GFp-ubC13 and conjugated ubiquitin into dsb-flanking chromatin 
and found that the expansion of both factors was significantly impaired after parp 
inhibition (Fig. 3, a and b). ubiquitin conjugates generated by rnF8 and rnF168 
mediate the recruitment of the ubiquitin-binding factors rad18 and the rap80-
brCa1 complex (huang et al., 2009; kim et al., 2007; sobhian et al., 2007; Wang 
et al., 2007). Consistent with the observed defects in the spreading of ubiquitin 
conjugates, we found that parp inhibition significantly reduced the spreading of 
GFp-rad18 as well as that of GFp-rap80 and endogenous brCa1 (Fig. 3, a and b). 
taken together, our comprehensive analysis suggests that parp activity selectively 
contributes to the spreading of smarCa5 and factors of the rnF168 signaling 
cascade into dsb-flanking chromatin, whereas it only modestly affects the robust 
spreading of mdC1 and rnF8. thus, our findings imply a role for an unanticipated 
parp-driven mechanism that regulates the occupancy of smarCa5 and factors of 
the rnF168 signaling cascade throughout damaged chromatin. 
SMARCA5 and RNF168 interact in damaged chromatin in a PARP-
dependent manner
the fact that parp regulates the spreading of both smarCa5 and factors of the 
rF168 signaling cascade may suggest a potential functional link between smarCa5 
chromatin remodeling and rnF168-dependent signaling of dsbs. to gain mechanistic 
insight into these events, we considered the possibility that smarCa5 may interact 
with rnF168. to test this hypothesis, we undertook a quantitative mass spectrometry 
screen for rnF168-interacting factors, which revealed a dna damage-dependent 
interaction between rnF168 and smarCa5. the interaction between these 
factors was stimulated after exposure of cells to ir, but not to uV-C light (Fig. 4 a). 
immunoprecipitation followed by western blot analysis confirmed the ir-dependent 
interaction between endogenous rnF168 and smarCa5 observed in the mass 
spectrometry screen (Fig. 4 b). Furthermore, we demonstrated that streptavidin-
tagged rnF168 interacts with endogenous smarCa5 and showed in the reciprocal 
experiment that GFp-tagged smarCa5 associates with endogenous rnF168 (Fig. 4, c 
and d). because smarCa5 is recruited to dsbs in a parp-dependent manner (Fig. 2, e 
and f), and given that parp inhibitors selectively affect the spreading of factors into 
damaged chromatin at the level of rnF168, we investigated whether inhibition of 
parp affects the interaction between smarCa5 and rnF168. remarkably, we found 
that the ir-induced interaction between endogenous smarCa5 and rnF168 was 
nearly completely abolished after treatment with parp inhibitor (Fig. 4 e). together, 
these results strongly suggest that smarCa5 and rnF168 interact in the dsb-
containing chromatin compartment in a manner that requires the activity of parp and 
raise the question whether the physical interaction between rnF168 and smarCa5 
regulates the rnF168-ubiquitin response to dna damage.
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SMARCA5 stimulates γH2AX ubiquitylation and BRCA1 
accumulation at DSBs
to examine whether smarCa5 regulates the rnF168 response at dsbs, we examined 
the impact of smarCa5 depletion on iriF formation of several factors involved in 
the rnF168 signaling cascade. in line with our findings on the spreading of repair 
factors, we found that smarCa5 knockdown affected neither γh2aX and mdC1, 
nor rnF8 accumulation into iriF (Fig. 5, a and b). in agreement, western blot analysis 
showed normal levels of total γh2aX in these cells after exposure to ir (Fig. s5 a). 




















































































































Figure 4. SMARCA5 interacts with RNF168 in a PARP-dependent manner. (a) u2os cells were 
silaC-labeled for 7 days and then mock-treated or exposed to 10 Gy ir or 25 J/m2 uV. 1 h later, 
cells were harvested and subjected to rnF168 immunoprecipitation (ip). bound complexes were 
washed, eluted and analyzed by mass spectrometry. results depict the silaC ratios measured for the 
smarCa5-rnF168 interaction (defined as 1 in the mock sample). (b) hela cells were mock-treated 
or exposed to 10 Gy ir and harvested 1 h later. Whole cell extracts (WCe) were subjected to rnF168 
ip followed by immunoblotting for the indicated proteins. (C) hek293t cells were transfected with 
strep-rnF168 plasmid or empty vector and harvested 24 h later. Cell extracts were incubated with 
strep-tactin sepharose and bound complexes were analyzed by immunoblotting for the indicated 
proteins. (d) hek293t cells were transfected with GFp-smarCa5 plasmid or empty vector and 
harvested 24 h later. Cell extracts were subjected to GFp ip followed by immunoblotting for the 
indicated proteins. (e) as in b, except that cells were treated with sirna against rnF168 or parp 
inhibitor (ku0058948).
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signaling response or the initial recruitment of rnF8. in sharp contrast, accumulation of 
endogenous rnF168 into iriF was severely impaired by smarCa5 depletion (Fig. 6, a 
and b). Corroborating these findings, GFp-rnF168 accumulation in laser tracks was 
also markedly impaired by depletion of smarCa5 (Fig. 6, c and d). in agreement 
with impaired rnF168 recruitment, we found that ubiquitin conjugation in iriF was 
impaired in smarCa5-depleted cells (Fig. 7, a and b). Given that h2a and h2aX are 
the primary targets for dna damage-induced ubiquitylation (doil et al., 2009; huen 
et al., 2007; mailand et al., 2007; stewart et al., 2009; Wang and elledge, 2007), 
we immunoprecipitated γh2aX from untreated and ir-exposed cells and examined 
its ubiquitylation status by western blot analysis. in agreement with our foci data, 
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Figure 5. SMARCA5 does not promote γH2AX, MDC1 or RNF8 accumulation at 
DSBs. (a) u2os cells or doxycycline-treated u2os cells expressing FlaG-rnF8 and an 
shrna against rnF8 were transfected with the indicated sirnas, exposed to 1 Gy ir and 
1 h later immunostained for γh2aX, mdC1 or FlaG-rnF8 to visualize iriF (mailand et al., 
2007). scale bar, 10 mm. (b) Quantitative representation of γh2aX (left), mdC1 (middle) 
or FlaG-rnF8 (right) iriF formation in a. the average number of foci/nucleus +/- s.e.m. 
is presented for γh2aX and mdC1, while the percentage of cells with more than 10 foci 
+/- s.e.m. is presented for FlaG-rnF8. more than 150 nuclei were scored per time point 
in independent experiments. 
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Figure 6. SMARCA5 promotes RNF168 assembly at DSBs. (A) U2OS cells 
were transfected with the indicated siRNAs, exposed to 1 Gy IR and 1 h later 
immunostained for RNF168 to visualize IRIF. (b) Quantitative representation of rnF168 
iriF formation in a. the average number of foci/nucleus +/- s.e.m. is presented. more than 
150 nuclei were scored per time point in independent experiments. *, p < 0.05, compared 
with siluc (control). (C) u2os cells expressing GFp-rnF168 were transfected with the 
indicated sirnas, laser-irradiated and subjected to real-time recording of protein assembly 
at the damaged area. (d) Quantitative representation of results in e. relative Fluorescence 
units (rFu) are plotted on a time scale. Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of at least 
10 individual cells from independent experiments. scale bars, 10 mm.
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Figure 7. SMARCA5 promotes γH2AX ubiquitylation and BRCA1 accumulation 
at DSBs. (a) Cells were transfected with the indicated sirnas, exposed to 1 Gy ir and 
1 h later immunostained for conjugated ubiquitin (Fk2) to visualize iriF. scale bar, 10 
mm. (b) Quantitative representation of Fk2 iriF formation in a. the average number of 
foci/nucleus +/- s.e.m. is presented. more than 150 nuclei were scored per time point 
in independent experiments. *, p < 0.05, compared with siluc (control). (C) Cells were 
transfected with the indicated sirnas and exposed to 10 Gy ir. 1 h later chromatin-
enriched extracts (Cee) were prepared. Cee were subjected to ip with γh2aX antibody. 
Western blot analysis of ip with γh2aX antibody, and Cee with smarCa5 antibody is 
shown. ponceau s staining is a loading control. (d) Graphical representation of relative 
γh2aX ubiquitylation levels determined using results from h. ratios of unmodified γh2aX 
and either mono-ubiquitylated or di-ubiquitylated were calculated and normalized to that 
of control cells, which was set to 1. the mean +/- s.e.m. of two independent experiments 
is shown. (e) as in a, except that cells were immunostained for brCa1. (F) as in b, except 
that cells from e were analyzed. 
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we found that smarCa5 knockdown decreased the levels of ir-induced γh2aX 
mono- and di-ubiquitylation, an effect that was similar to that observed after rnF8 
knockdown (Fig. 7, c and d) (huen et al., 2007). Finally, we analyzed the recruitment of 
the rap80-brCa1 complex, which requires direct binding to conjugated ubiquitin for 
its accumulation at dsbs (sobhian et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2009). Consistent with the 
observed defects in ubiquitin conjugation, we found that brCa1 iriF formation was 
impaired in smarCa5-depleted cells (Fig. 7, e and f) (nakamura et al., 2011). together, 
our findings show that smarCa5 binds to rnF168 and regulates its assembly at dsbs. 
moreover, smarCa5 is required for the rnF168-induced conjugation of ubiquitin 
chains and the subsequent recruitment of the ubiquitin-binding brCa1 complex. these 
results demonstrate that smarCa5 regulates the dsb response at the level of rnF168.
disCussion
recent papers have implicated smarCa5 in the dsb response (lan et al., 2010; 
nakamura et al., 2011). in line with this work, our current study revealed that 
smarCa5 protects cells against ir and regulates the two major pathways of dsb 
repair, hr and nheJ. here, we also uncover an unrecognized role of smarCa5 in 
regulating the rnF168 signaling cascade at dsbs. smarCa5 and rnF168 interact in 
the dsb-flanking chromatin compartment in a parp-dependent manner to regulate 
rnF168-dependent histone ubiquitylation and subsequent brCa1 assembly. thus, 
our findings unveil a novel physical and functional link between dna damage-induced 
parylation, chromatin remodeling and the rnF8/rnF168-signaling cascade (Fig. 8). 
SMARCA5 protects against DNA damage
isW-1 was identified through a genome-wide genetic screen in C.elegans as a factor 
that protects worms against ir (van haaften et al., 2006). We provide evidence that 
one of its human orthologue, smarCa5, also protects cells against the genotoxic 
effects of ir, indicating a conserved function for these factors in the cellular response 
to ir. previous reports not only corroborate these findings, but also showed that 
smarCa5 protects cells against the cytotoxic effects of the dsb-inducing agent 
bleomycin, the dna alkylating agent methylmethanesulphonate (mms) and the 
dna topoisomerase 1 inhibitor camptothecin (Cpt) (lan et al., 2010). since these 
agents induce various types of dna lesions that trigger different signaling and repair 
mechanisms, the data suggest that smarCa5 may play a broad role in the ddr.
the hypersensitivity to ir may result from defects in the signaling and/or repair 
of dsbs. this could indirectly stem from altered gene expression in response to ir. 
however, we found that the loss of smarCa5 did not affect the steady-state levels 
of key ddr factors (mdC1, rnF8, rnF168, 53bp1, brCa1, brCa2, rad51 and 
p53), neither before nor after exposure of cells to ir (Fig. s5, a and b). although a 
more detailed analysis of the role of smarCa5 in the transcription of dna damage-
regulated genes may be required, the result thus far suggest that smarCa5 protects 
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Recruitment and chromatin expansion





Smeenk et al. Figure 8
Figure 8. Model for the role of SMARCA5 in the DSB response. A DSB in chromatin 
triggers PARP recruitment and γH2AX formation. parp elicits local chromatin expansion 
and smarCa5 recruitment, whereas γh2aX promotes the accumulation of mdC1 and 
rnF8, which ubiquitylates h2a-type histones. this leads to the recruitment of rnF168, 
which amplifies rnF8-induced ubiquitylation to promote the accumulation of ubiquitin-
binding factors, including rad18 and the rap80-brCa1 complex. parp promotes the 
spatial distribution of smarCa5 and factors of the rnF168 signaling cascade (rnF168, 
ubC13, rad18, rap80, brCa1), and stimulates the interaction between smarCa5 and 
rnF168 throughout dsb-flanking chromatin, thereby regulating rnF168-dependent 




human cells against ir by acting directly at dsbs to promote dsb repair. accordingly, 
the current work, in agreement with previous reports, shows that smarCa5 is 
recruited to dsbs where it regulates dsb repair by both hr and nheJ (lan et al., 
2010; nakamura et al., 2011). 
SMARCA5: a DSB repair factor and novel target for cancer therapy
how does smarCa5 affect these major pathways of dsb repair? loss of smarCa5 
impairs the loading of key factors involved in hr, including rpa, rad51 and brCa1, 
at dsb sites, providing a potential mechanistic basis for the regulation of hr by this 
chromatin remodeling enzyme (Fig. 1) (nakamura et al., 2011). less clear is how 
smarCa5 affects dsb repair by nheJ. smarCa5 together with aCF1, ChraC15 and 
ChraC17 constitutes the ChraC complex. aCF1 in this complex interacts with the 
ku70/ku80 heterodimer and the interaction is enhanced by dna damage (lan et al., 
2010). importantly, aCF1, but not smarCa5 knockdown significantly decreased the 
accumulation of ku70/ku80 at sites of laser-induced dna damage (lan et al., 2010). 
these results may provide an explanation for the role of aCF1 in nheJ, but do not 
reveal how smarCa5 stimulates ChraC-driven chromatin remodeling to regulate 
nheJ. Further analysis of ChraC and other smarCa5-containing complexes will be 
required to unravel smarCa5’s contribution to nheJ.
the involvement of smarCa5 in hr may have consequences for cancer therapeutic 
strategies that are based on the utilization of parp inhibitors. hr-defective brCa1- 
and brCa2-deficient cells are highly sensitive to parp inhibition, which impairs base 
excision repair and leads to the accumulation of single-strand breaks. it is thought 
that during dna replication these breaks are converted into dsbs that are lethal for 
the cells as they cannot be repaired by brCa1/2-dependent hr (Farmer et al., 2005; 
mcCabe et al., 2006). We found that smarCa5-depleted cells were also extremely 
sensitive to parp inhibition (Fig. 1 e), consistent with a role for smarCa5 in hr. these 
findings suggest that parp inhibition might not only be a useful therapeutic strategy 
for the treatment of brCa1- or brCa2-deficient tumors, but also for the treatment of 
smarCa5-deficient tumors displaying deficiencies in hr (Cetin et al., 2008).
PARP and the recruitment of SMARCA5 to DSBs
smarCa5 is recruited to both site-specific chromosomal dsbs induced by the i-scei 
or asisi nucleases and to laser-induced dna damage (Fig. 1 f; Fig. s3, c and d) (lan 
et al., 2010; nakamura et al., 2011; erdel et al., 2010; sanchez-molina et al., 2011). 
nakamura and co-workers examined how smarCa5 is recruited to dna breaks and 
implicated a role for the rnF20 e3 ubiquitin ligase in this process (nakamura et 
al., 2011). this ligase promotes mono-ubiquitylation of histone h2b, which in turn 
triggers methylation of histone h3 at lysine 4 (h3k4me) in dsb-flanking chromatin. it is 
thought that smarCa5 binds to the latter chromatin mark within damaged chromatin 
compartments (nakamura et al., 2011; santos-rosa et al., 2003). in contrast, another 
report suggested a role for aCF1 in dsb recruitment of smarCa5, although formely 
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it was not shown that loss of aCF1 abrogates smarCa5 assembly at dsbs (lan 
et al., 2010). in the current work we extend these findings by demonstrating that 
smarCa5 is rapidly recruited to dsbs in a manner that requires the activity of parp 
enzymes, but does not involve atm, dna-pk, mdC1 or rnF168 (Fig. 2). Given that 
rnF20 and potentially aCF1 also contribute to smarCa5 assembly at dna strand 
breaks (lan et al., 2010; nakamura et al., 2011), it will be of interest to unravel how 
the crosstalk between parp activity, rnF20-mediated h2b mono-ubiquitylation and 
aCF1 orchestrates smarCa5 accumulation and/or activity at dsb sites. 
how does parp activity affect smarCa5 accumulation at dsb sites? it is known 
that parp not only targets itself for parylation, but also several other non-histone and 
histone proteins involved in the dsb response (messner and hottiger, 2011). these 
parylated proteins may play an important role in the recruitment of ddr factors that 
display par binding activity. two chromatin remodeling enzymes, alC1 and Chd4, 
contain regions that display par binding and are required for efficient recruitment 
of these enzymes to sites of dna damage (polo et al., 2010; Gottschalk et al., 2009; 
Chou et al., 2010; ahel et al., 2009). smarCa5 does not contain a canonical macro-
domain or pbZ zinc finger domain for par binding. it harbors a putative par-binding 
sequence, but a recent report demonstrated that this sequence was dispensable for par 
binding in vitro (Gagne et al., 2008), suggesting that it may not play a major role in the 
accumulation of smarCa5 at dna strand breaks. in line with this, mutation analysis of 
the identified putative par binding sequence suggested that it is also dispensable for 
the parp-dependent accumulation and spreading of smarCa5 in dsb-tracks (Fig. s6). 
this suggests that other regions in smarCa5 may be responsible for the association 
with parylated proteins and spreading within the damaged chromatin compartment. 
alternatively, one of the many binding partners of smarCa5 may contain a par-
binding domain that contributes to smarCa5 accumulation at sites of dna damage 
and, together with smarCa5, may play an important role in the signaling and repair 
of dsbs. Finally, smarCa5 may be parylated after dna damage (Gagne et al., 2008). 
as such we cannot exclude the possibility that this post-translational modification 
affects smarCa5 function during the dsb response.
PARP links SMARCA5 to the RNF168 signaling cascade at DSBs 
the fact that parp1 is rapidly recruited to dna strand breaks is in line with its role 
in the early recruitment of smarCa5 to dsbs (haince et al., 2008). Given that parp 
contributes to smarCa5 recruitment and smarCa5 regulates efficient rnF168 and 
brCa1 assembly at dsbs, our work suggests that parp modulates rnF168-dependent 
ubiquitylation that elicits brCa1 accumulation at dna breaks. 
We showed that parp inhibition moderately affects chromatin expansion at sites 
of laser-induced dna damage (Fig. 3; Fig. s4 b), which is in line with previous work 
suggesting that laser micro-irradiation evokes chromatin expansion independently 
of atm or γh2aX (kruhlak et al., 2006). Conversely, we found parp inhibition to 
selectively impair the spreading of smarCa5, as well as that of rnF168 and several 
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of its downstream factors into dsb-flanking chromatin regions (Fig. 3; Fig. s4 b). this 
suggests that parp affects the distribution or the spreading of a specific subset of 
rnF168-associated factors into damaged chromatin regions, while it is dispensable 
for the spreading of other factors, such as rnF8 and mdC1. Given that smarCa5 
is recruited to dsbs in a partially parp-dependent manner and considering that 
smarCa5 interacts with rnF168 in damaged chromatin in a parp-dependent 
manner, it is tempting to speculate that smarCa5 is involved in regulating the 
spreading of repair and signaling factors involved in the rnF168 response. however, 
whether this involves the binding of signaling factors to par chains, or the local 
chromatin remodeling activity of smarCa5 is currently unclear. moreover, we can 
also not rule out the possibility that this mechanism involves the parylation of 
signaling factors or chromatin components. 
but what is the functional relevance of the role of parp in the distribution of 
smarCa5 and different ddr factors? one possibility is that the correct distribution 
of these factors is important for their sustained retention at dsbs. such a scenario 
would imply that smarCa5 is required for the accumulation of these factors at 
dsbs. in support of this we found that smarCa5 loss affects the accumulation of 
rnF168, ubiquitin and brCa1, but not that of mdC1 and rnF8, at dsbs (Fig. 5, 6 
and 7). moreover, we demonstrated that smarCa5 physically interacts with rnF168 
in a parp-dependent manner in the dsb-flanking chromatin compartment (Fig. 4). 
thus, our work demonstrates that the interplay between parp activity, smarCa5 
chromatin remodeling and the rnF168 cascade plays an important role in the dsb 
response. We propose a model, in which smarCa5 and rnF168 are recruited to 
dsbs through pathways that involve parp and atm/γh2aX/mdC1/rnF8, respectively 
(Fig. 8) (doil et al., 2009; stewart et al., 2009). once recruited, parp activity not only 
promotes the redistribution of smarCa5 and factors of the rnF168 cascade, but 
also stimulates the physical interaction between smarCa5 and rnF168, which, in 
turn, promotes ubiquitin conjugation, and the subsequent accumulation of brCa1 in 
dsb-flanking chromatin (Fig. 8). 
SMARCA5 and other chromatin remodelers involved in the RNF168 
cascade 
We recently reported that Chd4 also affects brCa1 accumulation by promoting the 
ubiquitin signaling cascade at the level of rnF8/rnF168 (larsen et al., 2010; smeenk 
et al., 2010). since polo and colleagues demonstrated that Chd4 is recruited to dsb-
containing tracks in a parp-dependent manner (polo et al., 2010), it will be important 
to examine whether parp not only modulates smarCa5-, but also Chd4-dependent 
loading of rnF168 and brCa1 at dsbs. additionally, p400, which is a snF2 type 
atpase that forms the catalytic subunit of the nua4 complex, is yet another chromatin 
remodeling factor that is required for the rnF8/rnF168-dependent ubiquitination of 
chromatin, and the subsequent accumulation of brCa1 at dsbs (doyon and Cote, 
2004; Xu et al., 2010). For both p400 and Chd4, it remains unclear how their chromatin 
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remodeling activity regulates rnF8/rn168-dependent signaling of dsbs. based on 
our finding that smarCa5 affects the ubiquitin cascade at dsbs by interacting with 
the rnF168 ubiquitin e3 ligases, it will be of interest to study whether Chd4 and/or 
p400 interact with rnF8, rnF168 or other ddr components involved in the rnF8/
rnF168 signaling cascade. We speculate that such interactions may be important to 
induce local chromatin changes that are required for rnF8/rnF168-mediated histone 
ubiquitylation and the subsequent accumulation of brCa1 at dsbs. to address this, one 
would need to establish how Chd4, p400 and smarCa5 remodel chromatin in the 
vicinity of dsbs. the findings presented here thus far reveal that the interplay between 
dna damage-induced parylation, smarCa5-mediated chromatin remodeling and the 
rnF8/rnF168 ubiquitin cascade regulates the cellular response to dsbs and as such 
promotes genomic stability in response to genetic insult.
materials and methods
Cell culture and chemicals
u2os, hek293, hela, Vh10-sV40, Vh10-htert and Xp2os-sV immortalized 
fibroblasts were grown in dmem (Gibco) containing 10% FCs (bodinco bV). Xpa-GFp 
was expressed in Xp2os-sV cells, which are deficient in Xpa (rademakers et al., 
2003). u2os cells stably expressing GFp-mdC1, GFp-rnF168 or GFp-53bp1 were 
gifts from Jiri lukas. GFp-rap80 and GFp-rad18 expression vectors were obtained 
anton Jetten and satoshi tateishi, respectively. the cdna for human smarCa5 
(open biosystems) was cloned into peGFp-n1 (Clontech). smarCa5-GFp was 
stably expressed in u2os cells. sirna and plasmid transfections were performed 
using hiperfect (Qiagen) and Jetpei (polyplus transfection), respectively, according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions. the following sirna sequences were used: 
5’-CGuaCGCGGaauaCuuCGa-3’ (luciferase), 5’-GGauuaaaCuGGCuCauuu-3’ 
(smarCa5-1, dharmacon), 5’-GaGGaGauGuaauaCCuuauu-3’ (smarCa5-2,
dharmacon), 5’-GGaauGGuauaCuCGGaua-3’ (smarCa5-5, dharmacon),
5’-GGGCaaauaGauuCGaGua-3’ (smarCa5-6, dharmacon); 5’-GaGGGCCaauG
GaCaauua-3’ (rnF8, dharmacon); 5’-auauGuuGGuGaaCuGaGa-3’ (XrCC4) 
(sartori et al., 2007), 5’-GaaGaauGCaGGuuuaaua-3’ (brCa2, mWG), 
5’-CaGaaGaGuGCCaCuGua-3’ (mdC1, mWG). sirnas against rnF168 were used 
as described (doil et al., 2009). Cells were examined 48 h after sirna transfection 
unless otherwise stated. dna-pk inhibitor (nu7026, emd biosciences) was used at a 
concentration of 10 μm. atm inhibitor (ku-55933) and parp inhibitor (ku-0058948) 
were gifts from mark o’Connor and used at a concentration of 10 μm.
Generation of DSBs
dsbs were induced by ir, which was delivered by the yXlon X-ray generator (yXlon 




Vh10-sV40 cells were transfected for 48 h, trypsinized, seeded at low density and 
exposed to ir or parp inhibitor. 7 days later cells were washed with 0.9% naCl and 
stained with methylene blue. Colonies of more than 20 cells were scored. 
Microscopy and laser micro-irradiation
brightfield pictures were taken with an eVos fl fluorescence microscope (amG, 
Westover scientific) using the 4x ph objective. laser micro-irradiation was carried out 
on a leica sp5 confocal microscope equipped with an environmental chamber set to 
37°C and 5% Co2. Cells were grown on glass cover slips. dsb-containing tracks (1.5 
μm width) were generated with a mira modelocked ti:sapphire laser (λ = 800 nm, 
pulselength = 200 fs, repetition rate = 76 mhz, output power on the cells for dna 
damage induction = 80 mW ). Confocal images were recorded before and after laser 
irradiation at 5 sec time intervals over a period of 5 min and analyzed using las-aF 
software. Fluorescence intensities were subtracted by the pre-bleach values and 
normalized to the first datapoint, which was set 0, to obtain relative Fluorescence 
units (rFu). track width was measured using imageJ software.
Antibodies
iriF and western blot analysis were performed using antibodies to γh2aX, phospho 
histone h3 s10p (millipore), α-tubulin (sigma), strep (iba biotaGnology), GFp (roche), 
ubiquitin (Fk2, enzo life sciences), brCa1 (Calbiochem and santa Cruz), smarCa5/
snF2h, histone h3 and mdC1 (abcam). the antibodies to rnF168, rad51 and XrCC4 
were gifts from daniel durocher, roland kanaar and mauro modesti, respectively. 
IRIF analysis
iriF were analyzed as described previously (smeenk et al., 2010). briefly, cells were 
grown on glass cover slips and treated as indicated in the figure legends. subsequently, 
cells were washed with pbs, fixed with 2% formaldehyde and 0.25% triton X-100 
in pbs and incubated with appropriate primary and secondary antibodies (alexaFluor 
488, invitrogen or goat anti-rabbit igG conjugated to Cy3, Jackson immunoresearch) 
and dapi. an additional extraction with 0.25% triton in Csk buffer (10 mm hepes, 
ph 7.4, 300 mm sucrose, 100 mm naCl, 3 mm mgCl2) was performed prior to 
fixation and incubation with primary antibodies against rnF168 and brCa1. images 
were recorded with a Zeiss axioplan microscope using a 63x/1.25 na oil objective 
and an axiocam mrm camera. iriF were analyzed using home-made stacks software 
as described (smeenk et al., 2010). statistical significance was established at each 
timepoint using one-way anoVa.
Chromatin fractionation, immunoprecipitation and western blotting
Chromatin-enriched extracts were prepared and used for immunoprecipitation of 
γh2aX as described previously (huen et al., 2007; smeenk et al., 2010). Whole cell 
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extracts (WCe) were prepared by cell lysis in laemmli buffer. proteins were separated 
in bis-tris-hCl-buffered acrylamide gels (invitrogen) and blotted onto pVdF membrane 
(millipore). membranes were incubated with primary antibody as indicated in the 
figure legends, followed by incubation with secondary antibody (odyssey irdye® 
li-Cor biosciences). the odyssey imager (li-Cor biosciences) equipped with li-Cor 
odyssey 3.0 software was used to scan the membranes and analyze the fluorescence 
signals. For the rnF168-smarCa5 interaction studies cells were lysed in ebC buffer 
(50 mm tris, ph 7.5, 150 mm naCl, 0.5% np-40, 1 mm edta) supplemented with 
protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktails. the cleared lysates were subjected to 
immunoprecipitation with GFp trap beads (Chromotek), strep-tactin sepharose (iba 
biotaGnology), or rnF168 antibody for 1.5 h, and the beads were then washed 4 
times with ebC buffer and boiled in sample buffer. bound proteins were resolved 
by sds-paGe and processed for immunoblotting. For mass spectrometric analysis of 
rnF168-smarCa5 interaction, rnF168 immunoprecipitates from cells subjected to 
silaC labeling for 7 days were eluted from beads with 0.1 m glycine (ph 2.5) and 
analyzed on an ltQ-orbitrap Velos mass spectrometer (thermo Fisher scientific) (ong 
et al., 2002). data analysis was performed with maxQuant software.
Homologous Recombination and Non-Homologous End-Joining 
assays
hek293 cell lines containing either a stably integrated copy of the dr-GFp or eJ5-GFp 
reporter were used to measure the repair of i-scei-induced dsbs by hr or nheJ, 
respectively (pierce et al., 1999; bennardo et al., 2008). briefly, 48 h after sirna 
transfection, cells were transfected with the i-scei expression vector pCbasce and 
a rFp expression vector (pierce et al., 1999). 48 h later the fraction of GFp-positive 
cells among the rFp-positive cells was determined by FaCs on a bd lsrii flow 
cytometer (bd bioscience) using FaCsdiva software version 5.0.3. Quantifications 
were performed using Winmdi 2.9 software.
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Figure S1. SMARCA5 depletion renders cells hypersensitive to IR and impairs 
DSB repair and cell cycle progression after IR. (a) Vh10-htert cells stably 
expressing an shrna against smarCa5 (5’-gatccccGtGtttGCttCaaaGGaaa 
ttcaagagatttCCtttGaaGCaaaCaCttttt-3’) or atm displayed increased ir sensitivity 
when compared to control cells stably expressing mouse hiF1 shrna in clonogenic survival 
assays (van haaften et al., 2006). Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of 3 independent 
experiments. (b) smarCa5 levels were monitored by western blot analysis using WCe of 
cells in a. tubulin is a loading control. (C) Vh10-htert cells were transfected with the 
indicated sirnas for 72 h, exposed to 20 Gy ir and subjected to neutral comet analysis 
at the indicated time points using the Comet assay system (trevigen) according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. representative images are shown. scale bar, 30 mm. (d) 
Quantification of tail moments using cells from C. Comet tail moments were scored using 
Comet score software (tritek). tail moments for each condition were calculated for at 
least 100 cells per data point. the mean +/- s.e.m. of 3 experiments is shown. statistical 
significance was established at each timepoint using a student t-test. *, p <  0.05, 
compared with siluc (control). (e) knockdown of smarCa5 induces a G2 cell cycle arrest 
after exposure of cells to ir. u2os cells were exposed to 5 Gy ir or left untreated and 
after 18 h immunostained for γh2aX and Cenp-F (using anti-Cenp-F antibody; santa 
Cruz). dna was stained with dapi. the levels of Cenp-F staining distinguished G1, s and 
G2 cells. (F) the percentage of G2 cells +/- s.e.m. is presented. more than 120 nuclei were 
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 smarCa5 aFFeCts rnF168 siGnalinG
Figure S2. SMARCA5 depletion does not affect cell cycle progression in NHEJ 
and HR reporter cell systems. (a) schematic representation of a reporter system for 
nheJ. eJ5-GFp consists of a promoter that is separated from a GFp cassette by insertion 
of a puromycin resistance marker flanked by i-scei recognition sites (bennardo et al., 
2008). after transient expression of i-scei and subsequent cleavage at these sites, nheJ 
(either error-free or error-prone) will fuse the promoter to GFp and restore expression. 
(b) schematic representation of a reporter system for hr. dr-GFp consists of two GFp 
alleles that are non-functional due to the insertion of an i-scei recognition site and a 3’ 
truncation, respectively (Weinstock et al., 2006). after transient expression of i-scei and 
subsequent cleavage at the i-scei recognition site, hr will use the GFpΔ3’ as a template 
to repair the dsb, which will restore GFp expression. (C) hek293t cells containing the 
eJ5-GFp or dr-GFp reporter system were transfected with the indicated sirnas. after 48 
h cells were stained with propidium iodide and subjected to FaCs. percentage of cells in 
G1 (black bar), s (grey bar) and G2/m (white bar) phase is represented. data shown are 





















































































Figure S3. SMARCA5 accumulates at site-specific DSBs and laser-induced DNA damage. 
(a) u2os cells containing asisi-er display increased 4-oht-induced γh2aX and mdC1 foci. Cells 
containing asisi-er were untreated or treated with 300 nm 4-oht for 4 h and subsequently 
immunostained for γh2aX and mdC1. (b) Quantitative analysis of γh2aX focus formation. 
the average number of foci/nucleus +/- s.e.m. is presented. more than 150 nuclei from cells 
in a were scored per time point in at least 2 independent experiments. (C) site-specific dsbs 
were induced by treatment of u2os cells containing asisi-er with 300 nm 4-hydroxytamoxifen 
(4-oht) for 4 hours. Cells were analyzed by Chip using antibodies against smarCa5, 
followed by qpCr using primers at the indicated distances from asisi consensus sequences on 
chromosome 1 (position 89.231.183) and chromosome 22 (position 19.180.307) as described 
previously (iacovoni et al., 2010). the following qpCr primers were used: dsb_1 forward 
5’-GattGGCtatGGGtGtGGaC-3’ and reverse 5’-CatCCttGCaaaCCaGtCCt-3’; dsb_22 
forward 5’-CCttCtttCCCaGtGGttCa-3’ and reverse 5’-GtGGtCtGaCCCaGaGtGGt-3’; no_
dsb forward 5’-CCCatCtCaaCCtCCaCaCt-3’ and reverse 5’-CttGtCCaGattCGCtGtGa-3’; 
Gapdh forward 5’-GaaGGtGaaGGtCGGCGtCa-3’ and 5’-GaaGatGGtGatGGGatttC-3’. 
Values for the cleaved (dsb_1 and dsb_22) and non-cleaved (no_dsb; 2 mb distal to dsb_22) 
sites were normalized to those for the Gapdh control in Chip and input samples. Chip ratios 
were normalized to input ratios. (d) as in C, except that an antibody against γh2aX was used. 
(e) u2os cells expressing smarCa5-GFp were laser-irradiated and protein assembly at the 

























































































 smarCa5 aFFeCts rnF168 siGnalinG
Figure S4. PARP affects the occupancy of SMARCA5 and factors of the RNF168 
cascade throughout damaged chromatin. (a) u2os cells expressing smarCa5-GFp 
were treated with parp inhibitor or left untreated, then subjected to multi-photon laser-
irradiation and after 180 seconds analyzed for the expansion of smarCa5-GFp and 
immunostained endogenous mdC1. representative images illustrating the effect of parp 
inhibition on the expansion of smarCa5-GFp and mdC1 are shown. scale bars, 10 mm. (b) 
as in a, except that cells expressing GFp-mdC1, GFp-rnF8 or GFp-rnF168 were included. 
tracks with a width of 1.5 mm were induced using a multiphoton laser and the subsequent 
increase in track width was measured up to 300 seconds after irradiation. the average track 
























































































Figure S5. SMARCA5 depletion does not affect the expression levels of DDR 
proteins. (a) smarCa5 knockdown does not affect the expression levels of several ddr 
proteins. u2os cells were transfected with the indicated sirnas and left untreated or 
irradiated with 10 Gy ir. 1 h later WCe were prepared and protein levels were monitored 
by western blot analysis. anti-53bp1 (novus biologicals), anti-p53 (santa Cruz), anti-p53 
s15p (Cell signaling), anti-rnF8 (abcam) and anti-brCa2 (ab-1, oncogene) antibodies 

















































 smarCa5 aFFeCts rnF168 siGnalinG
Figure S6. The putative PAR binding domain of SMARCA5 is not required for its 
accumulation and spreading in damaged chromatin (A) Schematic representation 
of the different functional domains in the SMARCA5 protein. a highly conserved 
putative par binding motif was found in the spacer region (893-943) located between the 
sant and slide domains. a smarCa5 mutant was generated in which four conserved 
residues (two arginine residues and two lysine residues) in the putative par binding motif 
were substituted for alanine residues (indicated in red). (b) u2os cells expressing GFp-mdC1, 
smarCa5-GFp or the smarCa5-GFp putative par binding mutant were treated with parp 
inhibitor or left untreated and then subjected to multi-photon laser-irradiation.
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the chromodomain helicase dna-binding (Chd) proteins have been characterized 
as a distinct evolutionary conserved subfamily of the sWi2/snF2 superfamily of 
chromatin remodelers (Clapier and Cairns, 2009). all members share C-terminal 
tandem chromodomains, which are conserved sequence motives required for protein 
association to methylated histone residues (eissenberg, 2001). the human Chd 
family of chromatin remodelers consists of 9 members that share distinct structural 
similarities, including an atpase domain (Clapier and Cairns, 2009). these Chd 
members can be further divided in subfamilies. subfamily i consists of Chd1 and 
Chd2 which have a C-terminal dna binding domain. subfamily ii contains Chd3 and 
Chd4, which are mutually exclusive subunits of the nurd complex that combines 
histone deacetylation with nucleosome remodeling activity. subfamily iii consists of 
Chd5-9 that possess a brk domain (brm kis, first identified in brahma and kismet) 
with a yet unknown function, and a sant (swi3, ada2, n-Cor, (tF)iiib) dna binding 
domain in the C-terminus (marfella and imbalzano, 2007).
recent studies highlight the involvement of Chd proteins in the dna damage 
response (ddr). Chd3 and Chd4 have distinct functions in the dna double 
strand break (dsb) response. Chd3 is specifically involved in the repair of dsbs in 
heterochromatin. it is thought that Chd3 cooperates with kap-1, a protein that 
is phosphorylated by atm after ir and localizes to ir-induced heterochromatic 
dsbs. the inability to phosphorylate kap-1, either by treatment with an atm 
inhibitor or expression of a kap-1 phospho-mutant, leads to a delay in the repair 
of heterochromatic dsbs. however the precise mechanism of how phosphorylation 
of kap-1 influences heterochromatin structure and subsequent dsb repair is not 
entirely clear. a recent report suggests that Chd3 interacts with sumo1 conjugated 
to kap-1. this interaction can be perturbed by the ir-induced phosphorylation of 
kap-1. removal of Chd3, similar to kap-1 removal leads to chromatin relaxation, 
which may facilitate repair of dsbs (Goodarzi et al., 2011; Ziv et al., 2006). 
We previously found that Chd4 is involved in dsb repair by non-homologous 
end-joining (nheJ), but not homologous recombination (hr) ((smeenk et al., 2010), 
Chapter 3). Chd4 is recruited to laser-induced dna damage, suggesting that it 
directly participates in dsb repair (Chou et al., 2010; larsen et al., 2010; smeenk et 
al., 2010; polo et al., 2010). the accumulation of Chd4 in laser tracks was found to 
be partially dependent on the activity of parp (polo et al., 2010). even though Chd4 
does not have any distinct par-binding domains, it was shown that C-terminal Chd4 
binds par in vitro (polo et al., 2010). at dsbs Chd4 interacts with rnF8 where it is 
thought to decondense the damaged chromatin to facilitate histone ubiquitylation 
by rnF8 (personal communication m. luijsterburg) and the subsequent recruitment 
of rnF168 and brCa1 (larsen et al., 2010; smeenk et al., 2010). 
another Chd-like protein that is recruited to micro-laser induced damage is 
advanced in liver Cancer 1 (alC1) or Chd1-l. alC1 does not contain the tandem 
chromodomains, but has a C-terminal macrodomain which binds poly(adp-ribose). 
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in line with this, it was reported that the recruitment of alC1 to dna damage 
containing laser tracks is fully dependent on poly(adp-ribosyl)ation by parp (ahel et 
al., 2009; Gottschalk et al., 2009). 
Chd2 has strong sequence conservation with Chd1, but an important difference 
between the two proteins is an insertion in the second chromodomain of Chd2. the 
insertion interferes with the in vitro binding to h3k4me, a mark that is associated 
with transcriptional activity (Flanagan et al., 2005; pray-Grant et al., 2005), resulting 
in a 30-fold weaker interaction compared to Chd1 (Flanagan et al., 2007). although 
the function of Chd1 and Chd2 are still largely unknown, this might suggest distinct 
functions between Chd1 and Chd2. 
the generation of a Chd2 mutant mouse, which only expressed the n-terminal 
part of the protein, resulted in embryonic lethality beyond stage e18.5, indicating 
that Chd2 is essential for development (marfella et al., 2006). heterozygous Chd2+/
mut mice have a reduced life span, develop scoliosis, defects in hematopoietic stem 
cell differentiation, impaired renal function and over all organ abnormalities (kulkarni 
et al., 2008; marfella et al., 2006; marfella et al., 2008). in addition to these 
developmental problems, heterozygous Chd2+/mut mice also develop lymphomas and 
lymphoid hyperplasia (nagarajan et al., 2009). importantly, Chd2mut/mut meFs exhibit a 
delay in the repair of γh2aX iriF in response to ir, suggesting a role for Chd2 in the 
dsb response (nagarajan et al., 2009). however, it remained unclear whether Chd2 
is directly involved the dsb response.
in this chapter we show that human Chd2 acts at dsbs and may be involved in 
dsb repair by nheJ.
results
CHD2 protects cells against the genotoxic effects of IR
to investigate whether human Chd2 might protect cells against the deleterious 
effects of ir, we examined whether Chd2 depletion would affect clonogenic cell 
survival after ir. We depleted Chd2 from immortalized human fibroblasts (Vh10-
sV40) by using 4 sirnas (Figure 1a). Chd2-depleted cells showed similar sensitivity 
to ir as XrCC4-depleted cells (Figure 1a). We corroborated these findings by using 
Vh10-tert immortalized cell lines stably expressing different shrnas against Chd2 
(Figure 1b). these cells were also hypersensitive to ir exposure, although not to levels 
seen for atm-depleted cells (Figure 1b). these results show that Chd2 protects 
human cells against the genotoxic effects of ir. 
to exclude the possibility that the observed ir sensitivity of Chd2-depleted cells 
would be due to changes in the expression of ddr proteins, we compared the 
expression levels of key ddr proteins by western blot. transfection of cells with 2 
sirnas against Chd2 induced a clear depletion of Chd2 (Figure 2a). however, no 
significant differences were observed in the expression level of brCa1, 53bp1, rnF168, 
or rad51, neither before nor after exposure of cells to 10 Gy of ir (Figure 2a).
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CHD2 is not involved in DSB signaling and does not affect cell 
cycle progression
to investigate the role of Chd2 in the ddr, we examined whether Chd2 depletion 
affects atm-dependent phosphorylation of ddr components in response to ir. atm is 
recruited to dsbs where it phosphorylates h2aX to form γh2aX, which is considered 
a major landmark of the response to dsbs. additionally, many other factors in the 
ddr are activated upon phosphorylation by atm (bekker-Jensen and mailand, 2010). 
these factors include Chk2 which is involved in activation of the G2/m checkpoint, 
p53 which acts in the G1/s checkpoint and rpa which binds single stranded dna 
in response to dsb resection (Warmerdam and kanaar, 2010). Western blot analysis 
revealed that knockdown of Chd2 did not significantly change the phosphorylation or 
expression of the above mentioned proteins at different time points after exposure to 
ir (Figure 2b). Furthermore, cell cycle analysis by FaCs revealed that Chd2 depletion 
had no, or only marginal effects on cell cycle distribution (Figure 2C). these results 
suggest that Chd2 is not involved in the atm-dependent signaling of dsbs. 
CHD2-GFP is recruited to DSB containing laser damage 
to study whether endogenous Chd2 acts directly at dsbs, we micro-irradiated u2os 
cells with a multiphoton laser to locally induce dna damage. Cells were fixed at 
different time points after irradiation and stained with antibodies against γh2aX and 
Chd2. endogenous Chd2 accumulated at dsb containing laser-tracks and occupied 
the entire damaged region marked by γh2aX (Fig 3a, left panel; 120s time point). 
however, at a later time point, Chd2 was released from laser-induced damage area 
(Figure 3a, left panel; 240s time point), indicating that Chd2 accumulation at sites 
Figure 1. CHD2 protects cells against IR and is recruited to site-specific DSBs. (a) 
Vh10-sV40 cells were transfected with the indicated sirnas, exposed to ir and scored for 
clonogenic survival. Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of 3 independent experiments. 
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Figure 2. CHD2 knockdown does not affect the expression levels of DDR proteins 
or the signaling of IR induced damage (a). u2os cells were transfected with the 
indicated sirnas and left untreated or irradiated with 10 Gy ir. 1 h later WCe were 
prepared and protein levels were monitored by western blot analysis. (b) as in a, except 
that WCe were prepared at the indicated timepoints.
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of dna damage is transient. to study the kinetics of Chd2 accumulation at laser-
induced damage, we generated dsb-containing laser tracks in Chd2-GFp expressing 
u2os cells. importantly, Chd2-GFp recruitment to laser-induced damage sites, as that 
of the endogenous Chd2 protein, appeared to be very fast (t1/2 = 40s) but transient 
(Figure 3b,C). all Chd2-GFp protein in the damaged region was dispersed after 200s 
(Figure 3b,C), which is similar to that observed for the endogenous Chd2 protein 
(Figure 3a). even more strikingly, we observed that with time the damaged region 
became completely devoid of Chd2-GFp. the kinetics of Chd2-GFp accumulation 
resembled that of GFp-alC1 accumulation at laser tracks (Figure 3b,C), indicating 
that they might be recruited to the damage site by a similar mechanism.
CHD2-GFP recruitment to DSB containing laser damage is 
dependent on poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation
alC1 contains a macrodomain that interacts with poly(adp)ribose (par) in an in vitro 










































































Figure 3. CHD2-GFP rapidly and transiently accumulates at sites of laser damage. 
(a) u2os cells expressing Chd2-GFp were treated with or without parp inhibitor and 
subjected to multiphoton laser irradiation. Cells were fixed at the indicated time points 
after irradiation and immunostained for γh2aX. (b) u2os cells expressing Chd2-GFp 
and Vh10-tert cells expressing GFp-alC1 were laser-irradiated and imaged live. (C) 
Quantitative representation of results in b. relative Fluorescence units (rFu) are plotted 
on a time scale. Graphs represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of at least 20 individual cells from 
independent experiments. scale bars, 10 mm.
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was found to be entirely dependent on the activity of parp (Gottschalk et al., 2009; 
ahel et al., 2009). because Chd2-GFp and GFp-alC1 displayed similar kinetics at dsbs, 
we investigated whether Chd2 recruitment to laser tracks might also be affected by 
inhibition of parp. indeed, both endogenous Chd2 and Chd2-GFp recruitment was 
completely abrogated after treatment of cells with parp inhibitor (Figure 3a, right 
panel, 4a,b). however, the loss of Chd2-GFp signal from the laser track was still visible, 
indicating that Chd2 recruitment and eviction from the damage site are independent 
events, the latter of which occurs in a parp-independent manner. moreover, when we 
treated Chd2-GFp expressing cells with sirnas against poly(adp-ribose) glycohydrolase 
(parG), which is responsible for the removal of par from parylated proteins, Chd2-GFp 











































































Chapter 4 figure 4
Figure 4. CHD2-GFP accumulates at sites of laser damage in a PARP dependent 
manner. (a) u2os cells expressing Chd2 were laser irradiated and imaged live. Cells were 
treated with either dmso, parp inhibitor or atm inhibitor. (b) Quantitative representation 
of results in a. relative Fluorescence units (rFu) are plotted on a time scale. Graphs 
represent the mean +/- s.e.m. of at least 20 individual cells from independent experiments. 
scale bars, 10 mm. (C) as in a, except that cells were transfected with the indicated sirnas 
for 24h. (d) Quantitative representation of results in C, as in b.
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to examine whether atm might act upstream of parp in the recruitment of Chd2, we 
treated Chd2-GFp expressing cells with atm inhibitor. however, this compound did 
not have any effect on the accumulation of Chd2 at laser tracks (Figure 4a,b).
thus, Chd2 is recruited to dsb-containing laser tracks in a par(p)-dependent, but 
atm-independent manner.
CHD2 is required for DSB repair by NHEJ, but not by HR
the accumulation of Chd2 at laser tracks might indicate that it plays a role in dsb 
repair. to investigate this, we utilized two GFp-reporter assays to monitor dsb repair 
by either nheJ or hr (for details see chapter 3 and Figure 5a,d). depletion of rnF8 
reduced the efficiency of repair by nheJ as measured by GFp fluorescence (Figure 
5C) which is in line with a previous publication (meerang et al., 2011) . Conversely, 
depletion of the hr factor brCa2 had no effect (Figure 5C). knock down of Chd2 
with 6 individual sirnas (Figure 5b), significantly reduced the efficiency of repair by 
nheJ, suggesting that Chd2 may play a role in nheJ (Figure 5C). however, knock 
down of Chd2 by sirna Chd2-2 did not promote a defect in nheJ. 
in line with previous reports, depletion of brCa2 dramatically reduced the 
efficiency of hr (Figure 6d) (moynahan et al., 2001). in contrast, knock down of 
Chd2 in these reporter cells showed no effect on hr efficiency. these results indicate 
that Chd2 is involved in repair of dsbs by nheJ, but not hr.
disCussion 
here we show that the chromatin remodeling factor Chd2 protects cells against 
the cytotoxic effects of ir (Figure 1a,b). this might indicate that Chd2 is involved 
in the dsb response. this involvement is most likely direct, as depletion of Chd2 
neither affected the expression of key ddr proteins, nor the atm-dependent 
signaling of ir-induced dna damage (Figure 2a). our analysis suggests that Chd2-
depleted cells displayed normal levels of certain key ddr proteins in time in response 
to ir. the phosphorylation of h2aX in Chd2 knock down cells was as efficient as 
in control cells, indicating that these cells have normal ir-induced activation of the 
dsb signaling pathway. in line with the indication that Chd2 is not involved in hr, 
we found that Chd2-depleted cells displayed normal resection, as measured by rpa 
phosphorylation. additionally, we could not detect any G2/m checkpoint signaling 
defects, as atm could still phosphorylate Chk2 and p53 in the absence of Chd2. 
interestingly, our results show that Chd2 (both endogenous and ectopically 
expressed Chd2-GFp) is rapidly, yet transiently recruited to laser- induced dsbs with 
kinetics similar to that of GFp-alC1 (Figure 3). moreover, its recruitment, like that of 
alC1, is completely dependent on the activity of parp (ahel et al., 2009; Gottschalk 
et al., 2009). in line with this, we found that depletion of parG, which results in 
the retention of poly(adp-ribose) chains abolished the transient nature of Chd2-GFp 
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Figure 5. CHD2 promotes DSB repair by NHEJ but not by HR. (a) schematic 
representation of a reporter system for nheJ. eJ5-GFp consists of a promoter that is 
separated from a GFp cassette by insertion of a puromycin resistance marker flanked by 
i-scei recognition sites. after transient expression of i-scei and subsequent cleavage at 
these sites, (error-free and error-prone) nheJ will fuse the promoter to GFp and restore 
expression. (b) hek293t cells containing the nheJ reporter eJ5-GFp were transfected 
with the indicated sirnas Whole cell extracts were harvested 4d later and Chd2 and 
tubulin levels were monitored by western blot. (C) hek293t cells containing the nheJ 
reporter eJ5-GFp were transfected with the indicated sirnas and 48h later transfected 
with an i-sce-i expression vector (pCbasce). the mean +/- s.e.m. of 4 experiments is 
shown. (d) schematic representation of a reporter system for hr. dr-GFp consists of two 
GFp alleles that are non-functional due to the insertion of an i-scei recognition site and a 
3’ truncation, respectively. after transient expression of i-scei and subsequent cleavage at 
the i-scei recognition site, hr will use the GFpΔ3’ allele as a template to repair the dsb, 
restoring GFp expression. (e) as in C, except that hek293t cells containing the hr reporter 
dr-GFp were used. the mean +/- s.e.m. of 3 experiments is shown.
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at laser tracks in a subset of cells. however, some cells showed normal Chd2-GFp 
kinetics which might be the result of improper parG knock-down. Quantification 
of this mixed population resulted in an intermediate average effect of parG knock 
down on Chd2-GFp accumulation (Figure 4C,d). nonetheless, this data suggests that, 
similar to alC1, Chd2 recruitment to sites of dna damage might require binding to 
par. remarkably, our experiments showed a complete loss of Chd2 from the dna 
damage area at later time points. treatment with parp inhibitor prevented Chd2 
recruitment, but not its loss from sites of dna damage, indicating that these are 
separate events that may involve different pools of Chd2 protein. it was recently 
shown that transcription is silenced at dsb sites (shanbhag et al., 2010). indeed it was 
shown that rna polymerase ii is evicted from the laser-induced damage site (Chou et 
al., 2010). however, this study also suggested that transcription silencing is dependent 
on parp. it is possible that one pool of Chd2 protein, may be involved in transcription 
regulation and is evicted upon damage induction, whereas another pool is recruited in 
a parp dependent manner to promote the dsb response. Further research will have to 
elucidate the precise mechanism of Chd2 eviction from the damage site.
a proteome wide in silico screen identified a putative par binding motif in Chd1 
(Gagne et al., 2008). For the screen the following consensus was used [aVilmFyW]
1-
X2-[kr]3-X4-[aVilmFyW]5-[aVilmFyW]6-[kr]7-[kr]8-[aVilmFyW]9-[aVilmFyW]10-[kr]11 
proposed by pleschke et al. (pleschke et al., 2000). on the basis of the outcome of 
the screen, a refined consensus [hkr]1-X2-X3-[aiQVy]4-[kr]5-[kr]6-[ailV]7-[FilpV]8 was 
suggested. We produced a multiple amino acid sequence alignment of the Chd1 and 
Chd2 proteins and identified a homologous putative par-binding motif (Figure 6C), 
which is highly conserved between fly and man. the Chd2 sequence fits the consensus 
motif very well with 2 relatively mild deviations from the consensus sequence. Chd2 
has a glutamate at position 1 adding a negative instead of a positive charge. position 8 
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Figure 6. The CHD2 sequence contains a putative PAR binding domain. (a) 
schematic representation of Chd2 functional domains. (b) Chd2 contains a putative par 




Figure 7. The CHD2 DNA binding domain shares homology with yeast CHD1 
putative SANT and SLIDE domain (a) amino acid sequence alignment of the putative 
sant and slide domain of human Chd2 and the crystallized sequence of yeast Chd1 
(2xb0X). helixes and sheets are indicated below the alignments and the domain assigning 
of ryan et al is schematically represented above (ryan et al., 2011). Colors reflect those of 
the structure. (b) a structural model of Chd2 sant and slide domains, compared to the 
experimentally determined structure of yeast Chd1. human Chd2 has lost the β-sheet but 
the overall domain structure is highly similar to that of yeast Chd1.
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contains a histidine, which has an aromatic ring, like the phenylalanine in the consensus 
sequence (Figure 6). since Chd2 accumulation at laser damage is fully dependent on 
parp, it is tempting to speculate that the putative par binding motif is functional and 
required for Chd2 accumulation at dsbs. it would therefore be of interest to examine 
whether Chd2 binds par in an in vitro par-binding assay and whether this requires 
the putative consensus sequence. if so, it should be investigated whether the putative 
consensus sequence is also required for Chd2 accumulation in laser tracks. 
parp-1, parp-2 and parp3 are considered the three major parps responsible for parylation 
(ame et al., 2004). Furthermore, parp-1 and parp-3 are rapidly recruited to dna damage sites 
where they have distinct roles in the dna damage response (boehler et al., 2011; mortusewicz 
et al., 2007; rulten et al., 2011). at the concentration used, the parp-inhibitor ku-0058948 
inhibits all three parps (loseva et al., 2010), which makes it difficult to distinguish between the 
actions of the different parps. it would be interesting to investigate whether the recruitment of 
Chd2 requires one or more specific parp isoforms to obtain more insight into the link between 
dna damage-induced parylation and the role of Chd2 in the dsb response. to this end, Chd2 
recruitment to laser-induced damage should be studied in sirna-treated cells depleted for each 
of the different parp isoforms. 
in contrast to parp, inhibition of atm did not alter Chd2-GFp accumulation at laser 
induced damage sites. in agreement with this, Chd2 was not identified as a candidate 
in a large screen for potential atm/atr targets (matsuoka et al., 2007). however, 
Chd2 does contain 12 putative atm/atr motifs (sQ or tQ (matsuoka et al., 2007)) 
and a recent thesis tentatively suggested that mouse Chd2 might be phosphorylated 
by atm/atr in response to ir treatment, (thesis sangeetha rajagopalan, university 
of tennessee, knoxville, usa). to underscore the impact of Chd2 phosphorylation 
on the dsb response, it would be necessary to identify whether any one of the 12 
putative atm/atr target sites is a bona fide phospho-acceptor site and study whether 
mutations that either inhibit or mimic phosphorylation (s to a or s to e, respectively) 
affect the function of Chd2 during the ddr. it was show that the phosphorylation 
of the chromatin modifying protein rnF20 by atm is required for its role in h2b 
ubiquitylation at dsbs, but not for its accumulation at sites of dna damage (moyal 
et al., 2011). similarly, human Chd2 may be phosphorylated by atm in response to 
dna damage and this may regulate its function during the dsb response, yet may be 
dispensable for Chd2 recruitment to sites of dna damage.
our data suggest that Chd2 is important for proper dsb repair by nheJ, but not 
hr (Figure 5). We observed a nheJ defect upon knockdown with six independent 
sirna against Chd2, but did not reproduce this with a seventh sirna (siChd2-2) 
(Figure 5C). Western blot analysis suggests similar knockdown levels for all sirnas 
(Figure 5b). additional independent repair assays, such as the comet assay would 
provide further support for and characterize a role for Chd2 in dsb repair. a comet 
assay performed in confluent cells that typically reside in G1 phase which harbors 
nheJ as the only available dsb repair pathway, may reveal whether Chd2 depleted 
cells are defective in the fast repair of breaks. this phenotype was previously observed 
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for cells depleted for the chromatin remodelers Chd4 or smarCa5 (Chapter 2, 
Figure 5a,b; Chapter 3, Figure 6a,b,C, Chapter 4, Figure 5). 
in general, it is poorly understood how the atpase activity of chromatin remodeling 
enzymes is influenced by domains other than the atpase region. the identity of the 
C-terminal dna binding domain of both Chd1 and Chd2 has long remained unclear. 
in a recent study, the dna binding domain of S. cerevisiae Chd1 was crystallized 
which resulted in the identification of a sant and slide domain (ryan et al., 2011). 
the dna binding activity of these domains was required for the chromatin remodeling 
function of Chd1. We wondered whether Chd2 possesses sant and slide domains 
similar to Chd1 (ryan et al., 2011). We therefore aligned the sequence of Chd2 to 
the experimentally determined model of the Chd1 sant and slide domain (2xb0X.
pdb) and thereby generated a structural model of human Chd2. the two sequences 
show a strong degree of divergence and part of helix 1 and the β-sheet was lost from 
Chd2 (Figure 6a). however, as the structural model shows, most amino acids still 
map to a highly similar secondary structural organization (Figure 6b). in comparison to 
the yeast structure, human Chd2 has a slightly truncated sant domain, and a highly 
similar slide domain. Whether these domains are in fact functional dna binding 
domains remains to be shown. based on structural modeling experiments we found 
that the C-terminus contains putative sant and slide domains, similar to those that 
were identified in yeast Chd1 and isWi (ryan et al., 2011). the sant-slide motif 
is thought to work as a single unit in the recognition of dna in the context of the 
nucleosome (Grune et al., 2003; ryan et al., 2011) and the dna binding domain of 
Chd1 is required for its in vitro remodeling activity (ryan et al., 2011). additionally, the 
chromodomains of Chd1 regulate dna binding and atp hydrolysis (hauk et al., 2010). 
however, since the second Chd2 chromodomain contains an insertion in comparison 
to Chd1, it could very well be that functional differences between Chd1 and Chd2 
rely on slight differences in these functional domains. Future experiments must resolve 
the precise function of Chd2 and its respective domains in the dna damage response 
and confirm whether Chd2 is indeed a key player in the dsb response.
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materials and methods
Cell culture and chemicals
human u2os, Vh10-sV40- and Vh10-htert-immortalized fibroblasts were grown in 
dmem (Gibco) containing 10% FCs (bodinco bV). sirna and plasmid transfections 
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were performed using hiperfect (Qiagen) and Jetpei (polyplus transfection), 
respectively, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. stable shrna expressing 
cell lines were created using retroviral infection. the following shrnas were used: 
5’-ccccGCCCtaGatGGCtttGtGattagagatCaCaaaGCCatCtaGGGCttttt-3’ (control 
against mouse hiF), 5’-cccGtaaCatatGaCCtCGaaattcaagagatttCGaGGtCatatGtt 
aCttttt-3’ (atm), 5’-ccccGCaatatGGaCtCtGaGaattcaagagattCtCaGaGtCCatatt 
GCttttt-3’ (Chd2-a), 5’-GtCtatGatatGCttttcaagagaaaGCatatCataGaCCttGttttt-3’ 
(Chd2-b), 5’-gatccccGtaaCatatGaCCtCGaaattcaagagatttCGaGGtCatatGttaC 
ttttt-3’ (Chd2-c). the following sirna sequences were used: 5’-CGuaCGCGGa
auaCuuCGa-3’ (luciferase), 5’-GaaaCaaCCtGCatattta-3’ (Chd2-1, dharmacon), 
5’-CaaGaaCCatCGCGattta-3’ (Chd2-2, dharmacon), 5’-GGaaGaatatCCtGatGtt-3’ 
(Chd2-4, dharmacon), 5’-GaCaaGaaCCatCGCGat-3’ (Chd2-17, dharmacon), 
5’-auauGuuGGuGaaCuGaGa-3’ (XrCC4) (sartori et al., 2007), 5’-CCaGuuG
GauGGaCaCuaa-3’ + 5’-GauGGuaGuuCCuCCCaaa-3’ + 5’-uaCCaGaGCaGuuu 
aGuaa-3’ + 5’GGaaaCGGuaCuCuaCuaa-3’ (parG smartpool, dharmacon). 
Cells were examined 48 h after sirna transfection. the pCmV6-Xl4-Chd2-GFp 
construct was created by recombining a GFp cassette in the pCmV6-Xl4-Chd2 (open 
biosystems). u2os cells were transfected with the construct to generate a stable cell 
line expressing Chd2-GFp. the alC1 cdna was a gift from andreas ladurner. alC1 
cdna was cloned into vector pentr4-GFp-C1 (e.Campeau; addgene w392-1) and 
GFp-alC1 was subsequently recombined into plenti6.3 V5-dest (invitrogen) using 
gateway recombination. Vh10-htert cells were transduced with plenti6.3 GFp-
alC1 lentiviral particles and cultured with 5mg/ml blasticidin to select for integrands. 
atm inhibitor (ku-55933) and parp inhibitor (ku-0058948) were gifts from mark 
o’Connor (astrazeneca) and used at a concentration of 10 μm.
Generation of DSBs
dsbs were induced by ir, which was delivered by the yXlon X-ray generator (yXlon 
international, 200kV, 4 ma, dose rate 1.1 Gy/min).
Cell survival assay
Vh10-sV40 cells were transfected for 48 h with sirna or Vh10-tert cells stably 
expressing shrnas were used. Cells were trypsinized, seeded at low density and 
exposed to ir. 7 days later cells were washed with 0.9% naCl and stained with 
methylene blue. Colonies of more than 20 cells were scored.
Microscopy and laser micro-irradiation
brightfield pictures were taken with an eVos fl fluorescence microscope (amG, 
Westover scientific) using the 4x ph objective. laser micro-irradiation was carried 
out on a leica sp5 confocal microscope equipped with an environmental chamber 
set to 37°C and 5% Co2. Cells were grown on glass cover slips. dsb-containing 
tracks (1.5 μm width) were generated with a mira modelocked ti:sapphire laser 
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(λ = 800 nm, pulselength = 200 fs, repetition rate = 76 mhz, output power on the 
cells for dna damage induction = 80 mW). Confocal images were recorded before 
and after laser irradiation at 5 sec time intervals over a period of 5 min and analyzed 
using las-aF software. Fluorescence intensities were subtracted by the pre-bleach 
values and normalized to the first data point, which was set 0, to obtain relative 
Fluorescence units (rFu).
Antibodies
iriF and western blot analysis were performed using antibodies to γh2aX (millipore), 
α-tubulin (sigma), brCa1 (Calbiochem), Chk2 (bd bioscience), p53 (s15p), 
phospho-Chk2 (s19p) and Chd2 (Cell signaling), rnF8 (abcam), p53 (santa Cruz), 
rpa (thermo Fisher scientific), 53bp1 (novus biologicals) phospho-rpa (s4/s8) and 
smC1 (bethyl laboratories). the antibodies to rnF168, XrCC4 and rad51 were gifts 
from dan durocher, mauro modesti and roland kanaar respectively.
Western blotting
Whole cell extracts (WCe) were prepared by cell lysis in laemmli buffer. proteins 
were separated in bis-tris-hCl-buffered acrylamide gels (invitrogen) and blotted onto 
pVdF (millipore). membranes were incubated with primary antibody as indicated 
in the figure legends, followed by incubation with secondary antibody (odyssey 
irdye® li-Cor biosciences). the odyssey imager (li-Cor biosciences) equipped with 
li-Cor odyssey 3.0 software was used to scan the membranes and analyze the 
fluorescence signals.
Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting (FACS)
For cell cycle analysis cells were pulse-labeled with 10 mm brdu for 1 h, fixed in 
70% ethanol, denatured in 2 m hCl, stained with mouse antibody to brdu, followed 
by incubation with conjugated anti-mouse igG (alexaFluor 488) and dna staining 
with 0.1 mg/ml propidium iodide. Cell sorting was performed on a bd lsrii flow 
cytometer (bd bioscience) using FaCsdiva software version 5.0.3. Quantifications 
were performed using Winmdi 2.9 software.
Homologous Recombination (HR) and Non-Homologous End-
Joining (NHEJ) assays
hek293 cell lines containing either a stably integrated copy of the dr-GFp or eJ5-GFp 
reporter were used to measure the repair of i-scei-induced dsbs by hr or nheJ, 
respectively (pierce et al., 1999; bennardo et al., 2008). briefly, 48 h after sirna 
transfection, cells were transfected with the i-sce-i expression vector pCbasce (pierce 
et al., 1999). 48 h later the percentage of GFp-positive cells was determined by FaCs 
on a bd lsrii flow cytometer (bd bioscience) using FaCsdiva software version 5.0.3. 




First we screened the swiss model server (http://swissmodel.expasy.org/) for structures 
with a sequence that highly resembles the sequence of Chd2, and obtained the 
yeast Chd1 sant and slide structure (2xb0X.pdb). We next aligned Chd2 onto 
this sequence using the web tool t-Coffee (http://tcoffee.vital-it.ch/cgi-bin/tcoffee). 
the alignment was uploaded in the swiss model server and submitted for structural 
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homologous recombination is essential for repair of dna interstrand cross-links 
and double-strand breaks. the rad51C protein is one of the five rad51 paralogs 
in vertebrates implicated in homologous recombination. a previously described 
hamster cell mutant defective in rad51C (Cl-V4b) showed increased sensitivity 
to dna damaging agents and displayed genomic instability. here, we identified a 
splice donor mutation at position +5 of intron 5 of the Rad51C gene in this mutant, 
and generated mice harbouring an analogous base-pair alteration. Rad51Csplice 
heterozygous animals are viable and do not display any phenotypic abnormalities, 
however homozygous Rad51Csplice embryos die during early development (e8.5). 
detailed analysis of two Cl-V4b revertants, V4b-mr1 and V4b–mr2, that have 
reduced levels of full-length Rad51C transcript when compared to wild type 
hamster cells, showed increased sensitivity to mitomycin C (mmC) in clonogenic 
survival, suggesting haploinsufficiency of Rad51C. similarly, mouse Rad51Csplice/neo 
heterozygous es cells also displayed increased mmC sensitivity. moreover, in both 
hamster revertants, Rad51C haploinsufficiency gives rise to increased frequencies of 
spontaneous and mmC-induced chromosomal aberrations, impaired sister chromatid 
cohesion and reduced cloning efficiency. these results imply that adequate expression 
of Rad51C in mammalian cells is essential for maintaining genomic stability and sister 
chromatid cohesion to prevent malignant transformation.
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introduCtion
homologous recombination (hr) is a major pathway involved in the repair of 
double-strand breaks (dsbs) and interstrand cross-links (iCls) in dna and requires 
homologous sequences present on either a sister chromatid or homologous 
chromosome to accurately repair these lesions (Wyman and kanaar, 2006). the initial 
steps in this process are dependent on rad51, the central protein in hr, and several 
other factors belonging to the rad52 epistasis group, including the rad51 paralogs 
(li and heyer, 2008; san Filippo et al., 2008). in mammals five rad51-like proteins 
have been identified, XrCC2, XrCC3, rad51b, rad51C and rad51d (thacker, 1999). 
the rad51 paralogs share limited sequence homology with each other and with 
rad51. physical interactions have been observed among these five paralogs and two 
specific subcomplexes were identified: one containing XrCC2, rad51b, rad51C and 
rad51d and the other XrCC3 and rad51C (li and heyer, 2008; thacker, 2005). 
several of the paralogs are able to bind to single-strand dna and display atpase 
activity but little is known about the precise function of these proteins in hr. the 
redistribution of rad51 to sites of dna damage strongly depends on several proteins 
involved in hr including the rad51 paralogs, rad52, rad54, rpa, brCa1, brCa2 
and palb2 (Godthelp et al., 2002a; haaf et al., 1995; tashiro et al., 2000; Xia et 
al., 2007). these observations suggest a role for the rad51 paralogs at the early 
stages of recombination, presumably in the assembly and/or stabilization of rad51 
filaments as observed for rad55 and rad57, the two rad51 paralogs in yeast (sung, 
1997). in addition to facilitating rad51 filament assembly, rad51C is required for 
efficient checkpoint signaling by promoting Chk2 phosphorylation to delay cell cycle 
progression in response to dna damage (badie et al., 2009) and the regulation of 
rad51 ubiquitination and degradation (bennett and knight, 2005). a role for rad51C 
at later stages in recombination is implied by the co-purification of rad51C (and 
XrCC3) with protein fractions showing holliday junction resolvase activity and the 
localization to mouse meiotic chromosomes at pachytene/diplotene (liu et al., 2007). 
a role for rad51 paralogs beyond the initiation of hr is also apparent from the 
analysis of recombination products in XrCC2, XrCC3 and rad51C deficient hamster 
cells (brenneman et al., 2002; nagaraju et al., 2006; nagaraju et al., 2009). 
disruption of rad51 paralogs in chicken dt40 cells leads to increased sensitivity to 
cross-linking agents and defects in hr (takata et al., 2001). however, in mice the absence 
of XrCC2, rad51b, rad51C or rad51d is not tolerated and results in early embryonic 
lethality (deans et al., 2000; kuznetsov et al., 2009; pittman and schimenti, 2000; 
shu et al., 1999). haploinsufficiency has been observed in case of XrCC2 and rad51b 
(deans et al., 2003; date et al., 2006) manifested by increased levels of chromosome 
aberrations and aneuploidy after exposure to dna damaging agents. this indicates that 
proper expression levels of rad51b and XrCC2 are essential for maintaining genomic 
stability. For the functional analysis of rad51 paralogs in mammals hamster cell mutants 
have been instrumental. mutant lines with defects in XrCC2, XrCC3 and rad51C are 
moderately sensitive to ionizing radiation but extremely sensitive to dna cross-linking 
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agents (thacker, 2005). in addition, increased levels of chromosomal aberrations and 
mitotic centrosome numbers have been observed (French et al., 2002; Godthelp et al., 
2002b; Griffin et al., 2000; renglin et al., 2007; liu et al., 1998).
the hamster mutant Cl-V4b, which was characterized previously in our group, is 
defective in Rad51C (Godthelp et al., 2002b). molecular analysis revealed the absence 
of exon 5 in mature rad51C mrna. here we describe the characterization of two Cl-
V4b-derived revertant cell lines that display intermediate sensitivity to dna damaging 
agents, increased frequencies of chromosomal aberrations, impaired sister chromatid 
cohesion and reduced cloning efficiency, suggesting haploinsufficiency of Rad51C. 
the causative mutation underlying the Cl-V4b mutant phenotype was determined 
and mice were generated harboring an analogous splice site mutation. heterozygous 
Rad51Csplice animals are viable and do not display any phenotypic abnormalities, but 
homozygous embryos die during early development. 
materials and methods
Cell culture and isolation of MMC-resistant revertants
the mmC-sensitive hamster cell mutant Cl-V4b has been described previously (Godthelp 
et al., 2002b). to isolate independent mmC-resistant revertants, several cultures of 100-
1000 cells were expanded to 107 cells and seeded at 1 x 105 cells in 94 mm dishes in the 
presence of 5 ng/ml mitomycin C (mmC; kyowa). after 2 weeks, mmC-resistant clones 
were isolated and grown in the absence of mmC for further characterization. hamster 
cells were cultured as described previously (Godthelp et al., 2002b). 
Clonogenic survival assays
Cultures in exponential growth were trypsinized and 300-500 cells were plated in 94 mm 
dishes in duplicate (controls in triplicate), left to attach for 4 h, and then X-ray irradiated with 
a dose rate of 2.8 Gy/min (200 kV, 4 ma, 1 mm al) or exposed to methyl methanesulfonate 
(mms) for 1 h, to camptothecin and bleomycin for 24 h and continuously to mmC, in 
complete medium. after treatment with chemicals the cells were washed with pbs, and 
returned to fresh medium. after 8-10 days the dishes were rinsed with 0.9% naCl, dried, 
stained with methylene blue (0.25%) and visible colonies were counted. 
RT-PCR analysis
total rna was extracted using rnazolb (Cinna/biotecx laboratories). oligo-dt primed first 
strand cdna was reverse transcribed from 2 µg rna using the riboclone cdna synthesis 
system (promega). Quantitative pCr reactions were carried out using the Faststart universal 
sybr Green master (rox) system (roche) according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
using primers 15 and 16 (located in exon 4 and exon 5, respectively) and 17 and 18 
(located in exon 8 and exon 9, respectively). real time amplifications were performed 
3-6 times and normalized to the hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (hprt) 
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housekeeping gene (primer pair 19-20). the absence of exon 5 in mutant Rad51C mrna 
from Rad51Csplice embryos was shown by amplification using primer-pair F4-r1 spanning 
exons 4-9 as described previously (Godthelp et al., 2002b).
Immunofluorescence labeling and microscopy
For rad51 foci analysis cells were grown on glass slides, giving sub-confluent cultures 
at the time of fixation. Cells were either mock-treated, treated with mmC (2.4 µg/
ml for 1 h) or X-rays (12 Gy). immunostaining and microscopy were performed as 
described previously (Godthelp et al., 2002b). 
Immunoprecipitation
total cell extracts were prepared by lysis of 107 exponentially growing hamster cells 
in 0.5 ml lysis buffer as described previously (Godthelp et al., 2002b). rad51C was 
immunoprecipitated with rabbit anti-hsrad51C antibody (2287), proteins were 
separated on a 12% sds-polyacrylamide gel, transferred to a pVdF-membrane 
(millipore), and hybridized with mouse anti-hsrad51C antiserum (2h11, novus) 
followed by a peroxidase-labelled anti-mouse antibody (amersham). antibody 
binding was detected by enhanced chemoluminescence (amersham). 
Analysis of chromosomal aberrations, sister chromatid exchanges 
and sister chromatid cohesion
exponentially growing V79b, Cl-V4b, V4b-mr1and V4b-mr2 cells were either 
mock-treated or treated for 2 h (for sister chromatid exchanges, sCes) or 24 h (for 
chromosomal aberrations, Ca) with mmC. procedures for the analysis of sCes, Cas 
and sister chromatid cohesion have been described previously (Godthelp et al., 2002b). 
data for Cas and sCes analyses are from at least two independent experiments of 
which the mean and the sem were calculated. 
Rad51C mutation in CL-V4B 
Genomic dna from Cl-V4b and V79b wild type cells was amplified using exon 4 
and exon 6 specific primers. amplifications were performed using the expand long 
template pCr system (roche). the pCr conditions used were 2 min 94°C; 10 sec 
94°C, 30 sec 63°C and 4 min 68°C for 10 cycles followed by 15 sec 94°C, 30 sec 
63°C, 4 min 68°C for 25 cycles. after 10 cycles the polymerization time was increased 
by 20 sec in each cycle and after the last cycle with an additional 7 min. amplified 
dnas were gel-purified and sequenced using exon 5 specific primers. 
Rad51C construct
the targeting construct was based on the ploxpneo vector, which contains a neomycin 
resistance marker flanked by lox sites and a thymidine kinase gene (yang et al., 1998). 
left and right arms were obtained by amplification of genomic dna from 129/ola-
derived es cells. a 7.8 kb fragment including exon 4-6 was amplified with primer 3 and 
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4 using an expand long template pCr system (roche) and an annealing temperature 
of 63°C. a 5.7 kb fragment containing exon 3 and 4 was amplified with primers 5 
and 6, using an annealing temperature of 53°C. the 7.8 and 5.7 kb fragments were 
cloned into pCr®2.1-topo® using a topo® Xl pCr Cloning kit (invitrogen), resulting 
in topo/rad51C7.8kb and topo/rad51C5.7kb, respectively. exons and flanking sequences 
were verified by sequencing. the 7.8 kb fragment from topo/rad51C7.8kb was excised 
by Xbai digestion, blunted and digested with Noti. a 5 kb terminal fragment was 
cloned in ploxpneo digested with Noti and Hpai. to generate the left arm a 6.9 kb 
fragment was excised from topo/rad51C7.8kb with Clai and Kpni and inserted into 
topo/rad51C5.7kb digested with Clai and Kpni. From the resulting plasmid a 4.4 kb 
fragment was excised with Xbai and sub-cloned into puC120. using a Genetailor site-
directed mutagenesis system (invitrogen) a G->t splice site mutation was introduced 
at +5 of intron 5 with primers 13 and 14. after sequence verification the mutagenized 
fragment was excised with Xbai and cloned into the Xbai site of ploxpneo. a 6.2 
kb Bshti fragment including the left arm was inserted into the ploxpneo construct 
containing the right arm and linearized with Bshti. plasmid dna was purified using an 
endoFree plasmid maxi kit (Qiagen) and linearized with Noti. 
ES cells, electroporation and clonogenic survival 
the 129/ola derived ib10 es cells (a subclone from e14 es cells) were cultured as 
described previously (de Vries et al., 2005). 4x107 es cells were resuspended in 800 
μl pbs, containing 50 μg linearized targeting vector and electroporated at 800 V and 
a capacitance of 3 μF. Cells were seeded in six 94 mm dishes and after 24 and 72 h 
neomycin (175 μg/ml) and gancyclovir (1.3 μg/ml) were added, respectively. resistant 
colonies were isolated after 10 days of selection, expanded and genomic dna was 
analyzed by blot-hybridization. left and right probe fragments were generated using 
primer sets 7-8 and 9-10, respectively. the presence of the splice site was confirmed 
by pCr using primers 11 and 12 followed by Sspi digestion. 
Clonogenic survival experiments were performed using wild type ib10 es cells 
and heterozygous Rad51Csplice/neo es cell clones 1-50 and 1-79 by seeding 500 cells on 
gelatin coated 94 mm dishes in 50% brl-conditioned knock-out dmem/50% fresh 
es cell medium as described previously (de Waard et al., 2008). es cells were left to 
attach for 16 h and thereafter treated for 1 h with different doses of mmC, washed 
with pbs, and grown for 8 days.
targeted es cells were microinjected into C57bl/6 blastocysts to generate chimeras, 
and chimeric males were mated with C57bl/6 females. mice were genotyped by pCr 
using the primers lox51Cm01, lox51Cm02 and 51Cmlnmp1. pCr conditions were 
as follows: 45 sec 94°C, 30 sec 60°C and 1 min 72°C. the wild type allele yields 
a fragment of 129 bp and the targeted allele a fragment of 184 bp. to remove 
the neomycin resistance marker, heterozygous Rad51Csplice/neo mice were crossed with 
eiiaCre mice (Williams-simons and Westphal, 1999). recombination between the 
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two lox sites yields a 179 bp product using primers lox51Cm01 and lox51Cm02. 




primer 5: 5’-aataaGCttaCtCaGGataCGaaCGCaGGaGt-3’ (a 5’ Hindiii site is 
underlined); 
primer 6: 5’-ataaaGCttCaGGCtGaCtatGGtaGCaCaaG-3’ (a 5’ Hindiii site is 
underlined); 
primer 7: 5’-GCCttGGaaaCtCtaCaaattCtaa-3’; 
primer 8: 5’-CaCCaaaCatGattCaGaaCtCttCt-3’; 
primer 9: 5’-CatGtGaGCtCtGGaaaCtG-3’; 
primer 10: 5’-CaCCaatGCaGGaaCaaGC-3’; 
primer 11: 5’-CttCtGtaaGaGCaGtGtat-3’; 
primer 12: 5’-CaCttGCCta CCtataattC; 
primer 13: 5’-GCaaataatCaCaGattaGCtGtaaatattattGGCCaGGaG-3’ (the 
splice site mutation is underlined); 
primer 14: 5’-CtCCtGGCCaataatatttaCaGCtaatCtGtGattatttGC-3’ (the 
splice site mutation is underlined); 
primer 15: 5’- GaGCtGCtGGCaCaaGtCt-3’









Identification of Rad51C mutation in CL-V4B 
analysis of Cl-4Vb mutant cells revealed an alternatively spliced rad51C mrna that 
lacks exon 5 (Godthelp et al., 2002b). sequence analysis of a region encompassing 
exon 5 and flanking intronic sequences indicated a single GC->at base pair change at 
position +5 of intron 5 in one of the two Rad51C alleles (Fig. 1). the G->a transition 
mutation is located near the 3’ end of the Gt(a/G)aGt splice donor consensus 
sequence. as the wild type Rad51C allele in Cl-V4b is presumably methylated and 
silenced (Jeggo and holliday, 1986), the viability of Cl-V4b cells is most likely due to 
a low level of correctly spliced rad51C transcripts. rt-pCr amplification experiments 
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indeed showed a very low level of products of wild type length, although no rad51C 
protein could be detected (results not shown; Fig. 2a). 
MMC-resistant CL-V4B revertants display intermediate sensitivity 
to ICL-inducing agents in clonogenic survival and have a reduced 
cloning efficiency
Cl-V4b hamster cells displayed an increased sensitivity towards various types of dna 
damaging agents, especially to dna cross-linking agents, like mmC (Godthelp et al., 
2002b). here, we describe the isolation and characterization of two independent 
mmC-resistant Cl-V4b revertants, V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2. semi-quantitative pCr 
revealed that the level of full length rad51C transcript was reduced in these revertants 
when compared to V79b (Fig. 2b) (Godthelp et al., 2002b). sequence analysis 
indicated that both revertants still contain the splice donor mutation, suggesting 
that the wild type rad51C allele is (partially) demethylated in these revertants. after 
immunoprecipitation rad51C protein could be detected in both revertants, whereas 
rad51C protein was below detection level in Cl-V4b mutant cells (Fig. 2a). 
the sensitivity of the V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2 revertants to various dna damaging 
agents was evaluated by clonogenic survival. both revertants are still sensitive to the 
dna interstrand cross-linking agent mmC (~ 2.6 fold), albeit much less than Cl-V4b 






Figure 1. Sequence analysis of hamster Rad51C. exon 5 and flanking regions were 
amplified using exon 4 and exon 6 specific primers and sequenced using exon 5 specific 
primers. sequence traces illustrate the exon 5/intron 5 junctions of Rad51C of V79b (top) 
and Cl-V4b (bottom) cells. the G>a transition at position +5 in one of the Rad51C alleles 
of Cl-V4b is indicated by an arrow. 
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(d10). the revertants were not sensitive to camptothecin, bleomycin or X-rays but 
are still slightly sensitive to the mono-functional alkylating agent mms (~ 1.7-fold), 
although less than Cl-V4b cells (~ 4-fold) (Fig. 3). the cloning efficiency of V4b-mr1 
and V4b-mr2 in these experiments (57 ± 4.8% and 52 ± 5.6%, respectively) is in the 
same range as Cl-V4b (58 ± 11 %) but is slightly reduced when compared to wild 
type V79b (73 ± 9 %). these results suggest rad51C haploinsufficiency in the Cl-V4b 
revertants due to reduced expression of the wild type Rad51C allele. 
Intermediate levels of chromosomal aberrations, aberrant sister 
chromatid cohesion but normal levels of SCEs in CL-V4B revertants 
We examined the spontaneous as well as the mmC-induced chromosomal aberrations 
(Cas) in the Cl-V4b revertants, V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2, to establish if both lines still 
display genomic instability as was observed in Cl-V4b cells (Godthelp et al., 2002b). this 
analysis revealed that V4b-mr1 and V4b–mr2 show a 4-fold higher level of spontaneous 
Cas and a 2-fold higher level of mmC-induced Cas when compared to wild type V79b 
cells but less than in Cl-V4b (29- and 100-fold, respectively) (table 1a/b).
next we investigated sister chromatid cohesion in metaphase spreads of 
both Cl-V4b revertants since reduced levels of sister chromatid cohesion were 
found in rad51C mutant Cl-V4b (Godthelp et al., 2002b). microscopic analysis 
revealed that in V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2 the number of cells showing separated 
chromatids was 1.6 fold increased when compared to wild type V79b cells, 
Figure 2
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Figure 2. MMC-resistant CL-V4B revertants have reduced levels of full length 
Rad51C transcript and Rad51C protein. (a) the rad51C protein was visualized by 
immunoprecipitation of cell lysates from V79b, Cl-V4b, V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2 cells 
using a polyclonal rabbit anti-hrad51C antibody followed by immunoblotting with a 
second anti-hrad51C antiserum. equal loading was confirmed by hybridizing the ip-
supernatant containing non-rad51C bound proteins with a monoclonal antibody against 
actin. (b) semi-quantitative rt-pCr of exon 4-9 of rad51C using cdna from wild type 
V79b, Cl-V4b and Cl-V4b revertants, V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2, resulting in 457 (exon 4-9) 
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whereas Cl-V4b cells showed a 2-3 fold increase in cells with precocious sister 
chromatid separation (table 1a). together the analysis of Cas and sister chromatid 
cohesion also suggest haploinsufficiency of rad51C in both revertants, which is 
in concordance with the survival experiments. 
since Cl-V4b cells were also shown to be severely hampered in mmC-induced 
sister chromatid exchange (sCe) formation (Godthelp et al., 2002b), we analyzed the 
levels of sCe induction in V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2. the data shown in Fig. 4a indicate 
normal frequencies of sCes both spontaneous (3.8 and 3.4 sCe/cell, respectively) as 
well as after mmC treatment (10.2 and 10.1 sCe/cell at 30 ng/ml mmC) in these 
revertants, when compared to wild type V79b cells (4.3 sCe/cell spontaneous and 
11.5 sCe/cells after 30 ng/ml mmC). 
CL-V4B revertants display a normal DNA damage induced Rad51 
foci phenotype 
the inactivation of Rad51C causes a severe defect in the formation of dna damage 
induced rad51 foci in Cl-V4b mutant cells (Godthelp et al., 2002b). in V4b-mr1 
and V4b-mr2 the induction of rad51 foci after mmC treatment or X-ray irradiation 
was restored to near wild type levels (Fig. 4b). moreover, the dynamics of rad51 foci 
formation after X-ray irradiation as well as the number of rad51 foci per nucleus 
in these revertants was also comparable to wild type cells (Fig. 4b; results not 
shown). however, after mmC treatment the disappearance of rad51 foci seemed 
to be somewhat slower in the revertants when compared to wild type cells. these 
data indicate that the expression level of rad51C in the revertants is adequate for 
sequestration of rad51 into nuclear foci and for the normal induction of sCes after 
exposure to dna damaging agents. 
Generation of Rad51C mutant mice
to mimic the Cl-V4b rad51C mutation in mice, a targeting construct was generated 
containing a GC->at change at position +5 of intron 5. the nucleotide and protein 
sequences of rad51C are strongly conserved between hamster and mouse. the first 
12 nucleotides of intron 5 are identical between both organisms and up to position 
+40 only 7 base pair changes were detected. the targeting vector was linearized 
with Noti and electroporated into es cells (Fig. 5a). We tested ~250 neomycin- 
and gangcyclovir-resistant es cell clones by blot-hybridization for correct targeting. 
Correct targeting resulted in a novel 10.5 kb Pvuii fragment on the left and a novel 
6.0 kb Sphi fragment on the right and was seen in clones 1-79 (data not shown) 
and 1-50 (Fig. 5b). the presence of the G->a splice site in correctly targeted cells 
was confirmed by pCr and Sspi digestion (Fig. 5C). rna isolated from wild type 
and Rad51Csplice/neo es cells was analyzed by quantitative pCr. together, the results 
obtained using two primer sets indicate a reduction of 40-50% in the level of full 
length rad51C mrna in both es cell clones (Fig. 5d). targeted es cells were injected 
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Figure 4. Normal DNA damage induced Rad51 foci formation and SCE induction in 
CL-V4B revertants. (a) sCe formation after mmC treatment. V79b, Cl-V4b, V4b-mr1 
and V4b-mr2 cells were either mock-treated or treated with various mmC doses (2, 15 
and 30 ng/ml for V4b, V4b-mr1, V4b-mr2 and 15 and 20 ng/ml for V79b) before sCe 
visualization. data are the mean of at least two independent experiments; error bars 
represent the sem. (b) kinetics of rad51 foci formation in V79b, Cl-V4b, V4b-mr1 and 
V4b-mr2 cells analyzed 8 and 24 h after treatment with mmC (2.4 mg/ml for 1 h) or 
after X-ray irradiation (12 Gy). Cells containing more than 5 distinct foci in the nucleus 
were considered to be positive. data are the means of at least 2 experiments. error bars 
represent the sem. 
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Figure 5-1
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Figure 5. Rad51C targeting construct. (a) schematic representation of the targeting 
vector, the mouse Rad51C locus and the targeted locus. exons are indicated by solid 
boxes. the presence of the G>a splice site mutation at position +5 of intron 5 is indicated 
by the asterisk (b) blot-analysis of dna from neomycin resistant clones and wild type 
es cells digested with Pvuii (top) and Sphi (bottom) and hybridized with left and right 
probes, respectively. (C) pCr analysis followed by Sspi digestion to confirm the GC>at 
base pair substitution. the presence of the splice site mutation results in the formation 
of a novel Sspi site (aGtatt>aatatt). the data indicate correct targeting in clone 1-50, 
random integration in clone 1-80 and correct targeting but loss of the splice site mutation 
in clone 2-39. (d) Quantitative pCr analysis of rna isolated from wild type ib10 es 
cells, 1-50 Rad51Csplice/neo es cells, 1-79 Rad51Csplice/neo es cells, wild type embryos (me 
6) and heterozygous Rad51Csplice embryos (me 8) using hprt (primer 19-20), rad51C-1 
(primer 15-16) and rad51C-2 (primer 17-18) primer pairs. data were normalized to the 
hprt housekeeping gene. error bars represent the sd. (e) rt-pCr analysis of rna from 
heterozygous and homozygous embryos. using exon 4 and exon 9 specific primers a wild 
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mice heterozygous for the Rad51Csplice/neo mutation show no gross abnormalities 
and their viability was not affected. however, intercrosses failed to produce viable 
homozygous mutant offspring. among 63 pups genotyped by pCr, 42 were 
heterozygous and 21 were wild type indicating that homozygosity of the Rad51Csplice/
neo mutation results in embryonic lethality. in Cl-V4b cells the presence of a G->a 
transition mutation results in aberrantly spliced rad51C mrna molecules which 
lack exon 5. rt-pCr analysis using exon 4 and 9 specific primers, however, only 
showed products of wild type length in heterozygous Rad51Csplice/neo es cells (results 
not shown). most likely the presence of the neomycin resistance marker, which is 
transcribed in the opposite direction, interferes with transcription of the Rad51C 
gene and results in a null allele.
to mimic the situation in Cl-V4b cells the neomycin gene was removed by crossing 
Rad51Csplice/neo animals to eiiaCre mice. rt-pCr analysis showed the presence of a 457 
bp rad51C product in wild type embryos using exon 4 and exon 9 specific primers 
(Fig. 5e). in heterozygous embryos also a product of 325 bp was detected which is 
indicative for aberrantly spliced rad51C mrna molecules lacking exon 5, as was 
observed previously in Cl-V4b hamster cells. Quantitative pCr analysis using two 
primer sets indicated a reduction of approximately 60% in the level of wild type 
rad51C mrna in heterozygous Rad51Csplice embryos (Fig. 5d). 
Rad51Csplice/neo and Rad51Csplice mutant strains were maintained by backcrossing 
to C57bl/6J animals. heterozygous offspring was obtained in a normal mendelian 
fashion. in the course of the study presented here 172 Rad51Csplice/neo and 153 
Rad51Csplice heterozygous animals were recovered. Visual inspection, up to 6-7 months 
of age, did not reveal any noticeable abnormalities or an increase in spontaneous 
tumor formation in comparison to wild type littermates. 
to ascertain if homozygous mutant animals could be obtained, heterozygous 
Rad51Csplice animals were interbred and of 70 pups analyzed 47 were heterozygous 
and 23 wild type. no viable homozygous mutants were recovered, indicating that 
homozygosity for the Rad51Csplice mutation leads to embryonic lethality. to determine 
at which developmental stage lethality occurs, timed matings were performed and 
embryos were genotyped at different stages of gestation. no homozygous mutant 
embryos were found at embryonic day 12.5 (e12.5) and e10. however, at e8.5 
homozygous Rad51Csplice embryos were present at a frequency of 23%. most e8.5 
homozygous mutant embryos were smaller in size when compared with heterozygous 
embryos and started to degenerate. 
Rad51Csplice/neo heterozygous ES cells are sensitive to MMC
to investigate whether Rad51Csplice/neo heterozygous es cells are more sensitive 
to iCl inducing agents than wild type cells we compared the mmC sensitivity of 
heterozygous clones 1-50 and 1-79 to wild type ib10 cells. as shown in Fig. 6, 
Rad51Csplice/neo heterozygous es cell clones 1-50 and 1-79 are 1.4 fold more sensitive 
to mmC than wild type es cells. these data indicate that rad51C haploinsufficiency 
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also gives rise to iCl sensitivity in mouse es cells, which is in concordance with our 
observations in the Cl-V4b revertants.
disCussion
in the present study we have shown that the Rad51C splice donor mutation of Cl-V4b 
gives rise to embryonic lethality in mice and that haploinsufficiency of Rad51C leads 
to mmC sensitivity in hamster cell revertants V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2 as well as in 
heterozygous Rad51Csplice/neo mouse es clones. moreover, Rad51C haploinsufficiency 
also gives rise to increased frequencies of spontaneous and mmC-induced Cas, 
impaired sister chromatid cohesion and reduced cloning efficiency in hamster 
revertants V4b-mr1 and V4b-mr2.
although, we formally cannot exclude the possibility that there may be a negative 
effect of the mutant rad51C protein lacking exon 5, this does not seem very likely 
as both revertants show normal induction of rad51 foci and sCes in response to 
dna damaging agents. apparently, the level of rad51C protein in both revertants 
is sufficient for sCe induction and rad51 foci formation after infliction of damage 
but not for preventing enhanced formation of spontaneous and mmC-induced 
chromosomal aberrations. similarly, XrCC2 or rad51b haploinsufficiency gives rise 
to increased levels of Cas but levels of rad51 foci after dna damage are near normal 
(deans et al., 2003; date et al., 2006). in contrast, Rad51Cko/+ meFs (kuznetsov et al., 
2009) did not show an increased level of Cas at low passage number after treatment 
with a single dose of mmC when compared to wild type meFs. this difference might 
Figure 6. Rad51Csplice/neo heterozygous ES cells are sensitive to MMC.Clonogenic 
survival of Rad51C heterozygous ES cell clones 1-79, 1-50 and wild type IB10 ES 
cells after exposure to MMC. data are the means of at least 4 experiments. error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean (sem).
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be cell type specific or related to the mmC dose and/or the single time-point of 
fixation used in this paper.
homozygosity for the Cl-V4b splice site mutation leads to early embryonic lethality 
in mice. aberrant splicing of rad51C mrna leading to loss of exon 5 is apparently not 
compatible with embryonic development. this is in concordance with data from kuznetsov 
et al. (kuznetsov et al., 2009) showing embryonic lethality of Rad51Cnull alleles. like 
Rad51C, loss of other Rad51 paralogs also results in early embryonic lethality. inactivation 
of Rad51Bnull leads to the most severe phenotype as mutant embryos disappear at e7.5 
(shu et al., 1999). Rad51D-deficient embryos die between e8.5 and e11.5 (pittman and 
schimenti, 2000) and XRCC2 mutant embryos between e10.5 and e12.5 (deans et al., 
2000). Rad51Cnull and Rad51Dnull heterozygous mice did not show increased tumorigenesis, 
showing that heterozygosity for Rad51C or Rad51D alone does not predispose mice to 
cancer (kuznetsov et al., 2009; pittman and schimenti, 2000). up to 6-7 months of age 
we also did not observe an increase in tumor formation in heterozygous Rad51Csplice/neo 
or Rad51Csplice animals. however, rad51C heterozygosity leads to modulation of trp53-
dependent tumor formation in epithelial tissues such as sebaceous glands as observed in 
rad51Cnullp53null double heterozygous mice (kuznetsov et al., 2009). Whether heterozygous 
Rad51Csplice mice also display increased trp53-dependent tumorigenesis in epithelial tissues 
remains to be ascertained.
Why is the Rad51C splice site mutation tolerated in hamster cells and not during 
embryonic development in mice? as exon 5 codes for a conserved region of rad51C 
containing the Walker b atp binding motif, it is not very likely that lack of exon 5 results 
in a functional protein. most probably the viability of Cl-V4b cells is due to a very low 
level of correctly spliced rad51C mrna and/or a low level of expression of the second 
Rad51C allele, which may not be completely silenced by methylation. as the effects 
of splice site mutations can be cell-type or species specific, we cannot exclude the 
possibility that the GC->at transition at position +5 of intron 5 of Rad51C has a more 
severe effect on splicing in mouse embryonic cells as compared with hamster lung 
fibroblasts. the results obtained indicate that the residual level of full-length rad51C 
protein is sufficient in cultured hamster cells but not in rapidly developing embryos. 
however, when challenged by dna damaging agents, repair is severely hampered in 
Cl-V4b cells as a consequence of very low levels of full-length rad51C transcript.
haploinsufficiency has been reported for rad51 paralogs such as XRCC2 and 
Rad51B (deans et al., 2003; date et al., 2006) and for other genes involved in the 
dna damage response (ddr) such as brCa1, brCa2, rad50 and nbs1 (heikkinen 
et al., 2006; Jeng et al., 2007; Wiegant et al., 2006). haploinsufficiency in ddr 
genes causes genomic instability and may therefore provide a selective advantage 
that could lead to clonal expansion and tumor promotion (Quon and berns, 2001). 
it has even been proposed that ddr functions as a biological tumorigenesis barrier 
in early stages of cancer development favoring outgrowth of malignant clones with 
defects in the genome maintenance machinery (kelemen et al., 2009). the recent 
discovery of pathogenic Rad51C mutations in German hereditary breast and ovarian 
cancer families (kelemen et al., 2009; meindl et al., 2010) and of biallelic germline 
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Rad51C mutations in a Fanconi anemia like syndrome (Vaz et al., 2010) emphasizes 
the cancer proneness of individuals with reduced Rad51C expression.
the chromosomal region containing Rad51C has commonly found to be amplified 
in sporadic breast cancers. this amplification was associated with over-expression 
of rad51C as well as several other linked genes in a significant proportion of 
primary tumors (kelemen et al., 2009; parssinen et al., 2007; sinclair et al., 2003). 
in the mCF7 breast cancer cell line a breakpoint was identified in the Rad51C gene 
resulting in a rad51C-atXn7 fusion product. as a consequence the interaction of 
rad51C with other rad51 paralogs is disrupted, suggesting that rad51C might be 
involved in cancer progression (hampton et al., 2009). in mice, loss of rad51C leads 
to modulation of trp53-dependent tumorigenesis, indicating that rad51C might 
function as a tumor suppressor (kuznetsov et al., 2009).
Cohesion between sister chromatids is mediated by the multisubunit cohesin 
complex that is also implicated in repair of damaged dna and in regulation of gene 
expression (peters et al., 2008). the data presented in this paper indicate that Rad51C 
haploinsufficiency influences sister chromatid cohesion but whether this is due to a 
direct interaction of rad51C with the cohesin complex and its interacting proteins 
or a consequence of defects in hr remains to be established. the observation of 
impaired sister chromatid cohesion in Cl-V4b revertants is in concordance with data 
obtained with mouse oocytes expressing a hypomorphic Rad51C allele (resulting 
in reduced expression in some of the animals) that also exhibit a sister chromatid 
cohesion defect (kuznetsov et al., 2007). impaired sister chromatid cohesion might 
cause aneuploidy which may link cohesion defects to tumorigenesis (panigrahi and 
pati, 2009). haploinsufficiency of Rad51C may therefore contribute to tumorigenesis 
not only by increased genomic instability as a consequence of defects in repair but 
also through inappropriate cohesion between sister chromatids. 
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Table 1A. spontaneous, mmC-induced chromosomal aberrations (Ca) and premature sister 
chromatid separation per 100 cells










































































Table 1B. relative sensitivities for chromosomal aberrations
Relative Sensitivity
V79B CL-V4B   V4B-MR1 V4B-MR2
spontaneous 1d 29 4 4
mmC-induced 1e 100 2 2
a Chromatid exchanges are interchanges, intrachanges, triradials or subchromatid exchanges.
b For calculations of the total number of breaks, the breaks and exchanges were counted as 1 break 
since dose-response relationships for mmC-induced exchange configurations were linear [48].
c sCs, sister chromatid separation.
d the frequency of spontaneous aberrations per 100 cells in parental V79b cells was 2 ± 0 and this 
was set at 1.
e the slope of the induction curve of Ca after mmC-treatment in parental V79b cells was 0.4 
aberrations per 100 cells per ng/ml mmC, and this was set as 1. all slopes were determined by using 








the maintenance of genomic stability is of vital importance to all cellular life. however, 
the genome is constantly exposed to various types of endogenous and exogenous 
agents that induce dna damage. this dna damage has to be repaired to prevent cell 
death and mutations that could lead to cancer. one of the most destructive types of 
dna damage is the dna double strand break (dsb). not only can dsbs be induced 
by replication stress, chemotherapeutic drugs or ionizing radiation (ir), they are also 
generated during cellular processes such as mitotic and meiotic recombination. Cells 
respond to dsbs by initiating a cascade of signaling events that coordinate cell cycle 
progression and dna repair (van attikum and Gasser, 2009). however, dna is tightly 
packaged into chromatin and consequently dsb response proteins need to overcome 
this barrier to gain access to dna lesions. it has become clear that dsbs trigger 
chromatin relaxation and that this process may increase the efficiency of the ddr 
(Vogler et al., 2010; murga et al., 2007). additionally, dsbs provoke a number of 
histone modifications, including the phosphorylation of h2aX (γh2aX), leading to a 
specific histone code at dna lesions that may control the ddr (rogakou et al., 1999). 
recent studies have also implicated a role for atp-dependent chromatin remodelers at 
sites of dna damage. these enzymes may change chromatin accessibility by altering 
nucleosomal structures at dsb sites, thereby facilitating the ddr (ahel et al., 2009; 
Goodarzi et al., 2011; Gottschalk et al., 2009; lan et al., 2010; larsen et al., 2010; 
polo et al., 2010; smeenk et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2010). 
but why are there so many chromatin remodelers involved in the dsb response? it 
is not likely that there is redundancy between these proteins because cellular depletion 
of each of these factors induces severe defects in the ddr. the classic model of the dsb 
response describes a relatively linear cascade of proteins accumulating at the break 
site resulting in repair of the dsb. this model is gradually being replaced by a more 
dynamic model in which every step of the ddr can be modulated on multiple levels 
by post-translational histone modifications and chromatin remodeling. moreover, it 
is becoming clear that other parameters such as cell cycle stage, chromatin density 
and cell type, are also determinants that add to the complexity of the ddr (beucher 
et al., 2009; Goodarzi et al., 2010; shibata et al., 2011). histone modifications and 
chromatin remodeling events at dsb sites maintain a crosstalk with other nuclear 
processes such as transcription and cell cycle regulation to propagate repair (kruhlak 
et al., 2007; solovjeva et al., 2007; shanbhag et al., 2010). however, at this moment 
we are still far away from fully understanding the complexity and spatiotemporal 
coordination of all these events taking place in response to dsbs.
in this thesis i provide corroborative evidence that the chromatin remodelers Chd4, 
smarCa5 and Chd2 are important components of the dsb response. this work 
provides insight in the distinct functions of chromatin remodelers during signaling 
and repair of dsbs. We show that the action of poly(adp-ribosylase) is required for 
proper functioning of these proteins at the break site. Furthermore, i speculate that 




the activity of chromatin remodeling complexes depends on their catalytic atpase 
subunit. it is thought that the non-catalytic subunits modulate the nucleosome 
remodeling activity of the atpase or maybe even direct the complex to distinct 
chromatin topologies. For example, the chromatin remodeler smarCa5 is part of 
several complexes that all have different functions (bozhenok et al., 2002; Collins et 
al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2002; santoro et al., 2002). it has been shown in an in vitro 
system that monitors the accessibility of a restriction site in nucleosomal dna that 
the non-catalytic subunits dictate the remodeling activity of smarCa5 on chromatin 
(he et al., 2008; he et al., 2006). the non-catalytic subunits may alter the physical 
interaction between smarCa5 and the dna adjacent to the nucleosome. 
nurd is a multisubunit chromatin remodeling complex that exists in various forms 
depending on the composition of the subunits. the complex contains as its atpase 
either Chd3 or Chd4, which have distinct functions in the ddr (Goodarzi et al., 
2011; larsen et al., 2010; polo et al., 2010; smeenk et al., 2010) suggesting that 
different compositions of the nurd complex modulate the dsb response in different 
contexts. additionally, the complex contains one of the mta homologs (mta1, mta2 
or mta3) that also have specific functions in different cellular processes (bowen et al., 
2004) further supporting the hypothesis that distinct versions of the nurd complex 
help to trigger a tailored dsb response.
We and others found that Chd4 and smarCa5 are required for rnF8/rnF168 
mediated ubiquitylation of h2a type histones at dsbs (Chapter 3, (larsen et al., 
2010; smeenk et al., 2010). Chd4 interacts with rnF8 and is suggested to open 
up the chromatin to locally facilitate h2a type histone ubiquitylation at dsbs (m.s. 
luijsterburg, unpublished data). smarCa5, on the other hand, associates with rnF168 
in response to ir, which suggests that smarCa5 modulates the function of rnF168 
(Chapter 3). understanding how these chromatin remodelers specifically modulate 
the function of either rnF8 or rnF168 can be reached by different strategies. one 
way is to map domains to allow the identification of the structural domains that are 
involved in the interaction between Chd4 and rnF8, or smarCa5 and rnF168. 
moreover, immunoprecipitation coupled to mass spectrometry or western blot would 
identify the composition of the Chd4 and smarCa5 complexes that interact with 
rnF8 and rnF168, respectively. 
Given that Chd4 and smarCa5 affect the dsb signaling cascade downstream of 
mdC1, it is tempting to speculate that Chd2 also affects this process. one way to 
shed light on the role of Chd2 in dsb signaling is to quantify iriF formation of dsb 
signaling proteins (e.g. mdC1, brCa1) in Chd2 depleted cells. 
Chd4, smarCa5 and Chd2 cannot be visualized in iriF, possibly because the 
amount of protein accumulating at the break site is insufficient to allow detection. 
the multiphoton laser system which we used, induces a broad spectrum of dna 
lesions including dsbs. to confirm that Chd2 indeed accumulates at dsbs, different 
experimental systems can be used. a sensitive system available is Chip combined 
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with qpCr to monitor the presence of Chd2 at specific endonuclease induced 
breaks (as in Chapter 3, Figure 1C). alternatively, the presence of Chd2 at dsbs 
can be monitored by using a cellular reporter system that contains a lac operator 
array in which the Foki endonuclease fused to a lac repressor protein can create 
multiple dsbs. the advantage of this system is that multiple dsbs are created in 
the same array, which concentrates dsb response proteins at one location allowing 
visualization by iF (shanbhag et al., 2010).
poly(adp-ribosyl)ation and Chromatin 
remodelers
poly(adp-ribosyl)ation (parylation) is a highly dynamic post-translational modification 
induced by poly(adp-ribose) polymerase (parp). parp ribosylates itself, but also 
other substrates such as the histone tail residues h2ak13, h2bk30, h3k27, h3k37 
and h4k16 (messner et al., 2010). it is thought that poly(adp-ribosyl)ation of 
nucleosomes induces a more relaxed chromatin state (lagueux et al., 1994; poirier et 
al., 1982). parp-1 accumulates at sites of micro-laser induced dna damage (haince 
et al., 2008), yet its role in the dsb response remains unclear. 
interestingly, both Chd4 and smarCa5 accumulation at dna damage is partially 
dependent on the action of parp (Chapter 3 and (polo et al., 2010) whereas, Chd2 
recruitment to sites of dna damage is fully dependent on the activity of parp (Chapter 
4). it is currently not known how parp activity contributes to the recruitment of 
these chromatin remodelers to sites of damage. it was previously suggested that the 
C-terminal halve of Chd4 binds to poly(adp-ribose) (par) in vitro (polo et al., 2010). 
however, a functional par binding domain has not been identified yet in smarCa5, 
Chd4 or Chd2. a putative par binding domain in smarCa5 was shown to be 
dispensable for the binding of par, and mutagenesis of this domain did not affect 
the accumulation of smarCa5 on laser induced damage sites (Gagne et al., 2008); 
data not shown). Conversely, it might be possible that these proteins are parylated in 
response to dna damage, which was indeed suggested for smarCa5 (Gagne et al., 
2008). it is therefore not only important to determine whether these proteins have 
par binding properties but also to establish whether they are parylated upon dna 
damage. mass spectrometry may allow investigation of parylation of these proteins 
upon dna damage. this approach may also allow the identification of target sites 
required for parylation. subsequent mutation analysis of these sites in combination 
with complementation assays should reveal their importance for the ddr.
interestingly, two other factors suggested to be required for smarCa5 
accumulation at dsbs are rnF20 and aCF1, the latter of which forms a complex 
with smarCa5 (lan et al., 2010; nakamura et al., 2011). so far, it is not known 
whether cellular depletion of aCF1, like that of rnF20, abrogates the accumulation 
of smarCa5 at dsbs. a possible alternative scenario is that parp acts upstream of 
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either aCF1 or rnF20 and in this way facilitates smarCa5 accumulation at sites of 
damage. such a scenario may explain why smarCa5 would not directly bind par or 
become parylated itself. therefore it is interesting to investigate the effect of parp 
inhibition on the accumulation of aCF1 and rnF20 at laser tracks.
We observed that smarCa5-GFp is still recruited to laser tracks (~ 70% of total 
amount of protein) in the presence of parp inhibitor but failed to expand in the same 
way as e.g. mdC1-GFp (smaller track width). this suggests that parylation is not 
required for the initial smarCa5 accumulation at damage sites, but necessary for 
its spreading along the chromatin flanking the dna damage. the significance of this 
effect needs to be confirmed by a different technique such as Chip at endonuclease 
induced dsbs. it would be interesting to study whether the effect of parp inhibitor 
on the recruitment of Chd4 to damage sites observed by polo et al. (polo et al., 
2010) has a similar phenotype as smarCa5 in our laser-induced dna damage 
system (i.e. smaller track width). additionally, since we observed that the interaction 
between smarCa5 and rnF168 was abrogated after treatment with parp inhibitor, 
it needs to be investigated whether the interaction between rnF8 and Chd4 is also 
dependent on the action of parp (Chapter 3). this question can be answered by 
studying whether the interaction between rnF8 and Chd4 by immunoprecipitation 
is abrogated by treatment with parp inhibitor.
it is not clear what the role parp plays at dsbs. it may be that parylation provides 
a platform for the recruitment of proteins to break sites, which in turn may lead to 
chromatin relaxation, providing access to the lesion for the dsb signaling machinery. 
our data provides a possible link between the parylation and the dsb response. 
the activity of parp is required for accumulation of Chd4 and smarCa5 at micro-
laser induced damage and these proteins are required for rnF8/rnF168-dependent 
histone ubiquitylation at dsb sites. this suggests that parp, either directly or indirectly 
via Chd4 and smarCa5, may be required for this ubiquitylation step, as well as the 
ubiquitylation-dependent recruitment of factors such as rap80 and brCa1. it would 
therefore be interesting to examine whether parp inhibition affects the accumulation 
of such factors at sites of dna damage.
ConneCtinG Chromatin remodelinG to dsb 
repair
the rad51 recombinase is considered to be the central protein in dsb repair by hr 
(West, 2003). it assembles into helical polymers that wrap around ssdna at break 
sites. this results in a nucleoprotein filament which catalyses its pairing with and 
strand invasion into an intact homologous dna molecule. assembly of rad51 onto 
ssdna is mediated by several proteins including brCa2 (thorslund and West, 2007). 
the 5 rad51 paralogs (rad51a, rad51b, rad51C, rad51d, XrCC2 and XrCC3) are 
required for stabilization of the rad51 nucleoprotein filament (takata et al., 2001), 
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but their exact biological functions are still largely unknown. rad51C, which has 
a nuclear localization signal, is thought to target rad51 to the nucleus. rad51C 
associates with the ubiquitin e3 ligase rad18 which is targeted to dsbs in a rnF8 
dependent manner (huang et al., 2009). the interaction between rad51C and rad18 
is mediated by the n-terminal region of rad51C (huang et al., 2009), whereas the 
C-terminal region of rad51C is required for paralog complex formation (miller et 
al., 2004). smarCa5 facilitates ir induced ubiquitylation by rnF168 and is required 
for hr. it is tempting to speculate that the association of rad51C and rad18 might 
functionally link smarCa5 to hr. to this end, an interesting experiment would be to 
investigate whether loss of smarCa5 affects rad51C and rad18 recruitment to sites 
of dsbs, which could be monitored by Chip at site specific endonuclease induced 
dsbs coupled to qpCr or at laser-induced dna damage. this might provide more 
insight into the way chromatin remodeling, dsb signaling and hr are linked.
smarCa5, Chd4 and Chd2 have all been found to be required for proper nheJ 
(Chapter 3, 4). additionally, we and others found that smarCa5 is involved in hr 
(Chapter 3 (lan et al., 2010; nakamura et al., 2011) and that Chd4 is not required for hr 
(data not shown). but how do these chromatin remodelers mechanistically impinge on the 
repair pathways? rnF8 is also involved in nheJ (Chapter 4, (Feng et al., 2009; meerang et 
al., 2011) and it was suggested that rnF8 is required for hr (meerang et al., 2011). since 
Chd4 directly interacts with rnF8, it is conceivable that the interaction between Chd4 
and rnF8 is required for proper dsb repair by nheJ. on the other hand, the requirement 
of rnF8 in hr could be due to another function of rnF8 independent of the ubC13 
dependent k63 ubiquitylation (bekker-Jensen et al., 2010; ito et al., 2001). in line with 
this, the suggestion that rnF168 is required for proper nheJ (meerang et al., 2011) might 
indicate that both the interaction between rnF168 and smarCa5 and the association of 
rnF8 and Chd4 are important for nheJ. 
to study in which step of the nheJ pathway Chd2 could play a role, proteins that 
interact with Chd2 at dsbs could be identified by combining silaC based Chd2-GFp 
pull down experiments coupled to mass spectrometry in ir treated cells. alternatively 
it could be studied whether depletion of Chd2 would affect the accumulation of 
nheJ factors, such as ku or XrCC4, to laser induced damage.
We showed that Chd4 is involved in nheJ (Chapter 3), however, it is not known 
which composition of the nurd complex is required for this function. recently, it has 
been proposed that the histone deacetylases hdaC1 and hdaC2, like Chd4, promote 
nheJ (miller et al., 2010). depletion of hdaC1 and hdaC2 resulted in persistence of 
the nheJ factors ku70 and artemis at sites of dna damage. the combined action of 
hdaC1 and hdaC2 was suggested to be required for the transient deacetylation of 
h3k56ac and h4k16ac in response to dna damage (miller et al., 2010). however, it 
is not clear whether the deacetylation by hdaC1 and hdaC2 is directly responsible 
for the maintenance of ku70 and artemis at damage sites. hdaC1 and hdaC2 are 
part of the nurd complex, but also reside in other complexes such as Corest and sin 
(ng and bird, 2000). hdaC1 recruitment to laser-induced damage sites is dependent 
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on Chd4 (polo et al., 2010), which might indicate that hdaC1 and hdaC2 function 
at dsbs as integral components of the nurd complex. the question whether hdaC1 
and hdaC2 function together with Chd4 in the dsb response, could be addressed 
by assessing whether Chd4 depletion also induces persistence of ku and artemis at 
dsbs similar to hdaC1/2 depletion and as such affects nheJ.
dsb mediated transCriptional inhibition 
it has been suggested that the deacetylase activity of hdaC1 and hdaC2 at laser-
induced damage induces transcriptional inhibition (miller et al., 2010). if hdaC1 and 
hdaC2 would indeed function as integral components of the nurd complex this 
could mean that nurd is also involved in transcriptional inhibition at dsbs. We may 
even speculate that smarCa5 and Chd4 act in cis to silence transcription since they 
affect rnF8/rnF168 mediated ubiquitylation, which was found to be required for 
this process (shanbhag et al., 2010). this suggests that chromatin remodeling may 
provide a new level of transcriptional control in the context of the dsb response.
We observed that Chd2 accumulates rapidly and transiently at laser induced dna 
damage sites (Chapter 4). moreover, the accumulation of Chd2 is fully dependent on 
the activity of parp. interestingly, we also observed a rapid release of Chd2 from the 
damage site, resulting in complete removal of the protein from the laser track at later 
time points (Chapter 4). in the presence of parp inhibitor, Chd2 no longer accumulates 
at sites of dna damage. however, the protein was still released from the damaged 
area, indicating that this is a distinct process, independent of parp. We speculate that 
the eviction of Chd2 from the damage site may be related to transcription inhibition. 
indeed, evidence is increasing that transcription is inhibited at dsb sites, (kruhlak et 
al., 2007; solovjeva et al., 2007; shanbhag et al., 2010).. in line with our speculations, 
Chd2 has been suggested to interact with the splicing factors nono and sFpQ/psF 
(thesis sangeetha rajagopalan, university of tennessee, knoxville, usa), which are 
involved in transcription inhibition and other aspects of rna and dna metabolism 
(salton et al., 2010a; salton et al., 2010b; kameoka et al., 2004; buxade et al., 2008; 
hata et al., 2008). Furthermore, these factors have been found to be required for 
nheJ in vitro similar to Chd2 and accumulate at micro-laser induced damage with 
similar transient kinetics as Chd2 (bladen et al., 2005; salton et al., 2010a). Future 
experiments are needed to mechanistically unravel the possible functional relationship 
between Chd2 eviction from laser-induced damage and transcription inhibition. 
dna damaGe response and CanCer
dysfunctional dsb repair can result in genomic instability and ultimately lead 
to cancer. most presently known cancer susceptibility genes have been linked to 
the ddr. Germline mutations of ddr players provide a mutator phenotype for 
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hereditary cancer (Jackson and bartek, 2009). thus far no germline mutations have 
been described that lead to loss of function of nurd proteins, Chd2 or smarCa5, 
putatively resulting in enhanced cancer susceptibility. however, deregulation of these 
proteins has been associated with the development of cancer (Cetin et al., 2008; lai 
and Wade, 2011; nagarajan et al., 2009; stopka et al., 2000).
the nurd complex has been implicated in multiple aspects of gene regulation 
in cancer (lai and Wade, 2011). it is involved in the transcription of multiple tumor 
suppressor genes. For example, mta1 and mta2, but not mta3 are involved 
in the repression of oestrogen functions in breast cancer (nicolson et al., 2003). 
interestingly, the expression of mta1 progressively increases during breast cancer. 
in contrast, mta3 expression decreases in the early stages of tumorigenesis and 
becomes silenced in late stages of invasive carcinoma (toh and nicolson, 2009). this 
indicates that depending on the subunit composition, the nurd complex regulates 
different targets. 
deregulation of smarCa5 expression has been found in several tumor types 
(Gigek et al., 2011; sumegi et al., 2011; Cetin et al., 2008; stopka et al., 2000) 
suggesting that smarCa5 might act as an oncogene.
 Furthermore, it has been reported that Chd2 heterozygous Chd2+/mut mice 
develop lymphomas and lymphoid hyperplasia (nagarajan et al., 2009), which might 
indicate that Chd2 is a tumor-suppressor. 
rad51C was recently shown to be mutated in a patient with Fanconi anemia like 
symptoms (Vaz et al., 2010). additionally, several germline mutations in the rad51C 
gene have been found in hereditary breast and ovarian cancer patients (meindl et al., 
2010) indicating that rad51C is indeed associated with predisposition for cancer. 
moreover, rad51C/p53 double knock-out mice develop tumors earlier compared to 
p53 knock-out mice (kuznetsov et al., 2009). thus, rad51C is not only required for 
maintenance of genome stability but might also function as a tumor suppressor. 
ultimately, deciphering the role of these proteins in the dsb response might 
provide us with information on how to specifically target these proteins in the 
treatment of cancer. additionally, identifying these factors as tumor suppressor genes 
or oncogenes can assist in future early onset assessment of cancer risk in people that 
possess germline mutations.
the work described in this thesis provides more insight in the mechanism of 
how chromatin remodelers modulate the dsb response. it is becoming increasingly 
clear that each step in the dsb response requires tailored modulation by chromatin 
remodelers. Future research will help us understand exactly how chromatin remodelers 
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our dna is continuously exposed to hazardous dna damaging agents such as uV 
and ionizing radiation as well as metabolic products. however, our cells are very well 
equipped to repair the induced damage. depending on the type of dna damage, 
different repair pathways can be engaged. dna double strand breaks (dsbs) are 
among the most toxic types of dna damage and can be either repaired by error prone 
non homologous end Joining (nheJ) or error free homologous recombination (hr).
dna is embedded in a structure called chromatin, which poses a barrier for the 
repair machinery to reach the damage site. the chromatin can be opened up by 
chromatin remodelers to provide access for dna damage response (ddr) proteins. 
yet, there are still many questions to be answered about the way chromatin remodelers 
help to increase the efficiency of the dsb response.
in this thesis i have explored the role of chromatin remodelers in the dsb response. 
additionally, i have underscored the importance of known dsb repair factors in dsb repair.
in Chapter 2, we discovered a new role for the chromatin remodeler Chd4 in 
the dsb response. Chd4 is the atpase subunit of the nurd chromatin remodeling 
complex. We showed that Chd4 and other proteins belonging to the complex are 
recruited to sites of dna damage, which suggests that nurd plays a direct role in 
the dsb response. indeed, we found that Chd4 is required for protein ubiquitylation 
by the e3 ubiquitin ligases rnF8/rnF168 at ionizing radiation induced foci (iriF) and 
the subsequent recruitment of rnF168 and brCa1. depletion of Chd4 appeared to 
delay repair of dsbs, indicating that Chd4 modulates dsb repair. 
Chapter 3 describes a novel role for the chromatin remodeler smarCa5/snF2h in 
the dsb response. smarCa5 acts directly at dsb sites where it interacts with rnF168 to 
promote ubiquitylation. the recruitment of smarCa5 to sites of dna damage and the 
interaction with rnF168 is dependent on poly(adp-ribosyl)ation. interestingly, smarCa5 
is involved in dsb repair by both hr and nheJ. our study suggests that smarCa5 
specifically interacts with rnF168 to promote ubiquitylation at dsb sites. additionally, 
smarCa5 might have other functions in dsb repair that are not related to rnF168.
in Chapter 4 we show that the chromatin remodeler Chd2 a family member of 
Chd4, also plays a role in the repair of dsbs. more precisely, Chd2 is involved in 
nheJ. additionally, we suggest that Chd2 binds to poly(adp-ribose) (par) chains 
through a putative par binding domain. indeed, the quick and transient recruitment 
of Chd2 was fully dependent on the activity of poly(adp-ribose)polymerase (parp, 
which catalyzes the formation of par chains) as in the presence of parp inhibitor 
Chd2 did not accumulate at sites of dsbs. it is conceivably that par may act as an 
anchor to direct proteins to dsbs, but in fact the precise function of par and parp in 
the dsb response is not known. 
in addition to chromatin remodelers, we also investigated rad51C, a rad51 
paralog that interacts with rad51 in hr (Chapter 5). to further study the function 
of rad51C we started to develop a rad51C knock-out mouse (Chapter 5). however, 
rad51C-/- mice were not viable beyond 8 days after gestation indicating that rad51C 
150
is not only important for dsb repair, but also for mouse development. although 
rad51C heterozygote mice did not have any apparent phenotype, we observed that 
rad51 heterozygote es cells were more sensitive to dna damage compared to wild 
type cells, which suggests impaired dsb processing.
the data described in this thesis together with recently published data, suggests 
a model of spatiotemporal regulation of the dna damage response in which several 
chromatin remodelers interact specifically with ddr proteins. this model explains 
why a variety of chromatin remodelers is involved in regulation of the ddr.
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nederlandse samenVattinG
alle cellen in een organisme bevatten hetzelfde dna. dit dna bevat alle informatie 
die nodig is om de cel te maken en het organisme te laten functioneren. dna bestaat 
uit een genetische code die is opgedeeld in afgegrensde eenheden, de genen. een 
gen codeert voor de productie van één soort eiwit. eiwitten vormen de functionele 
en structurele bouwstenen van de cel. 
het is van essentieel belang voor de overleving van de cel, weefsel en organisme dat 
de genetische informatie intact blijft. ons dna staat continu bloot aan beschadigende 
agentia zoals zonlicht, röntgenstraling en stoffen die vrijkomen bij de stofwisseling. 
er wordt geschat dat elke cel per dag gemiddeld 10.000 dna beschadigingen te 
verwerken krijgt. deze beschadigingen kunnen potentieel leiden tot mutaties die de 
genetische code definitief veranderen. mutaties kunnen ervoor zorgen dat celdood 
optreedt of dat juist de celgroei op hol slaat, wat uiteindelijk kan leiden tot kanker. 
om de zeer nadelige effecten van dna schade tegen te gaan, zijn cellen uitgerust 
met een zeer efficiënt reparatiemechanisme dat nagenoeg alle schades repareert. een 
van de meest gevaarlijke soorten dna schade is de dna dubbelstrengs breuk waarbij 
beide strengen van de dna helix gebroken zijn.
als de schade gedetecteerd wordt, kan de celcyclus stopgezet worden om tijd 
te genereren voor het reparatieproces. in dit proces vindt een cascade van stappen 
plaats dat leidt tot een opeenhoping van eiwitten met een specifieke functie bij de 
dna breuk. deze eiwitten dragen bij om de schade zo efficiënt mogelijk te repareren.
het volume van de celkern bedraagt gemiddeld 60 μm3 en bevat ongeveer 2 meter 
dna. dit betekent dat het dna met behulp van eiwitten heel strak gevouwen moet 
worden om in de kern te passen. het compact gevouwen dna wordt chromatine 
genoemd. ondanks de compacte vouwing van chromatine kan het dna nog steeds 
beschadigd worden. echter, de compacte chromatine structuur vormt een barrière 
voor de reparatie-eiwitten om de dna schade te bereiken en te verwijderen. het 
beschadigde dna in chromatine kan op gecontroleerde wijze toegankelijk gemaakt 
worden door het chromatine te ontvouwen met behulp van chromatine remodelers 
zodat efficiënte reparatie kan plaatsvinden.
Voor het onderzoek in dit proefschrift hebben we gezocht naar nieuwe factoren 
die een rol spelen in de reparatie van dubbelstrengs breuken.
de gemakkelijkste manier om de functie van een eiwit te bestuderen is om te 
onderzoeken wat er mis gaat als het eiwit verwijderd wordt uit de cel. dit kan op twee 
manieren. ten eerste kan een gen uit een cel verwijderd worden. Via geslachtscellen 
kan dit resulteren in een muismodel deficiënt in het gen van keuze (een z.g. knock-
out muis model). ten tweede kan het product van een specifiek gen geblokkeerd 
worden, zodat er geen eiwit meer aangemaakt kan worden (de z.g. knock-down van 
een gen). met behulp van deze techniek kan relatief gemakkelijk onderzocht worden 
welke eiwitten een rol spelen in een bepaald proces.
de studie beschreven in dit proefschrift begon met een onderzoek in de worm 
C. elegans waarbij werd gezocht naar factoren die een rol spelen in de bescherming 
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tegen röntgenstraling. in dit onderzoek werden 45 genen gevonden die de worm 
beschermen tegen de gevolgen van röntgenstraling. Vervolgens hebben we bestudeerd 
of de homologen in de mens een zelfde rol spelen, dit wil zeggen dat knock-down 
van deze genen menselijke cellen meer gevoelig maken voor röntgenstraling. 
in dit proefschrift richtten we het onderzoek op de rol van drie chromatine 
remodelers, Chd2, Chd4 en smarCa5, in de dubbelstrengs breuk respons. 
daarnaast hebben we gekeken naar rad51C, een bekende factor die een rol speelt 
in de dna schaderespons. 
dubbelstrengs breuken als gevolg van bijvoorbeeld blootstelling van cellen aan 
röntgenstraling kunnen gevisualiseerd worden door eiwitten die ophopen op breuken 
te markeren met fluorescerende antilichamen. de breuken zijn onder de microscoop 
te zien als fluorescente stippen die foci (e.v. focus) genoemd worden. een andere 
methode is om zeer lokaal in de cel schade te introduceren door middel van laser 
bestraling. het nadeel hiervan is dat er verschillende soorten schade in onbekende 
hoeveelheden op dezelfde plek worden gemaakt. het voordeel van deze methode is 
dat levende cellen onder de microscoop kunnen worden gevolgd in de tijd. om te 
kijken naar het gedrag van een specifiek eiwit, wordt het eiwit gemarkeerd met een 
fluorescerend molecuul, zodat detectie mogelijk is.
CHD4
in hoofdstuk 2 wordt de nieuwe functie van de chromatine remodeler Chd4 in de 
dubbelstrengs breuk respons beschreven. Chd4 is een onderdeel van het nurd 
chromatine remodeling complex bestaande uit meerdere eiwitten die samen een 
bepaalde functie uitvoeren. We hebben aangetoond dat Chd4 en andere factoren 
uit het nurd complex naar de plaats van de schade toegaan wat suggereert dat 
het complex een directe rol speelt in de dubbelstrengs breuk respons. meer 
specifiek hebben we gevonden dat Chd4 nodig is voor signalering en reparatie van 
dubbelstrengs breuken.
SMARCA5
We hebben ontdekt dat de chromatine remodeler smarCa5 ook een rol in de 
dubbelstrengs breuk respons speelt. net als Chd4 gaat smarCa5 naar de schade 
toe waar het detectie en reparatie van dubbelstrengs breuken faciliteert.
CHD2
de chromatine remodeler Chd2, die familie is van Chd4, speelt ook een rol in de 
reparatie van dubbelstrengs breuken. onze resultaten wijzen uit dat Chd2 bindt aan 
poly-adp-ribose op de plek van de breuk. poly-ap-ribose werkt als een soort anker 
om eiwitten op een specifieke plek te lokaliseren. na toevoeging van een remmer van 
poly-adp-ribose zien we dat Chd2 niet meer op de schadeplek ophoopt. het is niet 
precies bekend wat poly-adp-ribose doet in de dubbelstrengs breuk respons, naast 
het rekruteren van eiwitten.
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RAD51C
rad51C is niet alleen belangrijk voor reparatie van dubbelstrengs breuken maar 
ook belangrijk voor de ontwikkeling van de muis. dit blijkt uit het feit dat rad51C 
knock-out muizen niet levensvatbaar zijn. muizen die één goed exemplaar en één 
gemuteerd exemplaar van het rad51C gen bezaten (heterozygoten) hadden echter 
geen problemen. We observeerden ook dat heterozygote rad51C cellen meer 
gevoelig waren voor dna schade dan cellen zonder mutaties, wat aangeeft dat 




4-oht  4-hydroxy tamoxifen
alC1  advanced in liver cancer 1
ber  base excision repair
brCt  brCa1 C terminal 
Ca  chromosomal aberration
Chd  chromodomain helicase dna-binding domain
Chd2  chromodomain helicase dna-binding protein 2
Chd4  chromodomain helicase dna-binding protein 4
Chip  chromatin immunoprecipitation
Cpt  camptothecin
dsb  double strand break
ddr  dna damage response
es  embryonic stem cell
γh2aX  phosphorylated histone h2aX
hat  histone acetyl transferase
heCt  homologous to e6-ap Carboxyterminus
hr  homologous recombination
hprt  hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase
iCl  interstrand crosslink
ir  ionizing radiation
iriF  ionizing radiation induced foci
meF  mouse embryonic fibroblast
mmC  mitomycin C
mta2  metastasis-associated protein 2
nheJ  non homologous end joining
nurd  nucleosome remodeling and histone deacetylation
par  poly(adp-ribose)
parG  poly(adp-ribose) glycohydrolase
parp  poly(adp-ribose)polymerase
pikk  phosphoinositide-3-kinase-related protein kinase
prC1  polycomb repressive complex
ptm  post translational modification
qpCr  quantitative pCr
rinG  really interesting new gene
rnai   rna interference
sCe   sister chromatid exchange
smarCa5  sWi/snF related matrix associated actin dependent regulator of 
chromatin subfamily a member 5
snF2h  sucrose non-fermenting protein 2 homolog
uim  ubiquitin interacting motif
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